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PREFACE

Mam has been classified among the Mayan languages in a group called the Mamean group (McQuown 1956). This group also includes the languages Ixil, Aguacatec, and the recently discovered Teco (Kaufman 1969).

Mam is the most widely spoken of the four Mamean languages. It has been roughly estimated to have a quarter million speakers who are located in the departments of Huehuetenango and San Marcos in Guatemala and in the state of Chiapas in Mexico.

Mam is spoken in a number of quite divergent dialects. However, the present study takes into consideration only the dialect spoken by the residents of the village Todos Santos Cuchumatanes in Huehuetenango. There are some ten thousand residents of Todos Santos.

Other Mam dialects have been studied by Edward Sywulka and Dorothy Peck (Sywulka 1948 and 1966 and Peck 1951).

The material on which the analysis is based was collected in Todos Santos during two periods: from October 1966 to August 1967 and during July and August of 1968. It consists of a large body of texts recorded on tape and transcribed. The texts are stories and reports of various kinds told by over twenty different people (ranging in age from sixteen to eighty-three) whose contribution to the present study should be obvious. Most of the eliciting was done in
connection with the first analysis of the texts, and in this work I was skillfully assisted by my three main informants, Fortunato Pablo Mendoza, Justo García Mendoza, and Pedro Jiménez Ramos, to whom I hereby recognize my great indebtedness.

The first field trip was made possible through grants from the Center for Latin American Studies, Survey of California and other Indian Languages, Phillips Fund of the American Philosophical Society, and the American Women's Club in Denmark. The second field trip was also supported by the Center for Latin American Studies as well as by the Graduate Division of the University of California.

The dissertation has been supervised by Francis J. Whitfield, Terrence Kaufman, and Wallace Chafe to whom I acknowledge my gratefulness.

Terrence Kaufman has supported me in my work by always being willing to discuss the problems of Mam and by sharing his broad knowledge and experience in the field of Mayan languages.

The analysis of Mam is performed on the basis of the glossematic theory as it is presented by Louis Hjelmslev in the forthcoming Résumé of the theory. In this connection it is a pleasure for me to acknowledge the constant support I have received from the chairman of my dissertation committee, Francis J. Whitfield, who has helped me not only directly with guidance and discussions but also indirectly through his superior translation and editing of Louis Hjelmslev's Résumé of a Theory of Language.
The primary goal of the present study is an exposition of the structure of Mam, and it is hoped that the close adherence to the glossematic theory will not interfere with this intention. The analysis is preceded by an introduction presenting certain glossematic views on the structure of language and on certain concepts and principles contained in the theory. The introduction also outlines the procedure of description.

The rest of the study is organized in agreement with the glossematic procedure as presented in Hjelmslev's Résumé. Résumé was composed in the early forties, but it was not published then. In Résumé the theory and the procedures of analysis are given in the form of definitions (Df), rules (Rg), and notes (N). Quotations here included from Résumé are all from a pre-publication version of the mentioned translation by Francis J. Whitfield.

A note explaining the various notation systems is found on p. 57f., and the Appendix (p. 289) is a brief phonetic key to the transcription. An informal outline of the Mam verb system and sentence structure appears pp. 64-79.
INTRODUCTION

Content - Expression  A language is a structure with two planes, a plane of content and a plane of expression:

```
plane of expression

plane of content
```

The traditional units in a language like sentence, clause, and affix are each made up of two elements, an element of content and an element of expression. A sentence is composed of a sentence content and a sentence expression, a clause is composed of a clause content and a clause expression, and an affix is composed of an affix content and an affix expression. All such pairs of an element of content and one of expression are called signs.

The English sentence "when he saw me, he left the garden" is made up of a sentence expression 'hwen hiv so miv 'hiy left de garden and a sentence content 'when he saw me he left the garden'. (' and ' indicate rising and falling intonation respectively.) The sentence expression might possibly be analyzed at different stages of analysis into a presupposed and a presupposing clause expression, into intonations (a rising and a falling one), into syllable groups, into syllables, into parts of syllables, and into phonemes.
The sentence content might possibly be analyzed into a presupposed and a presupposing content clause, into conjunctions versus non-conjunctions, into morphemes (here elements of content like 'past tense', 'first person', etc.) and stems.

In the sentence expression, the clause characterized by rising intonation presupposes the clause characterized by falling intonation. /hwen hiy so miy is said to determine /hiy left ðe garden; in other words, /hiy left ðe garden can occur alone, not preceded by some clause with rising intonation; but /hwen hiy so miy cannot occur without the accompaniment of some clause characterized by falling intonation. An arrow pointing towards the presupposed or determined functive is used as the symbol for the function called determination, thus

/hwen hiy so miy \rightarrow /hiy left ðe garden

The same function, namely determination, is found between the two clause contents,

'when he saw me' \rightarrow 'he left the garden'

and here the conjunction 'when' is responsible for the determination.

Thus both the clause expression and the clause content connected in the sign "when he saw me" are determining; and both the clause expression and the clause content of the sign "he left the garden" are determined. The analysis of the content does not always match that of the expression as
perfectly as in this particular example. That is the reason why the two planes are analyzed separately. When the two signs are transposed, "he left the garden when he saw me", the analysis of the expression is no longer parallel with that of the content:

\[ \text{he left the garden} \rightarrow \text{when he saw me} \]

Signs - Figurae  To one sign expression there always corresponds one and the same sign content, and to one sign content there always corresponds one and the same sign expression. (I here ignore the problem of synonyms and homonyms.) The sign expression \text{am} is always connected with the sign content 'be - indicative - present - first person - singular'.

Words and affixes that cannot be further divided into smaller signs are said to be minimal signs. Sign expressions and sign contents of minimal signs are not the ultimate components of language; they can be analyzed into smaller elements of expression and elements of content. The sign expression \text{am} can be found to be composed of two elements of expression, e and m; and the sign content of "am" can be found to be composed of five elements of content, 'be', 'indicative', 'present', 'first person', and 'singular'. However, no particular connection can be established between each of the two elements of expression and each or some of the five elements of content; e is not the expression element connected, for example, with 'be' or with any one of
the other elements of content. The connection takes place between the combination of the elements of expression on the one hand and the combination of the elements of content on the other. These elements that are not in themselves sign contents or sign expressions, but components of sign contents and of sign expressions, are called figurae in both planes.

**Form - Substance** The content figurae and the expression figurae are elements of form, of content form and expression form. Thus, figurae of the expression plane, for example, are not actual sounds or letters, and they are described and defined only by their mutual interrelationships.

Elements of form can be manifested by various substances, but at the same time they—and the form in general—are independent of substance. The expression elements in the sign expression of "am" are manifested phonetically when I say *am* or graphically when I write *am*; in both cases the form, i.e. the number of expression elements and their relationships, remains unchanged. Substance, however, depends upon form, it must manifest linguistic form in order to be linguistic substance at all. Sounds that are produced by vibrations of the vocal chords are not part of substance unless they manifest some elements of expression form.

The two planes each consists of two parts, and in both planes, substance determines form. This determination is called manifestation. The content substance, the content
form, the expression form, and the expression substance are the four strata of language:

- content substance
- content form
- expression form
- expression substance

One can imagine two languages with fairly similar systems of expression form in which two elements of expression are found to be defined in exactly the same way within each of the two systems. They can for example be symbolized $s$ and $f$. It is very likely, however, that they are not manifested in exactly the same way, in other words they are "pronounced differently" in the two languages, or they differ as to substance.

The same situation is encountered in the plane of content:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DANISH</th>
<th>MAM</th>
<th>ENGLISH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>gee?</td>
<td>tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brænde</td>
<td>sii?</td>
<td>wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skov</td>
<td>čk?ul</td>
<td>forest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The chart shows approximately the same area of content in the three languages, Danish, Mam, and English. (The situation is here slightly simplified for all three languages). They all have three elements of form, distributed in the same manner in Danish and Mam, but differently in English. *tree* and *see* mean 'tree' and 'wood' as a material; *braende* and *sii?* refer only to wood used for burning; and *skov* and *ćk?ul* are 'wooded areas'. The difference between English wood 'wooded area' and forest is not found in Danish or Mam.

The three elements are, however, manifested differently in Danish and Mam. In the example with *s* and *f*, the expression elements were "pronounced differently" in the two languages, they differed as to manifestation. The quoted Danish and Mam content elements are manifested by substances that differ in cultural scope and significance.

*sii?* is an absolutely necessary item in the daily life of the Indians who speak Mam; the men go up in the mountains to cut it, they carry it home on their backs, it is used for the open fire on the floor on and around which their food is cooked, and it is also used in the preparation of the weekly steambath.

In my dialect of Danish, *braende* is associated with open fire places and tile wood stoves that are not necessary parts of the general heating system, but rather used to make a room cozier during long and cold winter evenings.

In the case of *skov* and *ćk?ul* the difference in manifestation is partly due to the fact that in Denmark the
most common tree is the beech tree, and that all woods grow almost at sea level; whereas in Man country coniferous trees form most woods which in addition grow up and down high mountains.

It is quite common that two dialects that have the same number of phonemes and the same expression system differ as to the manifestation of the phonemes. In the same way, the substance manifesting the same content form of two dialects may differ considerably. I imagine that the words sea, river, brook, and ocean exist and occupy the same positions in the content form of the English dialect spoken in Kansas and in the one spoken in Massachusetts, but there can be no doubt that the manifestations of ocean are not the same in the two dialects. The concept of ocean must be different to people who have never seen an ocean and to people who live by the ocean and are constantly aware of its existence.

The symbols and names given elements of form are chosen to simplify the correspondence with substance. The fact that some element of expression form is called s implies nothing about its characteristics as an element of form, the symbol only indicates that the element can be expected to be manifested by some s-sound.

**Denotation** The relationship found between the two planes is one of mutual presupposition; no plane of expression occurs without a plane of content and vice versa. However, this mutual presupposition is not contracted by individual
planes of expression or individual sign expressions on the one hand and by individual planes of content or sign contents on the other, but by the category of content units and by the category of expression units. If there is some plane of content, there must also be some plane of expression. But there is nothing to prevent a connection between the expression plane found for Mam and the content plane found for Danish. This mutual presupposition between content and expression is called the sign function or denotation. It occurs wherever a sign content and a sign expression are connected. The technical term for mutual presupposition is interdependence, and it is symbolized by <---->.

Schema - Usage  Schema is defined as the entirety of functions found within the content form and the expression form as opposed to the functions constituting usage and occurring between the strata:

```
expression substance
|-----------------| manifestation | usage
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>expression form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sign expressions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| |-----------------| denotation | usage
| | sign contents |
| |-----------------| manifestation | usage
| content form |
| content substance |
```
Only the functions within the two forms belong to schema; and both denotation and manifestation are part of usage. It is arbitrary and a matter of usage whether in English a sign expression like *blick* is actually found or not, and whether in Danish sign contents like 'paternal uncle' and 'maternal uncle' occur or not (in Danish there are sign contents for 'maternal grandfather', 'paternal grandfather', 'maternal grandmother', 'paternal grandmother', 'maternal aunt', and 'paternal aunt'). It is a fact of usage that the sign expression *am* forms a sign with the sign content 'be - indicative - present - first person - singular' rather than with any other sign content.

It was therefore misleading for me to start by discussing signs and sign expressions and sign contents since they do not belong to schema, but I did so in order to emphasize the importance of content and expression at all stages.

**Connotation** The following two sentences "at xun nēex" and "ich habe ein Pferd" can both be translated 'I have a horse'. The two sentences "min ti? tu?mæl wu?yen" and "er liest ein Buch" are translated 'I do not know' and 'he reads a book' respectively.

From some point of view the first two sentences can be said to be variants, whereas this can never be said of the last two. The difference between the first two sentences could be expressed by saying that one is Mam and one is German. In glossematics, Mam, for example, is called a
connotator, and it is said to be interdependent with the connection between the content plane and the expression plane that I have set out to describe:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>expression plane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>content plane</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The category of denotations, or of such connections between content and expression, is interdependent with a number of categories of connotators. Any connection between a content and an expression must be defined in respect of all of these categories of connotators.

Only by removing the connotators, Mam and German, was I able to recognize that the first two sentences are variants and that the second pair cannot be reduced to variants.

The two words "swipe" and "steal" are found to be variants when the connotators lower value-style and neutral value-style are removed.

No two people speak exactly alike, but the languages of individuals, idiolects, can be reduced to variants when it is recognized that they are interdependent with one type of connotators, namely physiognomies, and when the physiognomies are removed.

The function contracted by a connotator and a denotation is called connotation. It is also a sign function; the plane of content and the plane of expression that I
want to describe in this paper are expression for the connotator, the national language, Mam, and Mam is the content for the connection between those two planes:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{denotation} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{expression}
\end{array} \quad \text{expression} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{content} \\
\uparrow \\
\text{connotation}
\end{array}
\]

(\text{plane of expression})

Connotation and denotation are alike in that they both have as their functives two planes (a plane of content and a plane of expression), or in other words they are both semiotics. A connotative semiotic differs from a denotative semiotic in that its plane of expression is in itself a semiotic, whereas no plane contracting denotation can be a semiotic.

\textbf{Metasemiotics} The study of the substance, expression substance and content substance, is also semiotics in which the denotative semiotic again constitutes one plane, and what is substance from a denotative point of view here constitutes the other plane:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{substance} \\
\leftarrow \\
\text{expression}
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{content} \\
\uparrow \\
\text{denotation}
\end{array}
\]

(\text{plane of expression})

(\text{plane of content})
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Substance and form are thus relative terms; what is substance in denotative semiotics becomes form in this new kind of semiotic called metasemiotics. Here sounds and meanings are analyzed in relationship with the units and variants found in denotative schemata.

The denotative semiotic is then in the center of a complex of semiotic structures. In a denotative semiotic the connection between content and expression, the sign function, is arbitrary. It is decided by usage that the sign expression *am* contracts a function with the sign content 'be-present-indicative-first person-singular' rather than with any other sign content. This arbitrariness of the sign function is found not only in denotative semiotics, but in all semiotics.

The elements in the complex of semiotic structures are defined not by relationships between the strata, but by relationships within their own stratum. I have mentioned that figurai of the expression are defined and described only in terms of functions found within the expression form, likewise the figurai of content form.

I do not characterize a language or a schema by saying that it is Mam or French, rather I thereby simply state that there is an arbitrary connection between a certain schema and a certain connotator. If I want to talk about a particular schema or rather about its two strata, content form and expression form, I must do so in terms of other content forms and other expression forms. A given content form has its place in the paradigm of content forms, and a given ex-
pression form has its place in the paradigm of expression forms. In the same way, connotators are defined in relationship with other connotators; the connotator French is defined in relationship with, for example, Spanish and Latin.

Paradigmatics - Syntagmatics When one analyzes a language, two points of view present themselves, one according to which various elements are seen to co-occur in the text. In "am" and "m co-occur, and 'be', 'indicative', 'present', 'first person', and 'singular' co-occur. According to the other point of view various elements are seen to alternate; k and t alternate, in the words "back" and "bat" there is either k (beek) or t (bet), k and t are considered elements in a paradigm from this paradigmatic point of view; but from the other, the syntagmatic point of view k and t co-occur, for example in the word "fact" (fakt). In the content, 'first person' and 'third person' alternate in the words "am" and "is".

In syntagmatics it is the text or process and in paradigmatics the system that is analyzed.

The analysis of syntagmatics and paradigmatics consists in finding and registering all the functions that constitute the two structures.

There are three functions based on presupposition. I have so far introduced only two of them, determination and interdependence. These functions can be defined by their
functives; "a Functive whose presence is a necessary condition for the presence of the functive to which it has Function" (Rés Df 14) is called a constant; and a "Functive whose presence is not a necessary condition for the presence of the functive to which it has Function" (Rés Df 15) is called a variable. In the very beginning I gave an example in which rising intonation determines or presupposes falling intonation:

/ \   \   \ \\
variable constant

The presence of \ is a necessary condition for the presence of /, in other words \ is a constant; but the presence of / is not a necessary condition for the presence of \, so / is a variable.

\   \   \ \\
variable constant

Determination is defined as a function contracted by a constant and a variable, (v \rightarrow c).

Interdependence is a function between two constants, constant \rightarrow constant.

A third function, constellation, is defined by being contracted by two variables, variable \rightarrow variable.

The terms determination, interdependence, and constellation can be used indifferently for syntagmatic and paradigmatic functions. Syntagmatic functions are also called relations, symbolized R; and paradigmatic functions are also called correlations, symbolized \rightarrow ; and there are speci-
fic terms for the three relations and the three correlations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>function</th>
<th>relation</th>
<th>correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>determination</td>
<td>selection</td>
<td>specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v \rightarrow c$</td>
<td>$v \rightarrow c$</td>
<td>$v \leftarrow c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interdependence</td>
<td>solidarity</td>
<td>complimentarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c \leftarrow c$</td>
<td>$c \leftarrow c$</td>
<td>$c \leftarrow c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reciprocity</td>
<td>combination</td>
<td>autonomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constellation</td>
<td>combination</td>
<td>autonomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v \leftarrow v$</td>
<td>$v \leftarrow v$</td>
<td>$v \leftarrow v$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Determination and interdependence can both be characterized by having constants among their functives, and they are given the common name cohesion; interdependence and constellation are alike in that they both individually have only one kind of functives, and the two functions are therefore called reciprocities.

In English $b$ and $r$ can co-occur initially in the syllable, "bran", but each one of them can also occur alone, "ban" and "ran"; thus the presence of $b$ does not presuppose the presence of $r$, and the presence of $r$ does not presuppose that of $b$. $b$ and $r$ contract constellation, or more specifically combination:

\[
\begin{array}{cc}
  b & r \\
  \text{variable} & \text{variable}
\end{array}
\]

The content unit 'than' is not found unless the content unit 'comparative' has appeared in the preceding clause: 'Peter is taller than his brother', whereas 'comparative'
occurs freely without necessarily being followed by 'than', 'his older brother is sick'. 'than' determines or selects 'comparative':

\[
\text{'than' } \rightarrow \text{'comparative'}
\]

variable \quad constant

Another example of selection is found between consonants and vowels. In English, syllables made up of just one vowel are possible, whereas no one consonant can form a syllable:, thus consonants select vowels:

\[
\text{category of consonants } \rightarrow \text{category of vowels}
\]

variable \quad constant

However, the function between vowels and consonants can also be considered from the paradigmatic point of view, i.e. as a correlation, and then it is an interdependence. If in a system there are no consonants, then there are no vowels either; analogously it makes no sense to talk about 'singular' in a language that has no 'plural'.

\[
\text{category of consonants } \rightarrow \text{category of vowels}
\]

constant \quad constant

**Description**: I have said that a language is a structure. A structure is a "network of functions", and the description or analysis of such a structure consists in registering the functions. This registration of functions is not done in an
arbitrary way; it is done according to a procedure and certain rules that serve to assure that the analysis be exhaustive and the simplest possible. Within the frames of the given procedure the analysis must be carried out in the greatest possible number of divisions and must ultimately result in the smallest possible number of derivates or elements. In other words, each division should divide into the largest possible or the fewest possible parts. A division into two parts must result in derivates larger (and fewer) than those of any other division. But it is not always possible or appropriate to divide into two parts.

The very first analysis to which the text is submitted divides it into two parts, namely the content line and the expression line. A line is a syntagmatic plane. Thereafter the two lines are analyzed separately but simultaneously. This subsequent analysis is carried out in two series of operations (\*GII and \*GIII) with different bases of analysis. In both series the analysis starts with the undivided content line and the undivided expression line; and in both series each operation has two sections, one treating content and the other treating expression.
Each operation includes several measures and tests that must be applied. One of these is the commutation test.

**Commutation** Commutation is a correlation in one plane that relates to a correlation in the other plane. But not all correlations that relate to some correlation in the other plane are examples of commutation; they may be connotatively conditioned.

Like other concepts or terms that are being discussed
here commutation has a precise definition. However, in this presentation I do not introduce the intricate structure of exact definitions on which glossematics is built, but prefer to speak in more general terms about the ideas and mechanics contained in the theory. It should therefore be quite clear that my discussion of, for example, commutation gives only a popular and incomplete picture of that function.

In the expression \( k \) and \( h \) are members of a category, namely the category of elements that appear initially in the syllable, and between \( k \) and \( h \) there is a paradigmatic function that relates one or has a syntagmatic function to a correlation between, for example the content units 'hat' and 'cat',

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{expression} & \text{content} \\
\hline
- & \_\_ \\
- & \_\_ \\
- & \_\_ \\
h & R & 'hat' \\
k & & 'cat' \\
- & \_\_ \\
- & \_\_ \\
\end{array}
\]

The commutation test is performed by replacing one element from one plane with another element from the same plane and from the same category; if this replacement causes a change in the other plane, then the two first mentioned elements are said to contract commutation; in the given example \( k \) and \( h \) contract commutation, symbolized \( k;h \). Elements that contract mutual commutation are invariants.

The opposite of commutation, absence of commutation, is substitution, which is the correlation found between
variants.

**Variants** I can pronounce "cat" with a strongly aspirated k or with an almost unaspirated k, but the difference between the two k's corresponds to no difference in the content, and so the two k's do not contract commutation, but are variants with mutual substitution.

Another kind of variants are those that are said to be conditioned by their environments. The k found in "kit" differs from the one in "cut", but nowhere does the exchange of the one k with the other k produce a difference in the plane of content. They are reduced to variants of one invariant. It can be recognized that their occurrence is conditioned by the following vowel. The k-variant found in "kit" presupposes the following i and can be written $k^i$; the i is a k-colored variant of the invariant i, $i^k$, that presupposes k. Thus the two variants $k^i$ and $i^k$ contract solidarity, and the A-colored k-variant in "cut", $k^A$, is solidary with the k-colored variant of A, $A^k$. Such solidary variants are called varieties. In the example with strongly aspirated k and less aspirated k no conditions of environments determine the appearance of either of the two variants, they contract combination with their environments and are therefore called combined variants or variations.

In language descriptions it has been common practice to include and discuss not only invariants, but also some solidary variants, for example allophones or specific uses of Latin cases. But there seems to be no structural crite-
rion for which variants to include and which not to include.

In glossematics a distinction is made between universal and particular variants. Universal variants are derivatives of an analysis of invariants into variants to which all functives can be subjected. Any invariant can be analyzed into a number of varieties, solidary variants, fixed by the number of other functives in the chain. In the word "cat", k has two varieties, one which is solidary with a, kᵦ, and one solidary with t, kᵗ; in the word "fact", f has three varieties, fₑ solidary with a, fᵏ solidary with k, and fᵗ solidary with t. The two varieties of k found in kₑ contract mutual combination; kᵗ combines with kᵦ in "kit", and kₑ combines with kₑ in "cap". Of course a and t also have two varieties each, aᵦ, aᵗ, tᵦ, tᵗ. Each of these varieties can again be found to have an infinite number of combined variants, variations. Every time I say the word "cat", there will be new variations of the varieties kᵦ, kᵗ, aᵦ, aᵗ, tᵦ, tᵗ. This division of varieties into variations and of variations into new varieties is continued,

invariants
k a t
varieties
kᵗ kₑ kᵦ kᵗ kₑ kᵗ
variations
kᵦ kᵗ kᵦ kᵗ kᵦ kᵗ kᵗ aᵦ aᵗ aᵦ aᵦ aᵗ aᵦ aᵗ
varieties
kₑ kₑ kₑ kₑ kₑ kₑ kₑ kₑ etc.

kₑ is the variety of k that appears before a (kₑ → aₑ); kᵦ is one variation of the variety kₑ; and kₑ kᵦ is the variety of the variation kₑ that appears before aᵦ,
(kₑ kᵦ → aₑ kᵦ).
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Since this division into variants and variants' variants is universal, i.e. it "can be performed on any object whatsoever" (Rés Df 1), it is carried out once and for all in the theory and does not have to be repeated in each new description or with every variant.

Particular variants are specific to certain invariants, and they cannot be found by an analysis that can be performed on any object whatsoever.

In discussing connotators I said that steal and swine were reduced to variants of one invariant when their connotators were removed. They are examples of particular varieties solidary with the connotators.

Particular variants cannot be described and taken care of once and for all in the theory, they are registered as such and in the further analysis they are kept apart and described separately. It is perhaps especially obvious that this is necessary if one considers schemata that have been found to be particular varieties solidary with different national languages.

**Syncretism** In initial position the expression elements p and b are invariants as seen for example in the words "pan" and "ban". By replacing one with the other a change in content is brought about, in other words there is commutation between the two, p; b. However, in the position following s, p and b are not commutable, the replacement of one with the other produces no change in the content plane, "span", "spare". The commutation is suspended. A suspended commu-
tation is called an overlapping; thus after \( s, p \) and \( b \) contract overlapping, symbolized \( p/b \). The overlapping is said to establish a category whose members are \( p \) and \( b \), and such a category established by an overlapping is called a \textit{syncretism}:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
p/b \\
\text{syncretism}
\end{array}
\]

The overlapping, i.e. the suspended commutation between \( p \) and \( b \), is found only after \( s \); there is solidarity between a variety of \( s \) and the overlapping:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
p/b \\
\text{solidarity}
\end{array}
\]

This solidarity between a variant and an overlapping is called \textit{dominance}; the variant, here \( s^{p/b} \), dominates the overlapping.

An example from the plane of content is the syncretism established by an overlapping contracted by the content elements 'singular' and 'plural' under dominance of the content element 'second person', cf. "you" and "are":

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{\textquotesingle singular/plural\textquotesingle} \\
\text{\textquotesingle second person\textquotesingle}
\end{array}
\]

When the commutation between \( p \) and \( b \) is suspended, neither of them is an invariant, but their syncretism is an invari-
ant; it contracts commutation with for example _l_, cf. "spy" and "sly". _p/b_ and _l_ are invariants and members of a paradigm that has several other members, _m_, _n_, _k/g_, etc.

There are five vowels in Mam, but in weakly stressed positions only a syncretism of all five of them appears,

- n̂eeyep 'my palm cape'
- n̂iinep? 'my marimba'
- n̂o'ooləm 'my board'
- wuukəl 'my cooking pot'
- waaqən 'my work'
- nqəootəx 'my corn drink'

_a_ signifies the syncretism of the five vowels. The first consonant in these words, _n_ or _w_, is sign expression for 'first person', and the words sound somewhat differently when they are not modified by any formant for 'person':

- əyep 'palm cape'
- ənap? 'marimba'
- ə'1om 'board'
- wə'1il 'cooking pot'
- aqəuntil 'work'
- qə'otx 'corn drink'

In these forms the vowels do not contract overlapping, and by generalizing from this "unpossessed form" one can introduce the vowel found here in place of _a_ in the "possessed form" and thereby resolve the syncretism. A chain with its resolvable syncretisms resolved is written in ideal notation,
whereas it is called actualized when the syncretisms are not resolved. I first wrote the words in actualized notation with a representing the syncretism. In ideal notation they look as follows:

nœeyep 'my palm cape'
nœiinap? 'my marimba'
nœooolom 'my board'
wuuk?il 'my cooking pot'
waaq?un 'my work'

In the last word, actualized {nq?ootex}, the syncretism is irresoluble; no variant of the word has a second vowel that is not a syncretism.

Thus syncretisms can be resoluble or irresoluble. The mentioned syncretism, p/b dominated by a preceding s, is irresoluble.

The example from Mam shows also a slightly different kind of syncretism, namely an overlapping with zero. In the forms ëyep, ënap?, ëolom, etc. there is a latent vowel between the two first consonants, i.e. a vowel that contracts overlapping with zero, e/ə, etc. This syncretism is resoluble, and consequently in ideal notation I write ëyep, ëinap?, ëolom with the syncretisms resolved, as opposed to the actualized notation: {ëyep} or {ë/ëyep}, {ënap?} or {ëi/ënap?}, {ëolom} or {ëo/ëolom}, etc.

Since the syncretism a in nq?ootex is irresoluble, the distinction between ideal and actualized notation is irrelevant for that syncretism.
Syncretisms and resolubility or irresolubility of syncretisms are entirely a matter of form, not in any way influenced by manifestation.

From the point of view of usage it is, however, relevant to observe that syncretisms can be manifested in two different ways. Either their manifestation is identical with the manifestation of one of its functives, in which case the manifestation is called an implication, or the manifestation is a fusion, and it is identical with the manifestation of none or all of the functives entering the overlapping.

The syncretism $s/z$ in English, dominated by a preceding stop is an implication, "caps" "cabs" ($keb^s/z$ and $keb^s/z$), in the first word $s$ is implied by $z$ (or $z$ implies $s$), and in the second word $s$ implies $z$ (or $z$ is impied by $s$). The manifestation of the syncretism is identical with the manifestation of one of its functives.

The manifestation of the syncretism in Mam, $i/e/a/o/u$ (or $a$), is not identical with the manifestation of any of its five members, and it is a fusion. The English syncretism $p/b$ is also manifested as a fusion.

Thus in schema there is a distinction between resolvable and irresoluble syncretisms, and also in schema resolvable syncretisms can be represented either in ideal or actualized notation. In usage one can talk about the manifestation of a syncretism either as a fusion or as an implication.
Catalysis  In the beginning I mentioned that there is a selection between rising and falling intonation,

\[ \frac{\text{variable}}{} \quad \frac{\text{constant}}{} \]

On the other hand, it is not unlikely that a clause modified by rising intonation should appear in isolation, for example, /ar yuw howm (and he is not home) or /yuw iAST tray det wan mor taym (said in a menacing tone of voice). However, since I have registered the selection / \[ \frac{\text{variable}}{} \quad \frac{\text{constant}}{} \] \]

I know that a clause with falling intonation should follow, and I therefore introduce or encatalyze it. I catalyze /yuw iAST tray det wan mor taym by replacing this whole expression clause with /yuw iAST tray det wan mor taym \[ \frac{\text{variable}}{} \quad \frac{\text{constant}}{} \]. The line represents a syncretism of all expression clauses modified by \[ \frac{\text{variable}}{} \quad \frac{\text{constant}}{} \]. I cannot introduce any specific clause. Only contracts the selection.

If the content clause 'they put it further out than my brother' is catalyzed, it can be replaced by nothing more specific than the following, 'they put it further out than my brother verb theme, tense, third person, plural/singular'. Only a syncretism of the tenses can be encatalyzed since the tense in the first clause as it here stands is in itself a syncretism of 'past' and 'non-past'. The verb theme is also a syncretism since a number of verb themes fit the place, 'put', 'manage', 'do', etc.

'They put it further out than my brother' and 'they put it further out than my brother verb theme, tense, third
person, plural/singular* are variants. They do not contract commutation since the encatalyzed unit 'verb theme, third person, plural/singular' is a unit of content whose expression is zero. /yuw jast tray dёт wan mor taym and /yuw jast tray dёт wan mor taym \__________ are also variants; I have encatalyzed an entity of expression, but the content is zero because the selection is between categories of expression, so if I replace /yuw jast tray dёт wan mor taym with /yuw jast tray dёт wan mor taym \________ to see if there is commutation, I find that no difference is produced in the content, and the two contract mutual substitution.

Thus in catalysis, cohesions, i.e. determinations and interdependences, are registered by replacing a unit with its variant, a variant which is composed of the original plus an added or encatalyzed unit. If the cohesion is contracted by categories of content, the expression of the encatalyzed unit is zero; and if the cohesion is contracted by categories of expression then the content of the encatalyzed unit is zero:

expression: /yuw jast tray dёт wan mor taym \________
content: 'you just try that one more time' 

*GI - *GII - *GIII I have already mentioned that the analysis is carried out in three series of operations, *GI, *GII, and *GIII. *GI has only one operation in which the text or process is divided into the content line and the expression
and *GIII differ as to function chosen as the basis of analysis, but in both series, the analysis starts out with the undivided line of content and the undivided line of expression, and thus the operations in these series have two sections, one treating expression and the other content.

With respect to functions, one possibility is to choose solidarity as the basis of analysis in *GII in which case selection is the basis of analysis in *GIII; the other possibility is to choose selection in *GII and then have solidarity as basis of analysis in *GIII. This choice is not made arbitrarily, but through considerations for exhaustiveness and simplicity.

Thus if solidarity is chosen as basis of analysis in *GII, the two lines, the content line and the expression line, are divided into parts with mutual solidarity, and these parts are again divided into mutually solidary parts until the analysis with solidarity no longer gives any result.

content line

 op 1

 op 2

 op 3

 etc.
The diagram showing the analysis of the expression line appears after the diagram with the analysis of the content line only through lack of space; the analysis is performed simultaneously on both lines.

When analysis with solidarity no longer gives results, the analysis is said to be exhausted, and the content line and the expression line are analyzed a second time in \textit{GIII}, now with selection as basis of analysis.

The first step in every operation is to set up the functional category which is then analyzed into functival categories.

When the function chosen as basis of analysis is selection, the functival categories are:

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\{\iota\beta\} \text{ appearing only as selected} \\
\{\iota\beta\} \text{ appearing only as selecting} \\
\{\iota\gamma\} \text{ appearing as selected by one functive and as selecting another functive} \\
\{\iota\Gamma\} \text{ appearing neither as selected nor as selecting}
\end{array}
\]

\{\} are used around categories. This division of the functional category into functival categories is independent of
the description of individual languages; it belongs in the
theory and forms part of a general description of bound analysis, i.e. analysis with a given function as basis of analy-
sis. In that general treatment of bound analysis, Greek let-
ters are used as symbols.

When solidarity is chosen as basis of analysis, the
functival categories are:

\{iβ\} appearing only as solidary
\{iB\} appearing only as combined
\{iγ\} appearing as solidary in respect to
one functive and as combined in respect
to another functive
\{iη\} appearing neither as solidary nor as
combined

Finally the functival categories are analyzed into
elements. Imagine, for example, that I have performed a
number of operations in *GIII with selection as basis of
analysis and that the elements or derivatives of the last
operation were syllables, CV and V, which I now want to
analyze further. I set up the functional category, divide
it into functival categories, and in analyzing the functival
categories into elements I find that only \{iβ\} and \{iB\} are
realized; the vowels appear only as selected and the conso-
nants appear only as selecting. In other words, \{iγ\} and
\{iη\} cannot be subjected to analysis, they are said to be
virtual,

\{iβ\} :: a, o, e, etc.
\{iB\} :: p, t, k, etc.
The symbol :: means is (are) analyzed into.

Commutation is the function used in establishing the number of elements into which a functival category is analyzed.

Complex elements that are registered in the same operation as are the simple elements of which the complex ones are composed are further divided in that operation. If b, r, and br are among the first degree elements registered in a certain operation, then br must be analyzed into the second degree elements b and r in the same operation in order to avoid that elements or derivates of one operation have mutual substitution with derivates of a later operation.

There are also other measures leading to the reduction of elements that must be applied in every operation.

Whenever a functival category is analyzed into a restricted number of elements, the correlations between these elements are established through free analysis. Free analysis can also be applied to any section of a functival category with an unlimited inventory.

Free Analysis Free analysis is analysis based not on presupposition, but on oppositions and the suppression of oppositions.

Narrow and wide are two terms in an opposition. This opposition can be viewed as an exclusion, i.e. a relationship in which the terms share no variants: narrow is not...
wide and wide is not narrow; or it can be viewed as a participation in which the terms do share variants. The clause "how wide is the board?" contains no indication of whether the board is narrow or wide; the opposition is suppressed, and wide in the context means both narrow and wide at the same time. Suppression of the same opposition is found in the noun width derived from wide, but different from both narrowness and wideness. Thus, narrow and wide share the variant narrow and they contract participation.

The area of the opposition here discussed can be represented by the following box,

```
□
```

It can further be divided into two mutually exclusive fields,

```
narrow □
wide □
```

and then the spread (extension) of each of the two participants can be mapped onto the diagram,

```
narrow
```
```
wide
```
```
narrow
```
```
wide
```

The clause "how wide is the board?" showed that one
variant of **wide** covers the whole area; but no variant of **narrow** can cover the bottom field, **narrow** is never used for **wide**.

The more broadly defined term (or participant) in an opposition is called the **extensive** one (here **wide**); its meaning or use extends over that of the intensive term, which is more restricted.

In the example with **narrow** and **wide**, the area was divided into two fields and there were two participants in the opposition. However, such symmetry is not a condition for free analysis. The **narrow - wide** opposition can just as well be analyzed on a diagram with three fields,

```
narrow          wide
  narrow   narrow
  neutral   neutral
  wide     wide
```

Neither do the names given the fields have to correspond as neatly to those of the participants as they do in the example. On the contrary, in general they are simply called **a**, **b**, and **c**,

```
narrow          wide
  a          a
  c          c
  b          b
```

Substantial names for the fields are not necessary or even appropriate since the participants are not one by one fit
into the diagram which has been previously split up and named to suit the category. The category is a general frame by which the mutual relationships between elements of any category are illustrated and expressed.

Neither from small nor from big is a neutral noun formed in analogy with width, instead the noun size is used. I shall try to analyze these terms together to show how a category with three members may be described.

The relationship between small and big appears to be similar to the one found between narrow and wide, one can say "how big is it?" quite analogously with "how wide is the board?" Big extends over the whole area, but size also covers all three fields. In comparing big and size it can be observed that big and small together form a pair that is opposed to size, and that big, due to its clear opposition to small, emphasizes or insists upon one extreme of the area, whereas size contrasting with the pair small - big insists upon a neutral side of the category. All this is expressed in the diagrams in the following way,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>small</th>
<th>big</th>
<th>size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each of the various ways of covering the three-fielded diagram is symbolized by a Greek letter. Small Greek letters indicate intensive terms and capital Greek letters indicate
extensive terms,

To say that a term insists upon a certain field, $\Box$, means that it includes that field in all its first degree variants; $\uparrow$, for example, can have the following first degree variants, ac, be, $\odot$, and abc, but not ab.

$\uparrow_2$ covers a and b alternatingly, but insists on no field.

The pair $\beta : \beta$ expresses a contrary correlation, and $\gamma : \gamma$ a contradictory correlation. In a contradictory correlation one term is everything that the other term is not and vice versa ($\gamma$ insists upon a and b versus $\gamma$ which insists upon c); whereas in a contrary correlation there is something which is neither the one term nor the other ($\beta$ insists upon a and $\beta$ upon b, but c is insisted upon by neither $\beta$ nor $\beta$).

The opposition in a category of two members can indifferently be regarded as contradictory or contrary, and so $\alpha : \alpha$ are used in categories with less than three members. But with three or more participants the distinction is needed; in other words, there are certain presuppositions between the pairs which determine their possible configurations:
There is interdependence between $\beta \leftrightarrow iB$ and $\gamma | \Gamma$ and within $\beta \leftrightarrow iB$, so that the possible configurations with three members are $\beta : iB : \gamma$, $\beta : iB : \Gamma$, and $\beta : iB : \Gamma_2$, whereas $\alpha$ and $iA$ cannot occur with a beta (if there are only three participants) since the two betas are interdependent.

To sum up, the functions between and within the pairs make possible only the following configurations:
The configuration of the category of width was: narrow :α, wide :A, and of that of size: small :β, big :B, size :γ.

The two examples I have illustrated free analysis with so far were taken from content substance. Factors relevant for determining the configuration of categories of form are overlapping and dominance. Overlappings are contracted by an intensive and an extensive term (two intensives or two extensives cannot contract overlapping unless the syncretism has three members, for example, intensive/extensive/intensive); and intensive terms dominate overlappings.

An overlapping is contracted by 'first person' and 'second person' under the dominance of all verbs but 'be',

\[
\begin{align*}
  & I \text{ see} \\
  & you \text{ see} \\
  & \text{he sees}
\end{align*}
\]

another overlapping is contracted by 'first' and 'third' dominated by 'be' and 'past tense',

\[
\begin{align*}
  & \text{you were} \\
  & I \text{ was} \\
  & \text{he was}
\end{align*}
\]

'second person' dominates two overlappings, one between 'singular' and 'plural', 'singular/plural' ↔ 'second',

\[
\begin{align*}
  & I \text{ we am are} \\
  & \text{he they is are} \\
  & you you are are
\end{align*}
\]
and one between 'nominative' and 'oblique' case,

I me
he him
you you

'nom/obl' \(\leftrightarrow\) 'second'

Since 'second person' dominates overlappings it is defined as intensive, it contracts overlapping with 'first person' which must therefore be extensive, 'second' \(\beta\) 'first' \(\beta\).

'First' and 'third' also contract overlapping and since 'first' has been found to be extensive, 'third' must be intensive,

'second' \(\beta\)
'first' \(\beta\)
'third' \(\gamma\)

It is not surprising that 'third' turns out to be intensive; it can be observed that if some term has an explicit marker or formant in comparison with the other terms having zero, then the explicitly marked term is often intensive.

**Operation** The analysis in *GII* and *GIII* of the content line and the expression line does not lead to the registration of syllables and phonemes or morphemes and derivatives, etc. The elements that result from the two analyses are identified by the functions and by the operations. Thus the elements arrived at, for example, in the seventh operation of *GIII* with selection as the basis of analysis
are selection units of seventh degree.

Operation series \*GI, \*GII, and \*GIII must be imagi-
ined as a theoretical frame that stays the same for all
descriptions, and into which the various schemata are fit
differently. In the analysis of some schema certain oper-
ations and certain functival categories remain virtual, but
in the analysis of some other schema they are realized. I
gave an example from an operation in the analysis of some
language as follows,

\[
\begin{align*}
\{i\beta\} & \quad \text{a, o, e, etc.} \\
\{i\beta\} & \quad \text{p, t, k, etc.} \\
\{i\gamma\} & \quad \text{(virtual)} \\
\{i\delta\} & \quad \text{(virtual)}
\end{align*}
\]

If the language analyzed had been Mam, the analysis would
turn out differently,

\[
\begin{align*}
\{i\beta\} & \quad \text{a, o, e, etc.} \\
\{i\beta\} & \quad \text{\&, x, s, l, etc.} \\
\{i\gamma\} & \quad \text{p, t, k, etc.} \\
\{i\delta\} & \quad \text{(virtual)}
\end{align*}
\]

\&, x, s, l, etc. appear only as selecting; and p, t, k, etc.
appear as selected by \& and selecting a, o, e, etc.

The frame remains unchanged, but is filled different-
ly by the two descriptions.

In order to subdivide the long series of operations
certain operations are singled out and fixed through some
characteristics of their derivates. The derivates of these
specific operations are then given operative or analytic names; "LEXIAS are highest-Degree Elements each of which can alone constitute a Catalyzed Unit of next lower degree." (Rés Df 192), and "LEXEMES are Parts of Lexias." (Rés Df 193). Thus any chapter can constitute a book, any paragraph can constitute a chapter, any sentence can constitute a paragraph, but not all clauses can constitute sentences; clauses are therefore operatively called lexemes and sentences lexias.

I have used the words book, chapter, paragraph, sentence, and clause in order to make the example clear, and such "real" names can be given to derivates of the operations, but only as a purely practical measure.

Another fixed operation yields syllabemes that are defined as "the highest-Degree Elements of which each alone can constitute an unCatalyzed Lexia." (Rés Df 194)

Taxemes  Virtual elements are elements that cannot be analyzed further through particular analysis. The "virtual element[s] yielded at the stage of analysis where selection is used for the last time as the basis of analysis" (PTL Df 94) are called taxemes; and a number of taxemes, expression taxemes and content taxemes, are the final outcome of the analysis in GIII. The taxemes are not all arrived at in the last realized operation of the series. Taxemes can appear in earlier operations; this is the case of, for example, intonations. Expression lexemes are analyzed into intonation and lexeme theme which is the lexeme without the into-
nation. Intonations cannot be analyzed further in *GIII and are therefore registered as taxemes.

In a later operation series, *έ, the taxeme categories are subjected to further analysis and to redistribution. The operations and the procedure of operation series *έ will be discussed on p. 239ff and p. 285ff.

Principles The glossematic theory builds upon certain principles. (Most of these principles are quoted and discussed in PTL.) The first principle, from which others are deduced, is called the empirical principle: "The description shall be free of contradiction, exhaustive, and as simple as possible. The requirement of freedom from contradiction takes precedence over the requirement of exhaustive description. The requirement of exhaustive description takes precedence over the requirement of simplicity." (Rés Pr 1)

This and the six other principles (Pr 2 the simplicity principle, Pr 3 the principle of economy, Pr 4 the principle of reduction, Pr 5 the principle of generalization, Pr 6 the principle of exhaustive description, and Pr 7 the refined principle of reduction), which are deduced from the first, provide the general guidelines for the individual descriptions, and they are consulted in every operation of the analysis. Moreover, no other and tacit principle serve as criteria in the analysis. Thus it is never a question whether a certain analysis is possible or intuitively correct, but only whether it is in agreement with
with the principles contained in the theory. This may be particularly striking for example in problems involving a great deal of catalysis, and it is there not relevant to ask whether catalysis is warranted or not, but rather whether there are any arguments against catalysis.
*GI: ANALYSIS OF THE PRE-SYNTAGMATIC

*GI is the symbol used to identify the first operation series. It has only one operation in which the pre-syntagmatic is analyzed into the two pre-lines, the content pre-line and the expression pre-line.

In the operation series *GI, *GII, and *GIII, the units treated are pre-units according to Ré's op Df 146, "PRE-RELATES are Relates that are registered in an Op without its being possible to determine in that Op whether the registration can be maintained as definitive. -- Correspondingly, we may speak of PRE-ELEMENTS, PRE-UNITS, PRE-PARTS, etc. and, in general, of PRE-FUNCTIVES. Pre-functives are symbolized with a prefixed ?."

Thus, the elements that are registered in each operation of *GI - *GIII are pre-elements, and they are reduced to elements in the final operation series, *E, where their registration is confirmed.

The symbols used in this presentation are contained in Ré's, but a number of them are also found in Hjelmslev 1954. An asterisk preceding a symbol refers it indifferent-ly to one of the two planes or to both at the same time, whereas a Latin letter without a preceding asterisk refers unambiguously to a class of the expression plane, and Greek letters refer to classes of the content plane. Double underlining indicates operation.
I shall explain the individual symbols and their components when they are used for the first time, and when they appear again later, they will be accompanied only by a translation into words.

In the first and only operation of the first operation series, GI1, the pre-syntagmatic is analyzed into the two pre-lines,

\[ ?\gamma^o\xi^o R :: ?\xi^#, ?\gamma^# \]

\( \xi^o \) is the symbol for a plane, \( \xi^o \) for plane of expression and \( \gamma^o \) for plane of content. The R shows that the object in question, here a syntagmatic (or a semiotic process), is considered from the syntagmatic point of view. A paradigmatic, i.e. a semiotic system, is symbolized \( \gamma^o\xi^o : \), where the \( : \) indicates the paradigmatic point of view. \( \# \) symbolizes line, i.e. component of a syntagmatic; and the two colons, ::, mean is (are) analyzed into.

The analysis of the pre-syntagmatic does not lead immediately to the registration of the two pre-lines. As in all the operations a function must first of all be chosen as basis of analysis—it appears that solidarity in GI1 gives the most exhaustive subsequent analysis, cf. Res N 55—then the functional category is registered, and it is divided into functival categories (cf. p 30) which are analyzed into elements. Thus,

\[ ?\gamma^o\xi^o R :: ?\gamma^o 1 :: \{iB\} :: ?\xi^#, ?\gamma^# \]
\[ \{iB\} \]
\[ \{iY\} \]
in other words, the pre-syntagmatic, $\gamma^\circ \sigma_R$, is analyzed into solidary pre-relates of first degree, $\gamma^\circ 1$, which are analyzed into the four functival categories, $\{i\beta\}$, $\{i\gamma\}$, and $\{i\rho\}$. Only $\{i\beta\}$ is realized, and it is analyzed into two pre-elements, $\beta^\delta$ and $\gamma^\delta$.

The operation is described briefly in Rés Rg 106, "The functional category registered in $\beta G I I$ is called PRE-LINE (symbol: $\beta^\delta$), and the elements PRE-LINES. If the number of elements is two and only two, they are arbitrarily designated CONTENT PRE-LINE (symbol: $\gamma^\delta$) and EXPRESSION PRE-LINE (symbol: $\epsilon^\delta$)."

It is not possible to apply the commutation test in the present operation. There are other tests to assure that the two elements, the two pre-lines, are invariants.

Some of these other tests are applied not only in $\beta G I I$, but also in the operations of $\beta G I I$ and $\beta G I I I$, and some others are applied in the operations of $\beta G I I$ and $\beta G I I I$, but not in $\beta G I I$; however, I shall not go into this, but must refer the reader to Rés.

The realized functival category, $\{i\beta\}$, must be subjected to free analysis according to Rés Rg 74, "The requirement of exhaustive description contained in Pr 1 [the empirical principle] implies that free articulation is demanded if the elements of a functival category are of restricted number."

Since the two correlates do not contract overlapping, and since neither one of them dominates an overlapping, it
cannot be determined on the basis of form which of the following two configurations is to be chosen:

either

\[ \alpha^* = \alpha \# \varnothing \]
\[ \alpha^* = \gamma \# \varnothing \]

or

\[ \alpha^* = \gamma \# \varnothing \]
\[ \alpha^* = \alpha \# \varnothing \]

The symbols \( \alpha^* \) and \( \alpha^* \) are used rather than \( \alpha \) and \( \alpha \) precisely to indicate that the terms are contensives, i.e. that they cannot be determined as being either intensives or extensives (Rés Df 119).

In the present case the first of the two configurations is preferred upon considerations of substance; the content is extensive, it can include both content and expression, in other words, one can talk about elements of expression.
*GII and *GIII: ANALYSES OF THE PRE-LINES

In *GII and *GIII the object for analysis is not the pre-syntagmatic as it was in *GI, but the object is the pre-lines. Every operation in both *GII and *GIII has two sections, one dealing with the analysis of the content pre-line, the other dealing with the analysis of the expression pre-line.

The pre-lines are first analyzed in *GII with one function as basis of analysis, and then they are analyzed in *GIII with another function as basis of analysis. Thus, the two operation series differ by the functions taken as basis of analysis in each one of them. I have tentatively chosen solidarity as basis in *GII and selection as basis of analysis in *GIII.

The operations of each of the two operation series are divided into three operation chains. The first one reaches from the first analysis of the undivided pre-lines and to the registration of lexemes (cf. p 41); the second operation chain is called lexematics, and it includes the first analysis of lexemes and the registration of syllabemes; the third operation chain is called syllabematics, it contains the first analysis of syllabemes and ends with the registration of taxemes.

In the first operation chain the operations are arbitrarily labelled *n'a, *n'b, *n'c, etc. in *GII and *n1,
\[ n^2, n^3, \text{ etc. in } G_{III}. \] The operations in lexematics are designated \[ s^1, s^2, s^3, \text{ etc. in } G_{II} \] and \[ s^1, s^2, s^3, \text{ etc. in } G_{III}. \] In syllabematics the operations are in \[ G_{II} \] called \[ t^1, t^2, t^3, \text{ etc. and } t^1, t^2, t^3, \text{ etc. in } G_{III}. \]

It can be specified whether the content section or the expression section of a given operation is intended by using the same symbols as here given, but without a preceding asterisk for the expression and by leaving out the asterisk and using the corresponding Greek letters instead of the here given Latin ones for the content. Operation \[ s^3, \text{ for example, has an expression section } s^3 \text{ and a content section } s^3. \]

Each operation can be subdivided as much as is needed in given descriptions. Thus, for example, \[ n^a, \text{ can be subdivided into } n^a_1, n^a_2, n^a_3, \text{ etc. and } s_1 \text{ can be subdivided into } s_{1a}, s_{1b}, s_{1c}, \text{ etc.} \]
*GII: ANALYSIS OF THE PRE-LINES WITH SOLIDARITY AS BASIS OF ANALYSIS

The first part of *GII is concerned with separating out connotators. However, I cannot actually carry out the operations in which the connotators are recognized because of the extent of the object on which this analysis is performed.

The pre-syntagmatic that I analyzed in *GI was the pre-syntagmatic of all languages, and the pre-lines that are to be analyzed here must be imagined as two endlessly long chains, the content pre-line and the expression pre-line of all languages.

These endlessly long chains must be divided into as few parts as possible. They are first—each in their section of *R—a—divided into three parts, three shorter chains

\[\gamma \, ^a \ \gamma \# \quad :: \quad ?\gamma \bowtie 1 = \text{/content chains characterized by style/} \]

\[?\gamma \bowtie 1 :: \{i\beta\} :: \?\lambda \, \iota \, \beta, \?\lambda \, \iota \, \beta, \?\lambda \, \gamma \]

\{i\beta\}
\{i\gamma\}
\{i\r\}
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\[?\lambda:?\beta^* = \text{//content chain in creative style/}\]
\[?\lambda:?\beta^* = \text{//content chain in normal style/}\]
\[?\lambda:?\gamma^* = \text{//content chain in archaizing style/}\]

\[?\lambda:?\beta^* \equiv \text{var.} \gamma^N \xrightarrow{\mathcal{X}} \Gamma \text{ creative style}\]
\[?\lambda:?\beta^* \equiv \text{var.} \gamma^N \xrightarrow{\mathcal{X}} \Gamma \text{ normal style}\]
\[?\lambda:?\gamma^* \equiv \text{var.} \gamma^N \xrightarrow{\mathcal{X}} \Gamma \text{ archaizing style}\]

This reads: the content pre-line, \(?\gamma^\circ\), is analyzed, \(\ldots\), into the functional category \(?\gamma^\circ1\), i.e. solidary content pre-relates of the first degree.

The functional category, \(?\gamma^\circ1\), is analyzed into the four functival categories \(\{?\beta\}, \{?\beta\}, \{?\gamma\}, \text{ and } \{?\Gamma\}\) of which the last three are virtual and the first is analyzed into three elements with the following configuration resulting from free analysis, \(?\beta^* ?\beta^* ?\gamma^*\). The three elements are operatively identified as \text{//content chain in creative style/}, \text{//content chain in normal style/}, and \text{//content chain in archaizing style/}.

Slashes abound the operative names for elements that result from the analysis of the functival categories indicate that these names are simple practical labels that may anticipate a later analysis. But they are of course not arrived at through the analysis in the given operations.

The pre-element defined as \(?\beta^*, ?\lambda: ?\beta^*\), is now reduced, \(\equiv\), to the variant content pre-chain—a raised \(N\) signifies chain—solidary with a connotator, \(\mathcal{X}\Gamma\), named \text{creative style}, and the other two pre-elements are reduced analogously. In other words, three connotators are removed and the regis-
tered pre-elements are found to have mutual substitution and are reduced to variants, more precisely to varieties each solidary with one connotator.

This reduction is performed according to Rés Rg 63, "If a connotator is found in one or more pre-elements, it is ...to be deducted in accordance with Pr 7, and converse pre-elements are reduced to a single element ... The converse varieties of the elements concerned (varieties registered by the solidarity of each to its connotator...) must meanwhile be so recorded that they are carried under the further procedure as distinct particular varieties...".

Pr 7 is the refined principle of reduction; it says, "Any analysis (or analysis complex) in which functives are registered with a given function as basis of analysis shall be so made that it leads to the registration of the lowest possible number of elements."

"CONVERSE Functives are functives that acquire mutual Substitution when the Connotators Entering into them are deduced." (Rés Df 155)

The solidarity through which the three pre-elements were registered is not the solidarity they contract with their connotators. The solidarity is found between the three chains,

pre-line:

pre-elements of of $\nu'\alpha$:

$\varnothing : \beta' \sim \varnothing : \beta' \sim \varnothing : \gamma'$
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The expression section of \( n^a \) is just like the above given content section:

\[
\begin{align*}
n^a & : \#_g : : g_1 = \text{/expression chains characterized by style/} \\
& : : g_1 = \{\beta\} : : \beta_1, \beta_2, \beta_3 \}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\beta_1 & = \text{/expression chain in creative style/} \\
\beta_2 & = \text{/expression chain in normal style/} \\
\beta_3 & = \text{/expression chain in archaizing style/} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\beta_1 & \equiv \text{var.} \bigl( g_1 \bigr) \text{ creative style} \\
\beta_2 & \equiv \text{var.} \bigl( g_1 \bigr) \text{ normal style} \\
\beta_3 & \equiv \text{car.} \bigl( g_1 \bigr) \text{ archaizing style} \\
\end{align*}
\]

The connotators separated out in the first part of \( \text{GII} \) in the manner described above are, for example, stylistic forms, media, nationalities, physiognomies. But it is not the connotators that are of interest here; the connotators are gathered, kept apart, and further analyzed in the connotative semiotic. Of concern here are certain chains found to contract solidarity with certain connotators. Thus, the object for the further analysis is the chain varieties—one of content and one of expression—solidary with the connotator \text{Mam} and with the locality of first degree \text{Todos Santos Cuchumatanes} and of second degree "\( \xi \)" and "\( \xi \)."
In the expression section of expression elements are analyzed into stretches of connected speech that I simply label /stretches/. They occur independently of each other, and they contract mutual combination.

\[ n^{*11} \quad \begin{align*}
?g^x & : : \ u^{g^{x+1}} = /stretches/ \\
?g^{x+1} & : : \{i\beta\} \\
\{i\beta\} & : : n^{?ll} \\
\{i\gamma\} & \\
\{i\tau\} & \\
\end{align*} \]

Solidary units of pre-glossemes of a certain degree, \(?g^x\), are analyzed into the functional category \(?g^{x+1}\) that is analyzed into the four functival categories. Only \{i\beta\} is realized, and it is divided into elements, \(n^{?ll}\). The elements do not have to be subjected to free analysis since their number is unrestricted.

In registering /stretches/ as elements in the present operation I also separate out a signal. Signals are "Invariants without mutual Function." (Rés Df 154). The signal for /stretches/ is a very long interval with no speech.

According to Rés Rg 61 1° "Signals admit no particular further analysis and are therefore virtual. ...they are carried through the procedure as distinct entities."

The content section of \(n^{*11}\) is not carried out, in agreement with Rés Rg 136, "...no Op is performed in a low-
er Op-series that would only lead to registration of entities that will be registered in a higher Op-series. There is selection between the content elements that correspond to the expression elements /stretches/.

n°12 /Greetings and Talks/ In n°12 the /stretches/ are divided into /greetings/ and /talks/.

It is customary for people in Todos Santos who meet and part to greet each other with some standard phrases that are always uttered at a very high pitch. Sometimes they say nothing but those phrases of greeting, and sometimes they proceed to a conversation at normal pitch level after the initial, high-pitched salutations, but then in taking leave they again go up in pitch for the common phrases of farewell.

Thus, there are three kinds of /stretches/, those characterized by high pitch, /greetings/, those not characterized by high pitch, /talks/, and those that are complex, composed of both /greetings/ and /talks/. There is clearly combination between /greetings/ and /talks/, both occur alone. If there were selection between them, they should not be registered in *GII, cf., Rés Rg 136 above.

n°12 \[ ?g^{∞}x+1 :: ?g^{∞}x+2 :: /greetings and talks/ \]
\[ ?g^{∞}x+2 :: \{iβ\} \]
\[ \{iβ\} :: ,?ll \]
\[ \{iγ\} \]
\[ \{i procrastination\} \]
High pitch is separated out as a signal for /greetings/.

The content section of *n'12 is not carried out.

In *n'13, /talks/ and /greetings/ are analyzed into /paragraphs/ signalled by pauses.

*n'13 is not carried out.

*n'14, *n'15, and *n'16 are not carried out. They are reserved for, among other things, the registration of /nexias/, but in Mam there is selection between /nexias/, and they can therefore not be registered before *GIII.

/Words/ However, /paragraphs/ can be analyzed further in GII with solidarity as basis of analysis. They are analyzed first into groups of words that are signalled by one primary stress; thereafter the groups of words are analyzed into /words/. /Words/ are signalled by a preceding glottal stop when they begin with a vowel. Thus, for example, nima? 'river' is analyzed as one word as opposed to nim?a? 'much water' that is analyzed into two words: nim a?, and the signal is separated out.

This glottal stop, signal for words, shares certain features with the glottal stop that will be registered in GIII as a pre-taxeme. When the pre-taxeme 2 occurs in a position removed from a strongly accented vowel by one of the following pre-taxemes 1, w, y, m, or n (and possibly also by a vowel), it is manifested in conjunction with the
strongly accented vowel, for example,

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{qxá'ya?} & \quad \text{manifested} \quad ]\text{qxá'ya[} \\
\text{koxóna?} & \quad \text{manifested} \quad ]\text{kxo?ne[} \\
\text{eʔlu·l} & \quad \text{manifested} \quad ]\text{eʔu·l}[ \\
\end{align*}
\]

Note: Throughout the paper examples given in actualized notation are enclosed in square brackets, [ ]; ideal notation is unmarked; and manifestation is marked by inverted square brackets, ] [. 

In actualized notation resolvable syncretisms are unresolved, whereas they are resolved in ideal notation.

The common syncretisms in Mam are: the syncretism of some vowel and zero, \( */0 \), and \( i/e/a/o/u \). I choose to render the syncretisms \( i/0, e/0, a/0, o/0, u/0 \), and \( */0 \) with nothing in actualized notation, except in the few instances in which the discussion is concerned precisely with one or more of these syncretisms, then they are noted as here (\( i/0, e/0, \) etc.). The syncretism \( i/e/a/o/u \) is symbolized by \( ə \) in actualized notation and in ideal notation when it is irresolvable.

All quoted utterances that include one or more syncretisms are given in both ideal and actualized notation.

Manifestation is included where \( ʔ \) is manifested in a position different from the one it has in actualized notation, and then the latter is omitted. The manifestation of a vowel plus \( n \) as a nasalized vowel is not noted specifically anywhere.
Thus for example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ideal</th>
<th>actualized notation</th>
<th>manifestation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>øeyep</td>
<td>[øeyep]</td>
<td>(øeyep)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nøeeyep</td>
<td>[nøeeyep]</td>
<td>(nøeeyap)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>çaxon</td>
<td>[çxon]</td>
<td>(çxon)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qøotx</td>
<td>[qøotx]</td>
<td>(qøotx)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qøinon</td>
<td>[qøinon]</td>
<td>(qøinon)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is quite another matter that the ideal notation used in the expression sections of the operations changes gradually as a result of the analysis, whereas the ideal notation used in the content sections represents the final analysis throughout.

The glottal stop moves towards the accented vowel. The glottal stop that is signal for words behaves in the same way. This is exemplified in certain verb forms.

Most verbal constructions in Mam contain two verbs, one of which is one or a combination from a class of verbs that I call directionals; ma ẽi-kup'-õ n-p'ìv-õp? Jnpyñõp? 'I killed them'; ma 'recent past', ẽi 'they/them', kup 'go down', õ 'non-future', n- 'I/me', p'ìv 'kill/hit' õp? 'dependent verb form, active'. In this example kup is the directional verb and p'ìv is the other or main verb. Here the directional precedes the main verb, and both have personal formants prefixed to them. In other forms like the non-negated "imperative" and the "infinitive", the directional verb follows the main verb and all personal formants
are prefixed to the main verb, \( \text{i-t-on-xax-w} \) \( \text{i-y-te} \) \( \text{sux} \) 'help me up! you say to her'; \( \text{i} \) 'I/me', \( \text{t} \) 'non-first person', \( \text{on} \) 'help', \( \text{a} \) 'indicative/imperative, active', \( \text{xax-w} \) 'go up', \( \text{i-y} \) 'pass (from one position to another)', \( \text{i} \) 'say', \( \text{y} \) 'you', \( \text{te} \) 'to', \( \text{sux} \) 'she/her'.

When following the main verb, the directional often appears in a slightly different or reduced form,

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{q'\text{o} xa-w} & \quad \text{'put it up!' } \\
\text{q'\text{o} we} & \\
\text{yo\text{p}'\text{\text{o} xa-w} } & \quad \text{'hang it up!' } \\
\text{yo\text{p}'\text{\text{o} we} } &
\end{align*}
\]

The reduced forms at times seem to be suffixes or enclitics rather than separate words. However, in "imperatives" with directionals that begin with a vowel, the glottal stop signalling /words/ is present,

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{q'\text{o} xa-w} & \quad \text{can be manifested } \text{[q'\text{o}we]} \quad \text{'put it up!' } \\
\text{q'\text{o} ok} & \quad \text{is manifested } \text{[q'\text{o}k]} \quad \text{'put it in!' } \\
\end{align*}
\]

The glottal stop has moved to the accented \( \text{o} \) of \( \text{q'\text{o}} \), just as the pre-taxeme \( \text{2} \) in \( \text{koxona}\text{?} \) moves to the accented \( \text{0} \), \( \text{[koxona\text{?}]} \), and the presence of the glottal stop from \( \text{ok} \) in \( \text{[q'\text{o}k]} \) shows that \( \text{ok} \) must—also in this construction—be analyzed as a separate /word/. Generalizing from composite imperatives with directionals that begin with a vowel, for example \( \text{[q'\text{o}k]} \), to those with directionals that begin with a consonant, for example \( \text{[q'\text{o}we]} \), I analyze all the directionals in the various constructions as /words/.
The directional verbs and their most common reduced forms are:

- u'l 'arrive here'
- pō 'arrive there'
- sa'x, ç 'come'
- si?, s 'go'
- e'l, e, p'æl 'leave, go out'
- ok, k 'enter, go in'
- xa'w, w(e) 'go up'
- kup', ku? 'go down'
- a'x 'return'
- hax, حركة 'remain'
- i'y 'pass'
- p'ax 'complete'

The most common combinations of directionals and their manifestations are:

- kup' + si? ]ku's्[ 'go down there'
- kup' + sa'x ]ku's्[ 'go down here'
- xa'w + si? ]xa's्[ 'go up there'
- xa'w + sa'x ]xa's्[ 'go up here'
- ok + si? ]ok's्[ 'go in there'
- ok + sa'x ]ok's्[ 'go in here'
- e'l + si? ]es्[ 'go out there'
- e'l + sa'x ]es्[ 'go out here'

The following are some examples of how the "imperatives" composed of a main verb and a directional are mani-
fested,

\( \phi' i n^g + s i' \) \( ]\phi' i n^g[ \) 'pull it taut!'

\( q' \bar{c} + s i' \) \( ]q' \bar{c}s[ \) 'give it! (to a third person away from me)'

\( x a\cdot s\bar{e} + \bar{c}a\cdot x \) \( ]x a\cdot s\bar{e}[ \) 'whisper it (to me)!

\( p' i y\bar{e} + k u p' \) \( ]p y\bar{e}k\bar{e}[ \) 'kill him!'

\( e\cdot \bar{c}\bar{e} + k u p' \) \( ]e\cdot \bar{c}\bar{e}k\bar{e}[ \) 'measure it!'

\( q' \bar{d} + k u p' + s i' \) \( ]q' \bar{d}k\bar{e}[ \) 'put it down there!'

\( x i\cdot \bar{e}\bar{e} + o k \) \( ]x i\cdot \bar{e}\bar{e}k[ \) 'inject it!'

\( q' \bar{d} + o k + s i' \) \( ]q' \bar{d}k\bar{e}[ \) 'put it in there!'

\( \bar{e}' i s p\bar{u} + e\cdot l \) \( ]\bar{e}' i s p\bar{u}m\bar{e}[ \) 'change it!'

\( s u\cdot l\bar{e} + e\cdot l \) \( ]s u\cdot l\bar{e}p\bar{e}l[ \) 'finish it!'

\( q' \bar{c} + e\cdot l + \phi a\cdot x \) \( ]q' o\bar{c}m\bar{e}[ \) 'put it down there!'

The sequence of the two verbs in a construction can distinguish a "static" from a "dynamic" action. Thus,

\( m a \bar{c}i\cdot s q\cdot \bar{u} + o k \) \( ]\bar{c}i s q\bar{u}k[ \) 'I was passively perceiving smells'

\( m a \bar{c}' o k n\cdot s q\cdot \bar{u} \) 'I smelled it'

When analysis with solidarity ceases to give results, then operation series \( G III \) is considered exhausted. In the present description I proceed to \( G III \) after the registration of /words/.
I have said that the two undivided pre-lines are the object of analysis in *GIII as in *GII, and that they differ only as to the function taken as basis of analysis. In the first operations of *GII a number of connotators were separated out and chain varieties were recognized as such. In every operation the pre-elements were reduced to variants. In *GIII some additional chain varieties solidary with certain physiognomies will be recognized.

The expression sections of *n1 to *n7 give no yield since the units that would be registered in them if they contracted selection in Mam were registered in *GII.

In the content sections of the same operations, content units of smaller and smaller extent are registered. They are, for example, /stories/ and /chapters/. They are found to appear both as selected and as selecting, i.e. both in {iβ} and in {iB}. A chapter will be selecting another chapter, but it will at the same time also be selected by a third. The selection may later be identified as occurring between certain smaller elements entering into the chapters, a "pronoun" presupposing a "noun", for example, or a "definite article" presupposing an "indefinite", etc., but for the time being they give a basis for dividing the /stories/.
No elements may be registered in more than one functival category, and "all pre-elements under mutually different functival categories are subjected to the commutation test," (Rés Rg 64). When pre-elements from different functival categories are found to have mutual substitution, then mapping must be applied. "MAPPING is Reduction by transference from one Functival Category to another." (Rés Df 152). For the present situation the mapping rule found in Rés Rg 57 a) is relevant, "If pre-elements entering into \{\beta\} have substitution to pre-elements entering into \{\gamma\}, both are assigned to \{\gamma\}." Thus, in the content sections of these operations usually only \{\gamma\} is realized.

\[ n^8 \]

\[ n^8 \text{ gives no yield.} \]

\[ 2^8 \quad \gamma \leftrightarrow 7 \quad \gamma \leftrightarrow 8 = \text{/nexias, pseudonexias/} \]

The elements that are tentatively registered in \(2^8\) are found to have substitution to elements of \(2^9\) and are therefore according to Rés Rg 34 not to be registered in the present operation, "In each Op, compliance with Pr 3 [the principle of economy] requires that partition [analysis of a process] be permitted only if the resultant parts do not have substitution to parts registered as such in one of the following Opp within the deduction. If this condition is not fulfilled, the entity concerned is to be transferred unanalyzed from the preceding to the current Op as element in the latter."
INFORMAL OUTLINE

At this point I shall insert a very brief and informal presentation of the Mam verb system and sentence structure in order to provide some basis for an easier understanding of the subsequent analysis and of the examples with which this analysis is illustrated.

In the outline I give the examples in ideal notation and segment them according to sign expressions.

Tenses and Personal Formants There are two tenses, 'future' and 'non-future'; 'non-future' combines with various adverbials that specify the time, ma 'recent past', o 'distant past', gin 'simultaneity',

ma ɕin-ɕʔax-o-on [ɕinçxon]  'I just washed'
o ɕin-ɕʔax-o-on [ɕinçxon]  'I washed (not today)'
gin ɕin-ɕʔax-o-on [ɕinçxon]  'I am washing'

The final on in ɕʔax-o-on [ɕxon] is formant for 'non-future, active'.

ɕin-ɕʔax-o-ol [ɕinçxool]  'I shall wash'

The final ol is formant for 'future'.

The adverbials ma 'recent past' and o 'distant past' emphasize the factual or punctual aspect of the action, whereas two other adverbials, s 'recent past' and e 'distant past' emphasize the duration of the action or simply
the action itself. Thus, ma ʊ-kim-ʊ n-man 'my father died' (ʊ- 'non-first person, singular', kim 'die', -ʊ 'non-future', n- 'first person, singular', man 'father') is a statement of fact; but s-kim-ʊ n-man 'my father died' is rather the first sentence in my account of how my father died. In other words, skim nman gives the listener reason to believe that a description of the circumstances under which he died will follow.

ŋ 'recent past' and e 'distant past' merge with one set of personal formants. There are two sets of personal formants that in all cases function as prefixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>set I</th>
<th>set II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>singular</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>first person</td>
<td>n, w</td>
<td>ŋin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-first person</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>ŋ?, ŋ, ŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plural</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>first person</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>qu, qu?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-first person</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>ŋi, ŋi?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ŋ 'first person, singular' of set I occurs before consonants, and the w occurs before vowels. The distribution of ŋ?, ŋ, ŋ 'non-first person, singular' of set II is not purely phonetic, but before consonants the variant ŋ is always used. qu? and ŋi? appear before vowels and qu and ŋi before consonants.

The same sets with ŋ 'recent past' and e 'distant past',

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>set I</th>
<th>set II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s-n, s-w</td>
<td>e-n, e-w</td>
<td>ŋin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-t</td>
<td>e-t</td>
<td>sŋ?, sŋ, s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Three of the personal formants of set II disappear completely after e, and even e is lost before verbs that begin with a vowel.

The personal formants of set I are prefixed to nouns to indicate possession,

n-xaa 'my house'
.t-xaa n-man 'my father's house' (his house my father)
q-xaa 'our house'
K-xaa 'their house'

A suffix, e, makes 'non-first person' specifically 'second person',

t-man 'his father'
t-man-e 'your (sg) father'
K-man 'their father'
K-man-e 'your (pl) father'

A similar suffix, e2, makes 'first person' specifically 'exclusive',

q-man 'our (incl) father'
q-man-e 'our (excl) father'

Verb Class I and Verb Class II There are two classes of verbs, class I and class II. All the verbs of class I are intransitive, they never take an object; but I prefer to
simply call them class I verbs because there are also verbs in class II that never take an object and are intransitive. The classification of the verbs into class I and II is based on features of sign expressions; however, the classification is not entirely without relevance in the content. Class I verbs differ from class II verbs in having a $\emptyset$ formant for 'non-future' where verbs of class II mostly have a vowel plus $n$.

class I:

- $\emptyset$, $\emptyset\emptyset$, and $-$ are derivational suffixes.

Class II:
-p?a- and -sa- are derivational suffixes.

**Transitivity**  Most verbs of class II have at least two different forms that can appear with formants for 'future' and 'non-future':

- ma ći-c?ax-o-on  [ćiçxon]  'they washed (it)'
- ok ći-c?ax-o-ol  [ćiçxool]  'they will wash (it)'
- ma k-c?ax-∅  [kçxa?]  'they washed it'
- ok k-c?ax-a?  [kçxa?]  'they will wash it'

The difference between the two pairs may be said to be in degree of transitivity. The form of the first two, ma ći-c?ax-o-on  [ćiçxon]  and ok ći-c?ax-o-ol  [ćiçxool], i.e. c?ax-o, can be followed by an object, ma ∅-c?ax-o-on  [çxon]-mes  'she washed a table', but no object has to be specified; it appears to be optionally transitive. The latter two, ma k-c?ax-∅ and ok k-c?ax-a?  [kçxa?]  must have an object; they can be said to be obligatorily transitive. These forms are not recognized by their transitivity, they are distinguished by their root form and the formants for 'future' and 'non-future'. Based on the observation that a certain aspectual difference accompanies the difference in transitivity and because some of the verbs that have only the "optionally transitive" form are in fact intransitive, I prefer the terms **completive** for the obligatorily transitive form--c?ax--and **neutral** for the optionally transitive form--c?ax-o  [çxo].

Both the completive and the neutral form can be elici-
ted for almost all verbs of class II. But the completive form is rarely used.

A few verbs occur only in the neutral form, and they are all intransitive, for example:

- ma či-čaap-ən 'they yawned'
- ma či-kəo-ən [-čikəo̞n] 'they crawled'
- ma či-lip-ən 'they jumped'

An even smaller number of verbs that are all transitive occur only in the completive form:

- ƙ-ax-Ø xun xaa-? 'they want a house'
- ƙ-ƙii-Ø xun xaa-? 'they do not want a house'
- ma ƙ-il-Ø xun xaa-? 'they saw a house'
- ok ƙ-il-a? [ƙla?] n-man 'they will see my father'
- pʔaʔn ma n-see-Ø w-aaqʔun 'I did my work well'
- pʔaʔn n-see-ʔ w-aaqʔun 'I shall do my work well'

xun 'one, a'
xaa-ʔ 'house'
pʔaʔn 'good, well'
w-aaqʔun 'my work'

Two formants for 'person' can be prefixed to the completive forms: the one farthest from the verb referring to the object, and the one closest to the verb referring to the subject.

- ma čin-t-il-Ø 'he saw me'
- ok qu-ƙ-pʔiy-aʔ [quʔpyʔaʔ] 'they will kill us'

whereas the neutral forms allow only one personal formant to
be prefixed, namely that of the subject,

\[ \text{ma } \ddot{c}i-\dddot{c}ok-o-on \{\dddot{c}ickon\} \ w-i?\ddot{x} \ 'they called me' \]

\[ \dddot{c}ok-o-\ddot{o}l \ 'to call' \]

\[ -i?\ddot{x} \ 'at' \]

When used with the object, \(-i?\ddot{x}\) also indicates 'definite':

\[ \text{ma } \ddot{c}i-c\dddot{c}ax-o-on \{\dddot{c}ixxon\} \ mes \ 'they washed a table' \]

\[ \text{ma } \ddot{c}i-c\dddot{c}ax-o-on \{\dddot{c}ixxon\} \ mes \ 'they washed the table' \]

\[ t-i?\ddot{x} \ mes \]

The most common passive cannot be said to be more closely connected with either the neutral or the completive.

\[ \text{ma } \ddot{c}i-c\dddot{c}ax-o-eet \{\dddot{c}ixzet\} \ 'they were washed' \]

\[ \text{ok } \ddot{c}i-c\dddot{c}ax-o-eet-\ddot{el} \{\dddot{c}ixzet\} \ 'they will be washed' \]

In addition to the completive and the neutral forms, some verbs have a third form. It is intransitive, and I call it the incompletive form. It is not found for all the verbs of class II, and it is rarely used.

Incompletive:

\[ \text{ma } \ddot{c}in-c\dddot{c}aax-\ddot{en} \ 'I washed' (intr) \]

\[ \text{ok } \ddot{c}in-c\dddot{c}aax-\ddot{el} \ 'I shall wash' (intr) \]

\[ \text{ma } \ddot{c}in-saax-\ddot{en} \{\dddot{c}insulaan\} \ 'I kicked (made kicking movements in the air)' \]

Neutral:

\[ \text{ma } \ddot{c}in-sax-o-on \{\dddot{c}inxson\} \ 'I kicked (him)' \]
When the infinitive, i.e. the form found after the verb 'begin' and after 'go (to do)', does not have an object, it is identical with the future form of the neutral, but when it has an object, it differs from the future form by having no vowel,

ok či-č?ax-o-ol [čičxool]  'they will wash'
ma če?s č?ax-o-ol [čxool]  'they went to wash'
ok či-č?ax-o-ol [čičxool]  'they will wash their skirts'
k-an
ma če?s č?ax-o-l [čxol]  'they went to wash their skirts'
k-an
čin-k?ey-el  'I shall sell'
ma čiš k?ey-el  'I go to sell'
čin-k?ey-el is  'I shall sell potatoes'
ma čiš k?ey-l is  'I go to sell potatoes'

The verb forms so far mentioned are:

čiš  'I go'  čin-se?l  'I shall go'
či?  'he goes'  q-še?l  'he will go'
qo?š  'we go'  qu-še?l  'we shall go'
če?š  'they go'  či-še?l  'they will go'

če?š is 'non-first person, plural, non-future' of the verb si? 'to go' with which the personal formants merge in the non-future,
Constructions with directionals

More common than any of the simple verb forms that I have so far presented are constructions with two verbs, one of which is a directional. I have already briefly touched upon these constructions, p. 58ff, and I have listed the twelve directional verbs, which form a subgroup within verb class I. It is significant whether the directional appears as the first or as the second of the two verbs in a construction since both possibilities exist. The sequence main verb - directional verb is "marked", so in order to provide a background for its markedness I shall discuss the other, "unmarked" sequence first.

Constructions with directionals can be either transi-
tive, intransitive, or passive according to the number of complements and the form of the main verb. The main verb can be from either class I or class II.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ma ċi-kup}^ {-\varnothing} \ t-p^ {\text{iyo-o-o}} & \quad \text{'he killed them'} \\
\text{ci-kup}^ {-\text{eel}} [\text{čikp}^ {\text{eel}}] \ t-p^ {\text{iyo-o-o}} & \quad \text{'he will kill them'} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Literally those sentences mean 'recent past; they, go down, non-future; he, kill' and 'they, go down, future; he, kill'. I call them transitive because they have two complements, on the one hand, ċi 'they', more closely connected with the directional, the other, ķ 'he', more closely connected with the main verb.

Made passive, the sentences are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ma ċi-kup}^ {-\varnothing} \ p^ {\text{iyo-o-eet}} & \quad \text{'they were killed (by him)'} \\
\text{ci-kup}^ {-\text{eel}} [\text{čikp}^ {\text{eel}}] \ p^ {\text{iyo-o-eet}} & \quad \text{'they will be killed (by him)'} \\
\end{align*}
\]

The form of the main verb changes from p\text{iyo-o}, which is a participial-like dependent verb form, to the simple passive form. No complement is directly connected with it, but tu'\text{n} 'his doing' can be added. The formant for tense always accompanies the directional verb, whereas it is seen from the main verb whether the construction is to be considered active or passive or intransitive,

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ma ċi-xaaw-\varnothing lip-\text{en}} & \quad \text{'they jumped (up)'} \\
\text{ci-xaaw-al lip-\text{en}} & \quad \text{'they will jump (up)'} \\
\end{align*}
\]
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Literally, 'recent past; they, go up, non-future; jump' and 'they, go up, future; jump'.

No complement is connected with the main verb, and it is not in the passive form so I call the construction intransitive.

The following are examples of similar intransitive constructions but with class I verbs as main verbs,

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ma } & \text{či?-eel-Ø oq} & '\text{they fled' (they left}\ \text{flee)} \\
\text{ma } & \text{č?-eel-Ø a?-yes} & '\text{it melted' (it left } \text{become water)} \\
\text{či-kup?-eel } & \text{[čikp?eel]-koos-ës} & '\text{they will become limping' } \\
 & & (\text{they will go down limping)} \\
\text{Ø-xaaw-el q?ax-t} & '\text{it will be audible' (it will go up become heard)}
\end{align*}
\]

Verb class I has a second, quite numerous subgroup of verbs that I call positionals. Positionals are intransitive, derived verbs that very specifically describe in which way someone or something sits, lies, or stands. Their derivational suffix is -ee.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ma } & \text{či-kup?-Ø q?uup-ee} & '\text{they lay down like fat pigs' } \\
 & \text{[q?upe]} & \\
\text{ma } & \text{či-kup?-Ø šliiq-ee} & '\text{they stood with pricked-up ears' } \\
 & \text{[šliqe]} & \\
\text{čin-kup?-el } & \text{[činkp?el]-čoot-ee } \text{[čote]} & '\text{I shall sit down being/ as a fat person'} \\
\end{align*}
\]

The reverse order of the two verbs, namely main verb—
directional verb, is used primarily for two purposes, first to distinguish imperative from indicative, cf. p 58ff, and secondly to distinguish position or static from motion or dynamic.

Indicative:
čin-kupʔ-eel [činkpʰeel-] 'you will kill me'
t-pʰiy-o-ʔən-a [tpyʰoʔənə]

Imperative:
čin-t-pʰiy-o-ʔən kupʔ [čintpyʰonka]

I have given a few examples of the static versus dynamic distinction with verbs of senses on p. 61. However, it is used primarily with positionals.

Verbs of senses:
dynamic ma čin-ok-ʔ ip-ʔən  'I touched you (on purpose)'
t-iʔx-ʔ

static ma čin-ip-ʔən ok  'I touched you (accidentally)'
činipənk [t-iʔx-ʔ]

dynamic ma ʔ-kupʔ-ʔ siʔ [ku9][n-ʔpʰiʔ-n ]npʰiʔn]

static ma čin-ʔpʰiʔ-n kupʔ siʔ  'I heard it (passively)'
činəpʰinkəs[

Positionals:
motion ma čin-kupʔ-ʔ qʔuq-ʔee  'I sat down' 
qʔuq-ʔee [qe]

position qʔuq-1 kupʔ [qʔuqlkə]
qen 
čoot-1 kupʔ [čotlkə] xil 'it was lying like a pig'
ko?2-l eel si? 'she is lying out there'

This construction with positionals differs from other constructions so far presented by not allowing any personal prefixes. Instead, the verb cluster is followed by a form of a verb 'to be'. The two forms occurring here are gen 'I am' and ŋ ¨'he/she/it is'.

'cin' means 'girl'; it is one of five very frequent words that are used to identify a "third" person more specifically. The other four are sin 'grown man', sux 'grown woman', q?aa 'boy', and xil 'animal'.

t-man sin 'his (man's) father'
t-man sux 'her (woman's) father'
t-man q?aa 'his (boy's) father'
t-man cin 'her (girl's) father'
t-man xil 'its (animal's) father'

A third and very rarely used construction with the sequence main verb - directional verb is found with the future form of the completive. Its meaning differs considerably according to the grammatical person connected with it. In 'non-first person' it is used as a strict command, but in the 'first person' it is rather a polite request, "let me do ..." or "I'll do ..."

ŋ ¨-c?ax-a? xaaw ʂaax ]ćxa?wɛt[ 'go wash it now!'
ok n-c?ax-a? xaaw ʂaax ]nçxa?wɛt[ 'let me wash it'
"to be" and Personal Pronouns  
Almost as common as sentences with two verbs are sentences with no verb at all. It is the 'non-first person' of 'to be' which is left out. 
There are two verbs that translate into English 'be':

1. ntiʔn(e)  'I am'  
taʔ  'he is'  
(i)toʔ  'we are'  
(i)teʔ  'they are'

This verb is used only about being in some place, naqød ntiʔn 'I am far away'; it can be combined with directionals, itoʔ xaaw siʔ  ]etoʔwes[ 'we are up there'. However, the regular forms ten and tem-el (future) with the same meaning and the "impersonal" form at 'there is' are more common.

2. qen  'I am'  
te, ô  'he is'  
qoʔ  'we are'  
qâe, ô  'they are'

This verb is used with adjectives, nouns, postionals, and the verb forms with e 'distant past' that are ambiguous as to 'person',

qʷiʔiʔn e n qen  'I am rich'  
c̓oʔt qen  'I am fat'  
yaapʔ qen  'I am sick'  
suuʔx qen  'I am a woman'  
1ʔ qen  'I am 17 (years old)'  
peeyrə qen  'I am Pedro'  
qʷuqɬ-1 kupʔ ]qʷuqɬkəʔ qen  'I am sitting down'  
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en-ç?ax-o-on \{encxon\} (qen) 'I was washing' (tr)
e-ç?ax-o-on \{ecxon\} te-y 'you (sg) were washing'
e-ç?ax-o-on \{ecxon\} (te) sux 'she was washing'
e-ç?ax-o-on \{ecxon\} qo? 'we were washing'
e-ç?ax-o-on \{ecxon\} qKe-y 'you (pl) were washing'
e-ç?ax-o-on \{ecxon\} (qke) sux 'they were washing'

The most frequent occurrence of qen is after lu 'here,

lu qen 6in çin-ç?ax-o-on-a? 'here I am, I am washing'
]cixono[\]

This is a common sentence type that must be analyzed as being composed of two clauses. Most occurrences are in the "third" person and are without a verb.

lu çin 0-c?ax-o-on-a? 'here she is, she is
]cixon[ washing'

A number of adverbials must be interpreted analogously as separate clauses,

xya?-s t-uu1-0 0 sin 'early he came'

A conjunction, tex 'when', can here be en-catalyzed,

xya?-s tex t-uu1-0 0 sin '(it was) early when he came'

but: 0-uu1-0 0 sin xya?-s 'he came early'

The mostly absent form for 'non-first person, singular', te, appears to be borrowed from one of two pronominal series: one of independent personal pronouns,
and one of set I personal prefixes attached to an element that either serves as emphasis or indicates possession,

1. ma $\$ax-o-on \text{[cincxon]} \text{wee} \ 'I' \ washed'
2. ma $\$ax-o-on \text{[cincxon]} \text{tee sux} \ 'she' \ washed'
3. ma qu-$\$ax-o-on \text{[qucixon]} \text{qee} \ 'we' \ washed'
4. ma $\$ax-o-on \text{[cincxon]} \text{kee sux} \ 'they' \ washed'

5. n-p$\$ee \text{wee} \ 'my' \ name'
6. t-p$\$ee \text{tee sin} \ 'his' \ name'
7. q-p$\$ee \text{qee} \ 'our' \ name'
8. k-p$\$ee \text{kee sin} \ 'their' \ names

wee wee-y \ 'it is mine'
tee tee sin \ 'it is his'
qee qee \ 'it is ours'
kee kee \ 'it is theirs'

However, I do not consider $\$ee a verb, first because I would then have to recognize a great number of very short embedded sentences, and secondly because it behaves as an adjective or noun in the following connection:

tee-y qen \ 'I am yours'

In sentences of the type wee 'it is mine', the verbal form—usually zero—is 'non-first person, singular' of qen.
Units of selection pre-glossemes are analyzed into the four functival categories. Only \{\beta\}—defined as "appearing only as determined"—and \{\beta\}—defined as "appearing only as determining", (Rés Rg 31 2°)—are realized and they are both analyzed into an unrestricted number of pre-elements.

The pre-elements here registered are operatively called /nexus/. I present the following examples as unbroken expression chains because they should be imagined as unanalyzed expression units defined solely through the selection that divides them into two categories.

\游戏里的 "a fire just broke out in the house"

\既に "a small boy set fire to some hay"

\ep'axti?xxa?e\t?e=q\nu\nwx?es\twe ?\t?e=tok- "we saw something happen to a house yesterday"
The first two examples are of pre-elements from the functival category \( \{ \beta \} \) and in both of the two last examples the first pre-element is from functival category \( \{ \beta \} \) and the second pre-element is from \( \{ \beta \} \).

The arrow between the two pre-elements of the last examples can be misleading; the selection does not take place between the individual pre-elements: \( \text{\textbackslash ep'axti?xxa'\textbackslash -e\textbackslash we} \) does not select specifically \( \text{\textbackslash toke\textbackslash ve\textbackslash ne} \). The selection takes place between the two categories of pre-elements. This is not peculiar to the selection between nexus; all relations occur between categories.

Since the inventories of the two realized functival categories are unrestricted, they do not have to be subjected to free analysis.

According to Rés Rg 108, a certain test must here be applied, "In each of the Opp \( \text{\textbackslash GII1} \) ff., \( \text{\textbackslash GIII} \) ff., etc. until further determination to the contrary, a check is made to discover whether all highest-degree elements can each alone constitute a catalyzed upper chain.

In the first Op of an Op-series where this test has negative results, the upper chains are called lexias, ". The elements of the operation in which the test has negative results are called lexemes, they are defined as "Parts of Lexias", (Rés Df 193).

Not all pre-elements of \( n\)' can constitute a catalyzed
"complete") upper chain so, in accordance with Rg 108, the pre-elements of the present operation are registered as lexemes.

\[ \gamma \vdash 8 \quad \vdash \gamma \vdash 9 = /nexus/, /pseudonexus/ \]

\[ \gamma \vdash 9 \quad \vdash \{i\beta\} \quad \vdash n?ll \]
\[ \{i\beta\} \quad \vdash n?ll \]
\[ \{i\gamma\} \]
\[ \{i\epsilon\} \quad \vdash n?ll \]

In order to explain what happens in this operation I must first pretend that operation \(\gamma\) gave yield and that the functival category \(\{i\gamma\}\) was analyzed into pre-elements operatively called nexias. These units are then in the present operation tentatively analyzed into \(/nexus/\), of which there are registered two categories, a selected category and a selecting category, as indicated above, \(\{i\beta\} \vdash n?ll\) and \(\{i\beta\} \vdash n?ll\). Thus the nexia,

1. e-p?ax-\(\emptyset\) t-i?x xaa-? eew\(\emptyset\) t-ok q-Ke?y-\(\emptyset\)-?n-\(\empty\)

'something happened to a house yesterday, we were watching'

is analyzed into two \(/nexus/\), one from the category of selected \(/nexus/\),

\[ e-p?ax-\(\emptyset\) t-i?x xaa-? eew\(\emptyset\) \]

'something happened to a house yesterday'

and the other from the category of selecting \(/nexus/\),

\[ t-ok q-Ke?y-\(\empty\)-?n-\(\empty\) \]

'we were watching'
Note: I cannot adequately give examples of content units, particularly not of units that are as complex as nexias and nexus. Presenting them as expression units that are divided into words, as I have done above, may give the impression that there is perfect correspondence between the two planes, which is obviously not the case. It might therefore be more appropriate not to give the examples in Mam at all, but rather to present a literal translation of the sign contents in the order in which they occur. This would no doubt make it easier to avoid looking at the units as expression units, but it would probably make it almost impossible to read the examples, and English translations would still be necessary. Instead I continue to use the Mam sign expressions as a simpler way of representing the sign contents—ma is shorthand for 'recent past', etc.—with the added warning, however, that the sign expressions and the sign contents are not the objects of the analysis. I use ideal notation and I separate the signs with hyphens.

The nexias,

2. p?isen oxun (in g-qiix-g) 'and then when it [corn]
p?isen (in g-kup2-g) qaax (ku2[ is then dry, then we take q-iq?ii-?-n )qii?n[ te q-waa it down for our tortillas'
3. ox əun əin ə-kup?-ə ə�ax 'then when we take it
 ]kuʔə [q-iqʔii-ʔ-n əʔiiʔn[ [corn] down for our tor-
te ə-waa pʔisən əin ə-kup?-ə əʔiiʔn[ our tortillas, then we cook it
siʔ ]kuʔə [q-čik-o-ʔ-n ]qckoʔn[ in a pot'
t-ux xun əkʔil

pʔisən 'then
əun 'then
əqiiix 'dry'
ə-waa 'our tortillas'
ox 'whenever'
iqʔi-1 {[qʔil]- 'to bring something'
čik-o-o [čkool]- 'to fry'
t-ux 'in it'
xun 'one, a'
əkʔil 'cooking pot'

are analyzed into a selecting and a selected nexus,

pʔisən ox əun əin ----> pʔisən əin ə-kup?-ə ə�ax
t-ux xun əkʔil

ox əun əin ə-kup?-ə ----> pʔisən əin ə-kup?-ə əʔiiʔn[ siʔ
əʔiiʔn[ te ə-waa

The nexia

4. nuq e-xaaw-ə qʔaqʔ t-iʔx 'fire just ascended from
xaa?- the house'

is analyzed into one selected nexus.

All the nexias are analyzed in this manner, and the
elements of the two functival categories are registered.
In compliance with Res Rg 64 "All pre-elements under mutu-
ally different functival categories are subjected to the
commutation test ..." these elements must be checked for commutation. In doing this, I find that when I remove, for example pɔisan 'and then' from the selected nexus of example 2, and ox əun 'then when' from the selecting nexus of example 3, then there is substitution between the two. pɔisan and ox əun are conjunctions, and by removing conjunctions in general, I find that any element from the selecting category can be shown to have substitution to some element from the selected category; and any selected nexus can be shown to have substitution to a selecting nexus.

The conjunctions, which I remove, are identified as connectives according to Rés Df 151, "A CONNECTIVE (symbol: *X) is a Functive that under certain conditions is Solidary with Complex Units of a certain Degree."

The fact that connectives are defined by being solidary with the complex units means in this case that there must be conjunctions between the nexus of all nexias. There is no conjunction present in example 1, but the nexia is catalyzed:

\[
e-pɔax-ə t-iɔx xaa-t eeωe /tex/ t-ok-ə q-keq-y-e-ən-ə\]

'something happened to a house yesterday when we were watching' and conjunctions can be encatalyzed in all nexias.

In agreement with the mapping rule found in Rés Rg 57a), "If pre-elements entering into {iβ} have substitution to pre-elements entering into {iB}, both are assigned to {iγ}." only {iγ} is realized in the present operation, and {iβ} and {iB} are virtual.
It is due to Rés Rg 34 that nexias were not to be registered in operation \( \nu^8 \) -- Rg 34 was quoted on p. 63 -- and according to Rés Rg 54, they are registered and immediately analyzed further in the present operation. Rg 54 reads, "Pre-elements which, on application of Pr 5 [the principle of generalization], can be univocally registered as complex units containing only elements under one or more of the functival categories registered in \( *Gxx_z^2 \) [analysis of the functional category into functival categories] must not be registered as elements in any of these categories. Connectives are separated out from the units,...".

All the nexus registered "can constitute a catalyzed upper chain", so the elements arrived at in \( \nu^9 \) are not lexemes.

In the discussion of \( \nu^9 \) in Rés there is a very suggestive comment, Rés p. 193, "If they ["nexal infinita"] cannot be registered at any later stage of the procedure, they are registered in \( \nu^9 \) as \( \{iB\} \). This will be true of all chains including a part that can be univocally identified as an extense characteristic. This will be the case, for example, when an "infinitive" indisputably includes fundamental extense morphemes. But such a case occurs very rarely."

This suggests that Mam constructions with directionals should possibly be analyzed as two nexus.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ma } & \text{i-kup}^-\varnothing \text{ t-p}^\text{qiy-o-}^-\text{n} \quad \text{he killed them} \\
\text{[tpy}^\text{qo}^-\text{n]} \\
\text{would be analyzed into ma } & \text{i-kup}^-\varnothing \text{ and t-p}^\text{qiy-o-}^-\text{n} \text{ [tpy}^\text{qo}^-\text{n]}.
\end{align*}
\]
In the same way, constructions of the following type,

\[
\text{ma ĝi? n-man iq?i-1 \{q?il\} 'my father went to bring a?'}
\]

\[
iq?i-1 \{q?il\} 'to bring something' a?
\]

\[
\text{iq?i-1 \{q?il\} 'water'}
\]

would be analyzed into \text{ma ĝi? n-man} and \text{iq?i-1 \{q?il\} a?}.

Both \text{t-p?i-y-o-2-n tpy?o?n[} and \text{iq?i-1 \{q?il\}} are 'active',

\text{i.e.} they include a fundamental extense morpheme, 'active'.

(Fundamental extense morphemes are—loosely speaking—content elements that contract a nexus-establishing solidarity or selection as constants.) The corresponding passive forms are \text{p?i-y-o-eet} tpy?et[ 'was killed' and \text{iq?-p?ex 'to be brought'},

\[
\text{ma ĝi-kup?-Ø p?i-y-o-eet tpy?et[} \text{'they were killed'}
\]

\[
\text{ma ĝi? iq?-p?ex} \text{'it was brought'}
\]

In operation \text{V}10 I shall be better able to explain why I prefer to analyze these units as single nexus in spite of the fact that they seem to "include fundamental extense morphemes".

The consequences of analyzing them as two nexus would be far-reaching: no conjunctions can be encatalyzed between \text{ma ĝi-kup?-Ø} and \text{t-p?i-y-o-2-n tpy?o?n[} or between \text{ma ĝi? n-man} and \text{iq?i-1 \{q?il\} a?}. Conjunctions could thus not be said to be solidary with the complex units here in question, namely tentative complex nexias, they would therefore not be registered as connectives; selected and
selecting nexus could thus not be reduced pairwise to variants; \( \gamma \) would be realized, since nexias would be registered as elements of \( \{ \gamma \} \) in that operation; and nexus would be identified as lexemes and nexias as lexias.

**Conjunctions** Certain kinds of units appear to be simplex, and yet they have to be analyzed into two nexus. Typically they are composed of an "action" and an indication of time or place which must be analyzed as a separate nexus if it appears before the "action". The verb in the time or place nexus is generally 'non-first person' of the verb 'to be' (gen), manifested by zero. If the "action" precedes the time or place indication, they form just one nexus. When the first nexus is an indication of time, the conjunctions that serve as connectives are ox 'when (fut)', 'whenever' and tex 'when (past)'.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{kaapn} & \text{e } t-\text{axl}-\text{aal } \text{maaye } \text{ox} \\
& t-\text{uul-} \emptyset \text{ sin} \\
\text{cil ke } q^2iix & \text{ ox } \text{sin } \emptyset-\text{uul-} \emptyset \\
& \text{sin waa}\emptyset^{-1} \\
\text{xya}^-s & \text{ (tex) } s-\emptyset-\text{uul-} \emptyset \\
& [\text{suul[ } \text{ sin} \\
\text{xya}^-s & \text{ (tex) } t-\text{uul-} \emptyset \text{ sin}
\end{align*}
\]

but:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ok } \emptyset-\text{uul-} \emptyset \text{ sin } \text{kaap}^2e \\
& t-\text{axl}-\text{aal } \text{maaye} \\
\text{s-} \emptyset-\text{uul-} \emptyset & [\text{suul[ } \text{ sin } \text{xya}^-s \\
\emptyset-\text{uul-} \emptyset \text{ sin } \text{xya}^-s
\end{align*}
\]

'he will come on May second'

'he will come on May second'

'he came early (today)'

'he came early (not today)'
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The change from t-uul-Ø 'he came' to Ø-uul-Ø 'he came' in the last example is a matter of sign expressions and not relevant here.

Whereas I have encountered no examples with a verb in the 'first person' in nexus indicating time, it is not quite so rare in nexus indicating place:

lu qen çin-çax-o-on-a? 'here I am washing my skirt'
lu 'here'
w-an 'my skirt'

The expression for the conjunction that connects this type of complex unit containing a "place nexus" is an -a?, suffixed most commonly to the verb; it has two other variants: p?e after a vowel, and we after a vowel plus glottal stop. Some examples are:

lu çin ç-q-o-on a?-we 'here he is pouring water'
xaa? ma ci?-a?-y [ca?y[ 'where are you going?'
t-ux ni? soox ç-ok-Ø si?-a? 'it was to some hay that a little boy set fire'
]oks[a[ t-aq?-o-?n [tq?o?n]-
xun ni? k?waal q?aq? 'it was with/by him that the firewood came' (he brought the firewood)
maaxə {m(aa)a} xčis ma 'it was all the way there
ø-kiṃ-ø-a? {k(ka?)a} sin that he died'
enteere ma či-kiṃ-ø-a? {či(k)ma?} 'everywhere they died'

but:
enteere ma či-kiṃ-ø 'everybody died'
xte? s-čax-ø-a? {s(č)xa?} 'how much was it that
t-čiʔl-ə your basket left?' (how
xte? ma s-uul-ø-a? s(uul)ə how much did you pay for it
sin čnapʔxel '

q-o-ol 'to pour' t-uʔn 'his doing'
aʔ 'water' siiʔ 'firewood'
xaaʔ 'where?' maaxə {m(aa)a} 'all the way'
t-ux 'in it' xčis 'there'
niʔ 'some, little' xte? 'how much?'
kʷwaal 'boy' ḫax 'remain'
qʔaqʔ 'fire' čiʔl 'basket'
soox 'hay' čnapʔxel 'Huehuetenango'

Some of the same utterances with the place indication
following the "action" are given below. They have no connective aʔ and constitute one nexus.

ø-ok-ø siʔ ]okuʔ [ t-qaʔ-o-ʔn 'a small boy set fire to
[tqʔ-oʔn] xun niʔ kʷwaal some hay'
quʔaqʔ t-ux niʔ soox
s-č-uul-ø ]suul[ siiʔ t-uʔn 'the firewood came with
sin him'

xteʔ constitutes a separate nexus only when it is about
price; compare the following nexus in which xteʔ does not
indicate price and in which there is no aʔ:
In addition to the a? which is expression for a connective, there is at least one other suffix (and possibly two) of the shape a?, but with different contents. One case of a?, which is expression for a demonstrative unit, is easily distinguished from the connective both through its phonological properties and through its relations: it appears to select a demonstrative unit xa:

\[
\begin{align*}
t-ux \ xa \ & sxaaw \ o \ \varnothing-p\?ax-\varnothing-a? \quad \text{'in the month that was completed' (last month)} \\
\text{xaa?} \ o \ \varnothing-p\?ax-\varnothing-a? \quad & \{p\?axa?-\} \quad \text{'where did he die?'} \\
\text{sxaaw} \quad & \text{'month'} \\
\text{p\?ax} \quad & \text{'complete, die'}
\end{align*}
\]

The suffix a? for 'demonstrative' does not cause the short root vowel of p\?ax to drop as does the a? which is a connective.

The 'demonstrative' also occurs in connection with ma 'whether', 'or':

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ma \ ?un \ xaas-a?} \ & \text{ma \ ?un \ min-a?} \quad \text{'be it true or not'} \\
\}m\?na[ \\
\text{xaas} \quad & \text{'certain, true'} \\
\text{min} \quad & \text{'not, no'}
\end{align*}
\]

In some of the following examples an a? or p\?a seems to mean 'in spite of (efforts)', but I have so far been unable to determine whether it should be identified with the connective or not, and therefore I leave it unanalyzed for
the time being.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{min en-sk\text{-}e-\text{-}p\text{\text{-}a}} & \quad \text{"I did not manage in spite of trying hard"} \\
\text{min en-sk\text{-}e} & \quad \text{"I did not manage (but did not try)"} \\
\text{min \text{-}uul-\text{-}a} \text{ } su\text{\text{-}u\text{\text{-}la}} \text{ sin} & \quad \text{"he did not come, but was expected to"} \\
\text{min \text{-}uul-e} \text{ sin} & \quad \text{"he did not come"} \\
\text{min e-w-il-\text{-}a} \text{ } ewi\text{\text{-}la} & \quad \text{"I could not see it"} \\
\text{min e-w-il-\text{}} & \quad \text{"I did not see it"} \\
p\text\text{-}ax\text{-}\text{-}xax-\text{-}a} \text{ } [kxa\text{\text{-}a}] \text{ sin lkalt} & \quad \text{"he has never been mayor"} \\
\text{\text{-}i-s ke me s-p\text\text{-}ax-\text{-}a} \text{ } [spxa\text{\text{-}a}] \text{ sin} & \quad \text{"he almost died"} \\
\text{sk\text{\text{-}ee}} & \quad \text{"manage, endure"} \\
il & \quad \text{"see"} \\
p\text\text{-}ax-\text{\text{-}s} & \quad \text{"never"} \\
\end{align*}
\]

After \text{\text{-}xu\text{-}} 'thus' an \text{-a} may occur suffixed to almost every word in the sentence:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\text{-}xu\text{-}} \text{ } su\text{\text{-}n s-\text{-}uul-\text{-}a} \text{ } su\text{\text{-}u\text{\text{-}la}} & \quad \text{"that is how this corn was brought quickly to the church"} \\
t\text\text{-}si\text\text{-}n-a} \text{ } kiw-s-a} \text{ } t\text{-}ux & \quad \text{"his corn"} \\
t\text{-}xaa dyos-a} & \quad \text{"quick(ly), hard"} \\
\text{t\text{-}ux} & \quad \text{"in it"} \\
t\text{-}xaa dyos & \quad \text{"church (God's house)"
\end{align*}
\]

The conjunctions registered as connectives in the present operation are units of four types:
1°. Units that are found in later operations to have substitution to units that are not connectives: tuʔn, xuʔ, qa.

tuʔn with connective function:

ma čis tuʔn t-paas-Ø t-wiç 'I went to change it [a one quetzal bill]'

siʔ t-qpʔ-a-ʔn tuʔn n-siʔ 'he told me to go to work in the field'

kox-o-ol [kxoöl] 'to work the land'

paas 'be broken'

t-wiç 'its surface'

qpʔ-a-al 'to tell, say'

kox-o-ol [kxoöl] 'to work the land'

tuʔn without connective function:

min s-ʔ-uul-Ø ]suul[ t-uʔn 'he did not come because of the fiesta' (he dislikes fiestas)

ninqʔiix

ma ʔ-kupʔ-Ø siʔ ]kuʔs[ 'I cut my hand with a knife'

ninqʔiix 'fiesta' (great day)

cʔom-ɛl 'to cut'

kčiil 'knife'

t-uʔn 'his/its doing, because of him/it'

xuʔ with connective function:

xun-tl ʕun qʔiix ciʔ 'then some other day they saw that/how their mother was coming'

k-ʔeʔ-y-ʔ-n xuʔ ʔaax-nin

t-ʔaax k-čuu-waʔ

-tl 'again'

xun 'one, a'

qʔiix 'day'

nin "progressively"
"to see"
-mother"
-wa?

xu? without connective function:

xu? çun-a? ]çu?ne[  'that is it'
xu?-s  'equal'
çi çun k-xu?-wa?  "that is how it is told"
-s  'still'
çi  'say'

qa with connective function:

min ti? tu?mel qa ç-uul-∅  'it is not known whether
sin p?is qa min /ç-uul-∅/
he will come or not
(comes)

ô n-ep?ii-∅ [np?ii] qa o  'I heard that his father
died'
ô-kim-∅ t-man sin

qa ma çi? q-aq?-o-∅n ]qq?o?n[  'if we put straw on it
wum t-wi? ok ô-i?y-∅l xp?aal
[roof], the rain will
go through'
t-ux

min ti?  'there is not' aq?-o-∅l [q?ool] 'to put'
tu?mel  'idea, thought' çwum  'straw'
p?is  'and'  t-wi?  'its top'
ep?i-il  'to hear' xp?aal  'rain'
kim  'die'  t-ux  'in it'

qa without connective function:

qa pə ç-uul-∅ sin  'he will probably come'
pə  "question"

2°. Connectives that in later operations are found to
have substitution to units with connective function in respect of other complex units, p?is, ma:

min ti? tu?m el qa ʃ-ul-ʃ
şi p?is qa min /ʃ-ul-ʃ/
is p?is xun i?š

'it is not known whether
he will come or not'

'potatoes and a fresh ear
of corn'

'I went to wash and to
carry water'

'it has three hands, two
at the front and one as
a leg'

i?š 'fresh corn' te
oose 'three' t-qen
't-q?ap? 'its hand' kaap?e
is 'potato'

'two'

'two'

'I wonder whether they
cannot produce money or
whether they know how
to make money'

'what did the doctor say,
will you be able to
walk or not'

'is it thick or thin?'

'ti? tok tu?n 'what did he say?'

'to walk'

'question'

'thick'

'thin'

3°. Conjunctions that appear only in the present opera-
tion as connectives, kome,  entonse, xook?e, tips, ame (-t), tex, ox, tun, p?is?n, a? (a? was discussed p 89ff):

\[\text{\textit{sin ci-eel-\textcircled{a} sin loq?-o-l}}\]
\[\text{\textit{[1lq?o1]- kandeela entonse}}\]
\[\text{\textit{sin q?-aq?-\textcircled{a}-tl \textit{tun sin}}}\]
\[\text{\textit{\textcircled{a}man-p?ex qun-un-a-al}}\]
\[\text{\textit{ok q?-se\textcircled{a}l \textit{qnap?xel kome}}}\]
\[\text{\textit{q?-yaap?-t-\textcircled{a}}}\]
\[\text{\textit{xook?e sin q?-eel-\textcircled{a} si?-e}}\]
\[\text{\textit{jes\textcircled{a} lu qen sin cin-pon-\textcircled{a}-a?}}\]
\[\text{\textit{tips ci? t-quiit-\textcircled{a}-n xil-a?}}\]
\[\text{\textit{[xile]\textit{ ma tips q?-ok-\textcircled{a}}}\]
\[\text{\textit{t-yuuq-\textcircled{a}-n xil-a?}}\]
\[\text{\textit{xile}\textcircled{a} \textit{min q?-xaaw-\textcircled{a} t?ik-p?ex xil}}\]
\[\text{\textit{ame mi-s p?a?n-t q-wk\textcircled{a}n-e}}\]
\[\text{\textit{q?-e\textcircled{a}n pere q?-pon-\textcircled{a} xun tyem}}\]
\[\text{\textit{ok q?-se\textcircled{a}l t-u\textcircled{a}n-e}}\]
\[\text{\textit{ame q?-uil-\textcircled{a} xpo?aal pere iil}}\]
\[\text{\textit{t-i?x ma dis}}\]
\[\text{\textit{e-p?ax-\textcircled{a} t-i?x xaa-\textcircled{a} eewa}}\]
\[\text{\textit{tex t-ok-\textcircled{a} q-ke\textcircled{a}y-\textcircled{a}-n-e?}}\]
\[\text{\textit{p?is?n ox \textit{\textcircled{a}un sin q?-qiiq?-\textcircled{a}}}\]
\[\text{\textit{p?is?n sin q?-kup?-\textcircled{a} saax}}\]
\[\text{\textit{[ku\textcircled{a} [ q-iq?i-i?n ]qii\textcircled{a}n]}\]
\[\text{\textit{te q-waa}}\]
\[\text{\textit{loq?-o-ol [1lq?o1]- 'to buy'}}\]
\[\text{\textit{kandeela 'candle'}}\]
\[\text{\textit{aq?-al 'to begin'}}\]
\[\text{\textit{\textcircled{a}l 'again'}}\]
\[\text{\textit{\textcircled{a}man-p?ex 'shaman'}}\]
\[\text{\textit{aq?un-a-al 'to work'}}\]
\[\text{\textit{\textcircled{a}nap?xel 'Huehuetenango'}}\]
\[\text{\textit{yaap?-t 'be sick'}}\]
\[\text{\textit{yuuk-\textcircled{a}l 'to move'}}\]
\[\text{\textit{xil 'animal'}}\]
\[\text{\textit{t?ik-p?ex 'jump'}}\]
\[\text{\textit{(w)k\textcircled{a}al 'to drink'}}\]

'they went out to buy candles, and so the shaman began then to work

'he will go to Huehuetenango because he is sick'

'while you are going westwards, I arrive there'

'even if you pull it [the animal], even if you push it, it does not jump up'

'even though you do not drink liquor, there will come a time when you drink it'

'even if it is going to rain, I shall have to go'

'something happened to a house yesterday when we were watching'

'and then when it [corn] is then dry, then we take it down for our tortillas'
\textit{gun} 'and then' is the most common of these connectives, and it has appeared in many of the examples. It seems to occur in one situation where it does not function as a connective,

\begin{align*}
\text{ku} \text{gu} \text{unss} \text{en} \text{ x} \text{p} \text{a} \text{a} \text{al} & \quad \text{"what a lot of rain"} \\
\text{ku} \text{gu} \text{unss} \text{en} \text{ t} \text{-} \text{w} \text{i} \text{c} \text{ } \text{c} \text{e} \text{neq} & \quad \text{"what a lot of beans in the pod"} \\
\text{t} \text{-} \text{ux} \text{ t} \text{-} \text{s} \text{k} \text{o} \text{m} \text{-} \text{e} \text{l} & \quad \text{"its "inherent" shell"}
\end{align*}

The connective \textit{pu} \textit{i} \textit{s} \textit{e} \textit{n}, which has also appeared in several examples, seems to be complex. A \textit{s} \textit{e} \textit{n} occurs in other situations,

\begin{align*}
\text{xu} \text{-} \text{s} \text{-} \text{s} \text{e} \text{n} & \quad \text{"in the same way"} \\
\text{ku} \text{gu} \text{unss} \text{en} & \quad \text{"what a lot of"} \\
\text{o} \text{k} \text{-} \text{s} \text{-} \text{s} \text{e} \text{n} & \quad \text{"that is all"} \\
\text{t} \text{i} \text{s} \text{e} \text{n} & \quad \text{"like"} \\
\text{ma} \text{\text{"y}n} \text{e} \text{n} & \quad \text{"already"} \\
\text{p} \text{\text{"i}ss} \text{e} \text{n} & \quad \text{"and then"} \\
\text{ma} \text{ ce} \text{"s} \text{ s} \text{e} \text{n} & \quad \text{"then they went .."}
\end{align*}

It is possible that \textit{s} \textit{e} \textit{n} in some occurrences can be analyzed as a variant of \textit{gun} \{\textit{s} \text{e} \text{n}\} that occurs after \textit{s}, and perhaps \textit{pu} \textit{i} \textit{s} \textit{e} \textit{n} and \textit{pu} \textit{i} \textit{s} \textit{e} \textit{n} can be analyzed as variants. However, at the present time I have no solution to these problems.
40. In addition to the mentioned connectives, a connective element is contained in the interrogative pronouns xaa?
'where', xtox 'when (fut)', xtooxe? 'when (past)', ti?
'what', aal 'who', alkee 'which', alku?ve 'with whom', etc.,
xt? 'how much', ni? 'what (time)', (tur?) tigèn 'why',

min ti? tu?mel sin xaa?
t-kup?-Ø-a? [tkp?a?] sin
xaa? ma či?-a?-y ]ca?y[
ma čis t-ux xun salaal
xtox ok Ø-uu1-ø sin
ok Ø-uu1-ø sin nči?-x
xtooxe? [xtooxe?] Ø-uu1-Ø sin
ooxexe [oocexe] Ø-uu1-Ø sin
ti? t-p?ii-y t-ee-y
mariyye n-p?ii

'he does not know where
he is'

'there are you going?
I am going on an errand'

'when will he come?
he will come tomorrow'

'when did he come?
he came long ago'

'what is your name?
Maria is my name'

'where are you going?
I am going westwards'

'who burned the house
down?
Juan burned the house
down'

'I have heard exactly
what the story is'

'how much did you pay
for it?
I paid five quetzales
for it'

'at what time will you
take lunch [to the men
in the field], girl?
I shall go at noon'
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Certain conjunctions have been left out because they were separated out in *GII with the chain variety that is solidary with the connotator Spanish.

The expression section of *n10 gives no yield since the derivates of the preceding operation were registered as lexemes and thus the first operation chain was concluded with respect to the analysis of the expression.

The purpose of this operation is the first analysis of the content nexus. The derivates of the analysis are operatively called /characteristics/ and /nexus themes/.
characteristic can in terms of the later analysis be described as a unit composed of extense morphemes, and in terms of substance as made up of the categories tense, voice, and mood.

This analysis is in accord with the observation that tense, voice, and mood are categories that characterize not specifically the verb, but the whole nexus, and that it is only a matter of usage that the formants for the extense morphemes are attached to the verb.

The verb is separated out as a connective solidary with the nexus. Thus, the analysis actually divides the nexus into three parts: the nexus theme, the characteristic, and the nexus connective, i.e. the verb. Hjelmslev discusses this particular analysis at length in "Le verbe et la phrase nominale".

There is selection between the characteristic and the theme, and the theme is the selected due to the following type of utterances,

qaat  'belch'
qaw  'mew'
qaat-en  'belch!'
qaw-en  'mew!'

qaat and qaw are pseudonexus. Pseudonexus were introduced, but not discussed in V9. "A PSEUDONEXUS is a non-Nexus that Enters into Line and Rank with nexus." (Rés Df 439) In other words, it is a derivate of the operation in which nexus are registered, but on the basis of the formal definition of nexus it will not be definitively identified as
such in *g.

The category of nexus themes is unrestricted; but the category of characteristics is quite restricted, and should therefore be subjected to free analysis. However, I shall not carry out the free analysis of this category.

In operation ψο I discussed some nexus that could possibly be considered complex,

\[
\text{ma } \ddash \text{-kup-∅ t-p?iy-o-∅n} \quad \text{'he killed them'}
\]
\[
\text{ma } \ddash \text{n-man iq?i-l [q?il]} \quad \text{'my father went to bring water'}
\]

The apparent complexity of these nexus is due to the fact that the characteristic here has several formants—for its several components—and they are attached not only to the verb, but also to the "participle"—or the "infinitive". However, only one characteristic is present.
Lexematic

\[ S1 \]

\[ S1 \quad \eta \overset{?}{\rightarrow} 10 \quad : \quad \eta \overset{?}{\rightarrow} 11 \]

\[ \eta \overset{?}{\rightarrow} 11 \quad : \quad \{\emptyset\} \quad : \quad \{1\} = \text{/modulations/} \]

\[ \{\emptyset\} \quad : \quad n\{1\} = \text{/themes/} \]

\[ \{1\} \]

\[ \{1\} \]

**Analysis**

The expression nexus are analyzed into a /characteristic/ and a /theme/. The number of elements in the category of themes is unrestricted, but the category of characteristics has only two elements: one manifested by a rising intonation, the other manifested by a falling intonation. They are operatively called /modulations/. Thus the two nexus,

\[ /{\text{ep'axti?xxa} \cdot e \cdot w\varepsilon} \]

\[ \text{'something happened to a house yesterday'} \]

\[ \text{\textbackslash tokq\textbackslash ke?y\varepsilon\varepsilon} \]

\[ \text{'when we were watching'} \]

are analyzed into the modulations, \textbackslash /, and the themes, \textbackslash ep'axti?xxa\cdot e\cdot w\varepsilon and tokq\textbackslash ke?y\varepsilon\varepsilon

The application of the commutation test to the themes reveals that themes of nexus that were registered in n\( \emptyset \) as selected nexus have substitution to themes of selecting nexus. For example,

\[ /{\text{ep'i\cdot s\textbar s\textbar q\textbar s\textbar x\textbar a\cdot l}} \]

\[ \text{'the people were dancing'} \]

\[ \text{\textbackslash ep'i\cdot s\textbar s\textbar q\textbar s\textbar x\textbar a\cdot l} \]

\[ \text{'the people were dancing'} \]
The first is a selected nexus and the second a selecting nexus. The two themes that here result from the present analysis into modulations and themes contract mutual substitution.

The two modulations contract selection, the one manifested by rising intonation selects the one manifested by falling intonation.

Thus, the selection between the two categories of nexus registered in ng is here said to be circumscribed and assigned to the modulations.

The category of themes is registered as the selecting category {sB} because the modulations occur alone manifested as a simple rising or falling tone that expresses either question or assent and encouragement for the other speaker to continue his story.

Inventory The two elements of {sB}, /modulations/, cannot be shown to be invariants through commutation. This problem is due not to the fact that they are units below the sign limit, i.e. that no sign content corresponds to each one of them, because so are units like p and k, and they are easily subjected to the commutation test. The problem with the modulations is rather due to the mutual selection that they contract.

In his analysis of Danish, Hjelmslev says about these elements, "the two modulations are not sign-expressions but expression for a relation." (Hjelmslev 1951)

Free Analysis In closely connected clauses, the two modu-
lations contract overlapping under the dominance of the modulation manifested by falling intonation:

\[ \textit{the fire extinguishers then arrived, but now there was nothing they could do' } \]

Through the overlapping it is established that one of the two modulations is intensive and the other extensive; and since --the modulation that is manifested by falling intonation--dominates the overlapping, it is the intensive term:

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{alpha} \\
\text{beta}
\end{array} \]

This configuration corresponds to the manifestation: the manifestation of the syncretism is identical with the manifestation of the extensive term, rising intonation.

The two modulations are not analyzed further in the present operation series and they are thus taxemes.

\( \sigma_1 \) gives no yield since the content nexus were analyzed into characteristics and themes in \( \nu_{10} \).
s2 gives no yield.

s2  ?γ 11 :: ?γ 12

?γ 12 :: {?8} :: ?11 = /tense and mood/
{?B} :: ?11 = /voice/
{?γ}
{?r}

The nexus themes are transferred unanalyzed. The conjunctions would be registered in the present operation as selecting the rest of the theme if they had not been separated out as connective in ?γ.

The characteristics that were registered in γ10 are now analyzed into two parts that contract mutual selection. The selected part I operatively call /tense and mood/, and the selecting part I operatively call /voice/.

The analysis is thus based on clauses that are neither active nor passive. This defectiveness is dominated by certain verbs.

In the examples given below, the characteristics contained in the clauses are included between slashes after the English translations.

ma či-kim-Ø 'they died' /non-future, indicative/
ma či-kim-sa-an [čikimsan] 'they killed a coyote'
xun so?x /non-future, indicative, active/
they were killed' /non-future, indicative, passive/

'they will sit down' /future, indicative/

'he will put them down in sitting position' /future, indicative, active/

'they will be put down in sitting position' /future, indicative, passive/

'die'
'to cause to die'
'sit down'
'to make sit down'

/Voice/ The functival category \{B\}, /voice/, appears to have a third member that I call 'passive 2'. It occurs most frequently in "impersonal" constructions of the following type:

'it can be washed'

'it is slow to harvest wheat'

'it is easy to cook greens'

'it is possible' seek

'easy'

'late, slow'

'greens'

'wheat'

'to cook'

'to harvest'
However, 'passive 1' is also occasionally found in this type of construction:

\[
p\text{?a?n t-}\text{?ee?-t}
\]

\[
\text{?ee?-l}
\]

"it can be ground"

"to grind"

'Passive 1' and 'passive 2' appear to be commutable in a number of situations:

ma \text{?i-paat-x} \quad 'they burned' (intr)
ma \text{?i-paat-}\text{?et} \quad 'they were burned'
ma \text{?i-kup?-}\text{? paat-x} \quad 'they burned down' (intr)
ma \text{?i-kup?-}\text{? paat-}\text{?et} \quad 'they were burned down'

The difference in content substance between the two passives is seen quite clearly from the following examples:

ma \text{?in-xaaw-}\text{? k?aas-}\text{?et} \quad 'I was awakened' (someone woke me up intentionally)
ma \text{?in-xaaw-}\text{? k?is-x } t-u?n \quad 'I woke up because of the bus' (it woke me up, but unintentionally)

k?aas-/k?is- \quad 'wake up'
kamyenete \quad 'bus'
t-u?n \quad 'its/his doing'

I have mentioned that there are two passive infinitives (p. 87). Their distribution is not analogous to the distribution of 'passive 1' and 'passive 2'. I believe that the passive infinitive formed from the formant for 'passive 1' occurs only following the verb aq? 'begin', whereas the
passive infinitive formed with the suffix p\text{\textparagraph}ex is used after verbs of motion,

\begin{align*}
\text{ma } & \text{çin-aq? cok-o-eet-æl } \quad \text{[çketæl]} \quad \text{"I began to be called"} \\
\text{ma } & \text{ce\textparagraphs cok-p\text{\textparagraph}ex } \quad \text{"there was been gone to call them"} \\
\text{cok-o-ol } & \text{[çkool]} \quad \text{"to call"}
\end{align*}

Thus, I consider çokeetal [çketæl] and çokp\text{\textparagraph}ex to be variant sign expressions.

In the above presented "impersonal" type of construction, 'passive 1' and 'passive 2' contract overlapping in connection with most verbs. 'Passive 1' dominates an overlapping between 'indicative' and 'imperative':

\begin{align*}
\text{e-\textparagraph-çuy-u-eet } & \text{[çyuyet]} \quad \text{"let them be caught!"} \\
\text{e-Ø-çuy-u-eet } & \text{[çyuyet]} \quad \text{"they were caught"} \\
\text{Ø-çqiix-sa-am } & \text{[çqiixsam]} \quad \text{"dry your hands!"} \\
\text{t-q\textparagraphap?-æ } & \quad \\
\text{ma } & \text{Ø-çqiix-sa-an-æ } \text{[çqiixsanæ]} \quad \text{"you dried your hands"} \\
\text{t-q\textparagraphap?-æ } & \quad \\
\text{ma } & \text{t-çqiix-saa t-q\textparagraphap?-æ } \quad \text{"you dried your hands"} \\
\text{çuy-u-ul } & \text{[çyuul]} \quad \text{"to catch"} \\
\text{çqiix-sa-al } & \quad \text{"to dry"} \\
\text{t-q\textparagraphap?} & \quad \text{"his hand"}
\end{align*}

The initial e in the first examples is formant for 'imperative'.

On the basis of this instance of dominance and the above mentioned overlapping and in agreement with manifes-
tation, the following configuration of the category \{\text{B}\}, /\text{voice}/, is proposed:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{B} 'passive 1'
  \item \textbf{B} 'passive 2'
  \item \textbf{F} 'active'
\end{itemize}

These three elements cannot be analyzed any further in *GIII and they are thus taxemes.

I shall discuss the formants for 'passive 1', 'passive 2', and 'active' in connection with the presentation of the formants for 'future', 'non-future', 'imperative', and 'indicative'.

/Tense and mood/ The characteristics were in this operation analyzed into two parts, of which I have so far dealt with only one.

The category \{\text{B}\}, /tense and mood/, has only three elements, namely 'future, indicative', 'non-future, indicative', and 'future/non-future, imperative':

\begin{align*}
\text{ok } & \text{-qii}x-sa-\text{a} & \text{k-q?ap?\ sin } & \text{'they will dry their hands' /future, indicative, active/} \\
\text{ok } & \text{ci-qii}x-sa-al & \text{k-q?ap?\ sin } & \text{'they dried their hands' /non-future, indicative, active/} \\
\text{ma } & \text{-qii}x-sa-a & \text{k-q?ap?\ sin } & \text{'dry (pl) your hands!' /future/non-future, imperative, active/}
\end{align*}
In $s^3$ these elements will be further analyzed, and I shall subject the resulting categories to free analysis.

$$s^3$$

$s^3$ gives no yield.

$$g^3 \ \ \ ?^2 \ 12 \ \ :: \ \ ?^2 \ 13$$

$$g^3 \ \ \ ?^2 \ 13 \ \ :: \ \ \{18\} \ :: \ n?ll = /the \ rest/$$

$$\{18\} \ :: \ n?ll = /infinitive, \ participle/$$

$$\{1\gamma\}$$

$$\{1\gamma\} \ :: \ ?ll = /tense/, /mood/$$

The nexus themes are here analyzed into two parts: one "infinitive" or "participle" with complements, two the rest. The "infinitive" or "participle" selects the rest.

In the following I underline the sign expressions for the "infinitive" or "participle" with complements:

ma ci? n-man iq?-i-l [q?il] 'my father went to bring water'

ma ci? ke?y-p?ex p?ee 'there was being gone to see/inspect the road'

iq?-i-l [q?il] 'to bring something'

a? 'water'

ke?y-el 'to see'

ke?y-p?ex 'to be seen, inspected'

p?ee 'road'

o g?-ok-Ø si? ]q?oks[ 'a small boy set fire

t-ag?-o-Øn {tq?o?n} xun ni? to some hay'

k?waal g?aq? t-ux ni? soox
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The last five examples show that whenever the complement of a "participle" precedes the directional verb for emphasis, then no personal prefix is attached to the "participle" and
the 2 is left out as it is in reflexive constructions. This is one example of the lack of concordance in the category of 'person', cf. also:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ma } & \text{k-} - \text{t-p} \text{iy-o-n} \quad \text{he hit me}' \\
\text{ma } & \text{cin-k} - \text{t-p} \text{iy-o-n} \quad \text{he hit me}'
\end{align*}
\]

/Tense/ - /Mood/ The remaining part of the characteristic is in the present operation analyzed into two parts that are registered in {ir} as contracting mutual solidarity. Operatively I call them /tense/ and /mood/.

There are two elements of tense: 'future' and 'non-future' and two elements of mood: 'imperative' and 'indicative'.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ok } & \text{ci-} - \text{cem-o-ol} \quad \text{they will gather the sheep'} /\text{future, indicative}/ \\
\text{ok } & \text{k-} - \text{cem-a} \quad \text{they gathered the sheep'} /\text{non-future, indicative}/ \\
\text{ma } & \text{ci-} - \text{cem-o-on} \quad \text{dry (pl) your hands'} /\text{future/non-future, imperative}/ \\
\text{k-q} - \text{qiiix-sa-am} \quad \text{to gather'} \\
\text{t-q} - \text{ap} \quad \text{to dry'} \\
\text{cem-o-ol} \quad \text{sheep'} \\
\text{qiiix-sa-al} \quad \text{his hand'}
\end{align*}
\]
'you (pl) will jump'
'you (pl) jumped'
'jump (pl)!
''you (pl) will weep''
''you (pl) wept''
''do not weep (pl)!'"'

''Future' and 'non-future' contract overlapping under the dominance of 'imperative' as exemplified above, and under the dominance of ox 'when (fut)':

'when you (sg) will sow your field,...'
'when you (sg) sowed your field,...'

The syncretism is resoluble through generalization with clauses that do not contain ox:

'you (sg) will sow your field'
''you (sg) sowed your field''

'to sow'
''his field''

Another overlapping between 'future' and 'non-future' is dominated by certain verbs in the completive form:

'I ground coffee'
'I shall grind coffee'
"to grind" kapee 'coffee'
Thus, I can establish that one of the two elements is intensive and the other extensive.

With certain verbs the following two forms occur:

1. qu?-awa-al  
   ok ə-awa-al-ə  
   "we shall sow"  
   "you will sow" (sg)

2. qu?-awa-an  
   [qu?awan]  
   ə?-awa-an-ə  
   [ə?awanə]  
   "we sow", "let's sow"  
   "you sow", "sow!" (sg)

The first form includes the elements 'future' and 'indicative'. The second form includes two resolvable syncretisms: 'imperative/indicative' and 'future / future/non-future'. In other words, when resolved, the form includes either 'indicative' and 'non-future' or 'imperative' and a syncretism 'future/non-future'. This last syncretism is dominated by 'imperative'.

However, neither 'future' nor 'non-future' has been found to dominate any syncretism, and it is thus impossible formally to determine which is the extensive and which the intensive term in the opposition. The two terms are thus contensives. Considerations of substance suggest the following configuration:

:a' 'future'
:A' 'non-future'

The manifestation of 'future/non-future' dominated by ox 'when (fut)' is identical with that of 'non-future',

ox w-awa-an  
[wawan]  
"when I shall sow"
cin-awa-an [çínavan]  ‘I sow’

The substance of ‘future’ and ‘non-future’ will be discussed

‘Imperative’ and ‘indicative’ contract overlapping dominated by certain verbs,

ma ç?-awa-an-e [ç?awane]  ‘you (sg) sowed’
ç?-awa-an-e [ç?awane]  ‘sow (sg)’

‘Imperative’ dominates an overlapping between ‘future’ and ‘non-future’, and it is thus the intensive term in the opposition:

:A  ‘imperative’
:A  ‘indicative’

The four elements ‘non-future’, ‘future’, ‘imperative’, and ‘indicative’ are taxemes.

Formants  The following is a presentation of the various formants for the derivates of the nexus characteristics. At first I shall proceed according to the verb classes that were mentioned on p. 261ff.

Class I  Verbs of class I defectivate the category /voice/ and dominate an overlapping between ‘imperative’ and ‘indicative’. Thus, the only combinations of characteristic derivates that occur with these verbs are ‘non-future, imperative/indicative’ and ‘future, indicative’.

The formant for ‘non-future, imperative/indicative’ is zero:
directionals

ma či-pon-∅      'they arrived'
či-pon-∅        'arrive (pl)!'
ma či-kup?-∅     'they went down'

positionals

ma či-mex-ee-∅  {čimxe}      'they were married (knelt)'
ma čin-č?oox-ee-∅  {činč?oxe}  'I squatted'

various derived verbs

ma či-sas-p?a-∅    'they became thin'
ma či-puus-as-∅    'they became moldy'
ma či-sik-t-∅      'they became tired'

simple verbs

ma ∅-ʔeʔy-∅      'it burned' (intr)
ma či-ʔim-∅       'they died'

A number of verbs appear to have no future form since they occur mostly or exclusively in constructions with directionals. The formant for 'future, indicative' has several variants, they are el, eel, and p?el.

After the derivational suffix p?a the variant eel occurs and a s or x is inserted before it:

ok ∅-ʔaq-p?a-x-eel    'he will get mad'
ok ∅-ʔis-p?a-s-eel    'he will get hurt'
ok ∅-sas-p?a-s-eel    'he will get light (weight)'
ok ∅-sas-p?a-s-eel    'he will get thin'

One derivational suffix has three variants, as, yas,
and aas. After aš and yəš the formant for 'future, indicative' is eel and after aas it is el:

ok ə-puus-əs-eel 'it will get moldy'
ok ə-qa²-yəs-eel 'it will get bad'
ok ə-qən-aas-əl [ən?əals] 'it will get ripe'
ok ə-leken-aas-əl 'it will get shady'
ok ə-pənən-aas-əl 'it will get soft'

As to the remaining verbs of class I, pəəl is the variant of the formant for 'future, indicative' that is used with verbs ending in a vowel or in a short vowel plus əə;

pəəl

ma čin-mex-ee-ə [činmxə] 'I got married (knelt)'
ok čin-mex-ee-pəəl [činmxepəəl] 'I shall get married'
ma čin-sleek-ə [činsle] 'I worked hard'
ok čin-sleek-pəəl 'I shall work hard'
ma čin-aqʔ-ə 'I began'
ok čin-aqʔ-pəəl 'I shall begin'

eel

ma čin-yaax-t-ə 'I was late'
ok čin-yaax-t-eeel [činyaxteel] 'I shall be late'
ma čin-sik-t-ə 'I was tired'
ok čin-sik-t-eeel 'I shall be tired'
ma či-kim-∅  
ok či-kim-eel [čikmeel]  "they died"

ma či-kup?-∅  
ok či-kup?-eel [čikp?eel]  "they will die"

ma či-šalǝx-∅  
ok či-šalǝx-eel [čisalǝxel]  "they went down"

ma či-meelǝx-∅  
ok či-meelǝx-eel [čimelǝxel]  "they will go down"

ma či-pǝax-∅  
ok či-pǝax-eel [čipǝxel]  "they were happy"

ma či-Łax-∅  
ok či-Łax-eel [čiŁel]  "they will be happy"

ma či-0aax-∅  
ok či-0aax-eel [či0aaal]  "they returned"

ma či-pǝe-t-∅  
ok či-pǝe-t-eel  "they were happy"

ma či-pǝe-t-ǝl  
ok či-pǝe-t-ǝl  "they will be happy"

The vowel of eel is shortened after the verbs pǝax and Łax:

ma či-pǝax-∅  
ok či-pǝax-eel [čipǝxel]  "they finished"

ma či-Łax-∅  
ok či-Łax-eel [čiŁel]  "they will finish"

ma či-0aax-∅  
ok či-0aax-eel [či0aaal]  "they remained"

ma či-Łax-∅  
ok či-Łax-eel [čiŁel]  "they will remain"

ma či-Łax-∅  
ok či-Łax-eel [čiŁel]  "they came"

ma či-Łax-∅  
ok či-Łax-eel [čiŁel]  "they will come"

ma či-Łax-∅  
ok či-Łax-eel [čiŁel]  "they passed"

ma či-Łax-∅  
ok či-Łax-eel [čiŁel]  "they will pass"

In combinations of directionals the formant for 'future, indicative' is in some cases attached to the first of the directionals in the combination, but it is generally shorter than when suffixed to a single directional. Since the future forms of these combinations are unpredictable, I
shall list the common ones:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ma</th>
<th>Ok</th>
<th>English Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ci'-ok uul-∅</td>
<td>ci'okāl[</td>
<td>'they arrived here from the west'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ci'-ok uul-eel</td>
<td>ci'okāleel[</td>
<td>'they will arrive here from the west'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ci'-xaaw uul-∅</td>
<td>ci'xaawel[</td>
<td>'they arrived here from down there'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ci'-xaaw uul-eel</td>
<td>ci'xaaweleel[</td>
<td>'they will arrive here from down there'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ci' eel uul-∅</td>
<td>ci'eeleel[</td>
<td>'they arrived here from the east'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ci' eel uul-eel</td>
<td>ci'eeleeleel[</td>
<td>'they will arrive here from the east'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ci' kup? uul-∅</td>
<td>ci'upel[</td>
<td>'they arrived here from up there'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ci' kup? uul-eel</td>
<td>ci'upeleeleel[</td>
<td>'they will arrive here from up there'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ci' ok pon-∅</td>
<td>ci'okpen[</td>
<td>'they arrived there from the west'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ci' okpeleel[</td>
<td></td>
<td>'they will arrive there from the west'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ci' xaaw pon-∅</td>
<td>ci'xapen[</td>
<td>'they arrived there from down'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ci'xapeleel[</td>
<td></td>
<td>'they will arrive there from down'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ci' eel pon-∅</td>
<td>ci'elpen[</td>
<td>'they arrived there from the east'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ci'elpeleel[</td>
<td></td>
<td>'they will arrive there from the east'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ci' kup? pon-∅</td>
<td>ci'kuppen[</td>
<td>'they arrived there from up'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The page contains a list of phrases in the form of 'they will arrive there from up', 'they came here from the west', and others. The text is a mix of language and indication of possible translations or meanings. The phrases are repeated with slight variations, indicating a focus on different aspects or contexts of the same event or action. The text is likely a study or discussion of movement and place, possibly in a linguistic or cultural context.
The division of the verbs of class II into subgroups depends primarily upon the phonological shape of the roots. There are four such basic subgroups:

1° (C)VVC examples: paat 'burn' (tr)
liis 'shred'
eew 'hide'

2° CV(V) examples: cee? 'grind'
sa? 'dry'

3° (C)VC examples: p?iy 'hit, kill'
k?up 'cut'
aq? 'put, give'

4° (C)(V)CC(?)-V, (C)CV(V)C(?)-CV
examples: axl-a 'count'
pk?-o 'carry (over the arm)'
$qqix$-sa 'make dry'
ko$q$-p?a 'put down in lying position'

The last two examples of 4° are derived verbs, the sa and the p?a are derivational suffixes.

I am trying to set up the formants for derivates of the characteristic. One problem in localizing the formant variants that are relevant to the four subgroups of class II verbs is illustrated by the following few forms of some of the above verbs:

'future, indicative, active' (neutral)
ok $q$-paatel 'he will burn (it)'
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ok ꔪ-רוiyool ꔪpyoo1[ 'he will kill (it)'
ok ꔪ- gözüixsaal ꔪฤqixsaal[ 'he will dry (it)'

'non-future, indicative, active' (completive)
o t-paata 'he burned it'
o t-p'iy 'he killed it'
o t- gözüixsaal ꔪฤqixsaal[ 'he dried it'

No slashes segment the verb forms because the question is what parts of the quoted forms constitute the formants.

Assuming that the suffix is the same—namely ꔪ— for the following transitive infinitives,

paatl 'to burn it'
p'iyol ꔪpyoo1[ 'to kill it'
ฤqixsaal ꔪฤqixsaal[ 'to dry it'

and using these infinitives in segmenting the above given forms I observe that the formant for 'future, indicative', is ꔪ for the neutral verb forms. This formant is suffixed directly to the root of the verbs of subgroup 1°, paat-глас. It is suffixed to the derivational suffix of verbs of subgroup 4°—if they have such a suffix—ฤqixsaal[. The ꔪ is the symbol for a syncretism of all five vowels, i, ꔪ, a, ꔪ, and ꔪ, and it is probably more correct to state that the formant for 'future, indicative' for the neutral forms is vowel plus ꔪ, ꔪ. ꔪ is here intended as a cover symbol for a sign expression with two variants: ꔪ following a consonant and a vowel homophonous with the preceding vowel plus ꔪ after a vowel, paat-глас andฤqixsaal-глас.
Comparison with the infinitives furthermore indicates that a vowel is inserted between the verb roots of subgroup 3° and the VI that is formant for 'future, indicative, active', ṭii-y-o-V I ṭpyoʊol[, and between the roots and the I that is suffix for transitive infinitive, ṭii-y-o-I ṭpyoʊol. 

The interpretation of this vowel is crucial for the analysis of a subgroup of class II verbs that I have not yet mentioned. This subgroup 5° was not included in my first subgrouping of class II verbs because the phonological shape of its roots is identical with that of roots from subgroup 3°, and yet verbs of group 5° do not form the various forms as do verbs of 3°.

5° k?ay 'sell'  
yuk 'move' (tr)

'future, indicative' (neutral)
ok Ø-k?ayel 'he will sell (it)'
ok Ø-yukel 'he will move (it)'

'non-future, indicative, active' (completive)
o t-k?aye 'he sold it'
o t-yuke 'he moved it'

transitive infinitive
k?ayl 'to sell it'
yukl 'to move it'

Subgroup 5° is not numerous and I have formed and tested a number of hypotheses in an attempt to simplify the subgrouping and transfer verbs from this group to one or
several of the other subgroups. In the case of a few verbs I may have heard a short vowel in the place of a long vowel; if this should be true, then these verbs would be transferred to subgroup 1°; but it cannot be the case with all the verbs of subgroup 5°. Another observation about the verbs of this subgroup is that a number of them occur only in the neutral forms and without a complement and that others are derived from nouns. However, no general statement can be made about all these verbs and the subgroup remains as such.

Furthermore, the problem of the vowel suffixed to verb roots of subgroup 3° before certain formants and suffixes persists. It cannot be interpreted as being part of the root firstly because it is absent in the completive forms where verbs from subgroups 1° and 5° have a vowel, and secondly because the quality of the inserted vowel is predictable on the basis of the root vowel.

Since it is absent only in the completive forms, one might want to claim that it derives the neutral from the completive, but that only leads to the question of why there is no vowel or suffix that derives the neutral verbs of subgroup 1° and 5° from the completive.

The temporary results of my investigation is that verbs of subgroup 3° are characterized not only by their phonological shape, CVC, but also by a root suffix that appears in certain forms.

However the function and content of this suffix is not yet clear.

If the root vowel is a, o, or i, the suffix is o; if
the root vowel is u, the suffix is u; and if the root vowel is e, the suffix is e:

- ok ći-caq-o-ol [ćiçqool]  'they will set fire to (it)'
- ok ći-kam-o-ol [ćikmool]  'they will receive (it)'
- ok ći-cok-o-ol [ćiçqool]  'they will call (him)'
- ok ći-loq-o-ol [ćiçqool]  'they will buy (it)'
- ok ći-śip-o-ol [ćişpool]  'they will tie (it)'
- ok ći-śin-o-ol [ćiçnool]  'they will pound (it)'
- ok ći-xup-u-ul [ćiçpuul]  'they will close (it)'
- ok ći-muq-u-ul [ćiçmuul]  'they will bury (it)'
- ok ći-ćel-e-el [ćiçleel]  'they will embrace (him)'
- ok ći-kel-e-el [ćiçleel]  'they will pasture (them)'

Exceptions:

- ok ći-śix-i-il [ćiçxiil]  'they will twine (it)'
- ok ći-śiś-i-il [ćiçsiil]  'they will scream'
- ok ći-śeş-o-ol [ćiçsool]  'they will borrow (it)'
- ok ći-ćem/com-o-ol [ćiçmool]  'they will gather (it)'

In the most frequently used forms of the verbs of subgroup 3° the root vowel is dropped, and a number of these verbs appear to loose the root vowel in all the verbal forms, and they are transferred to subgroup 4°:

- ok ći-kel-o-ol [ćiçlool]  'they will tie (it)'
- ok ći-kel-o-ol [ćiçlool]  'they tied it'
- ok ći-śt-o-ol  'they will shake (it)'
- o ći-śt-o-o  'they shook it'
ok či-ks-u-ul  'they will eat (it) [corn on the cob]'

o k-ks-u-u  'they ate it'

In some cases the root vowel is revealed in forms that no longer seem to be directly associated with the verbs:

k’al-p’al  'man's belt'
ma či-šit-š-en  'they shook' (intr)
k’us-en koxo’n  'a celebration held in the field at the time when the corn is getting ripe'

Thus, the verbs of subgroup 4° have a suffixed vowel as do verbs of 3° although it is not of the same origin in all cases. The quality of the vowel suffixed to roots of subgroup 4° is predictable only occasionally and it is present in all the forms of the verbs.

The incompletive form that I mentioned in the informal outline appears as a verb belonging to subgroup 1°, but is derived from a verb of subgroup 3°:

ma či-cʔax-o-on  [čicxon]  'they washed (it)'
ma či-cʔaax-en  [čicʔaan]  'they washed'
ma ʔ-čuy-u-un  [čyun]  'he grabbed (it)'
ma ʔ-čuuy-en t-qʔapʔ sin  'his hand made grabbing movements'

With respect to formants, the incompletive forms are thus treated together with the neutral forms.

To my knowledge no incompletive can be formed from any
verbs of subgroup 1°.

The formants for 'future, indicative' is thus V1 for the neutral form: al after a consonant and after a vowel plus 2, and a vowel homophonous with the preceding vowel plus 1 after a vowel:

1° ok či-paat-el 'they will burn (it)'
    ok či-liiis-el 'they will shred (it)'
    ok či>?-eew-el 'they will hide (it)'

2° ok či-čee?=el \(\tilde{či}\tilde{čee}\=l\) 'they will grind (it)'
    ok či-sa?=el \(\tilde{či}\tilde{sa}\=l\) 'they will dry (it)'

3° ok či-pøy-y-o-o-o-l \(\tilde{či}pøy\=ool\) 'they will kill (it)'
    ok či-k?q-up-u-ul \(\tilde{čikpuul}\) 'they will cut (it)'
    ok či>?-aq?=o-o-o-l \(\tilde{čiq}\=ool\) 'they will give (it)'

4° ok či-axl-a-al ‘they will count (them)’
    ok či-pk?=o-o-o-l ‘they will carry (it)’
    ok či-ţiqx=sa-al ‘they will dry (it)’
    ok či-koq?=p?a-al ‘they will put (it) down’

5° ok či-k?=ay-el ‘they will sell (it)’
    ok či-yuk-el ‘they will move (it)’

A general rule according to which a vowel plus glottal stop absorbs an immediately following vowel explains the disappearance of the vowel of V1 when it is suffixed to verbs of subgroup 2°.

This formant for 'future, indicative' is not at the
same time formant for a element of /voice/; in fact, I did not include the formant for 'active' in the above forms. It is zero:

ok ści-paat-∅-el
ok ści-će-∅-el [ćićeəl]
ok ści-p'iy-o-∅-ol [çipyol]
ok ści-axl-a-∅-al

When the formant for 'future, indicative' follows the formant for 'passive 1' and 'passive 2', it is eel with verbs of subgroups 1° and 5° and el with verbs from the other subgroups:

1° ok ∅-paat-∅-eel [patsteel] 'it will be burned'
ook ∅-liis-∅-eel [lissteel] 'it will be shredded'
ook ∅-eew-∅-eel [ewsteel] 'it will be hidden'
ook ∅-paat-x-∅-eel [patxeel] 'it will be burned'

5° ok ∅-k?ay-∅-eel 'it will be sold'
ook ∅-yuk-∅-eel 'it will be moved'
ook ∅-k?ay-x-∅-eel 'it will be sold'

2° ok ∅-će-∅-eel [ćețel] 'it will be ground'
ook ∅-sa?-∅-eel [sețel] 'it will be dried'
ook ∅-sa?-x-∅-el 'it will be dried'

3° ok ści-p'iy-o-∅-eel [çipyetel] 'they will be killed'
ook ∅-k?up-u-∅-eel [kpetel] 'it will be cut'
ook ∅-aq?-o-∅-eel [qetel] 'it will be given'
ook ∅-k?up-u-ux-∅-el [kpuuli] 'it will be cut'
In subgroup 3°, the neutral form found for 'non-future, indicative, active' is $p^?\text{y}on[\ 'he killed (it)']. The last vowel represents a syncretism of a long and a short o. Generalizing from the formant for 'future, indicative' and from the neutral form for 'non-future, indicative, active' found in subgroup 1°, $p^?\text{aat-en} 'he burned (it)', I suggest that the syncretism can here be resolved as a long vowel, and that the formant for 'non-future, indicative, active' for the neutral form is $Vn, cover symbol for $en after a consonant and after a vowel plus n (1°, 2°, and 5°), and for a vowel homophonous with the preceding vowel plus n after a vowel (3° and 4°):

1° ma $i-paat-en 'they burned (it)'  
ma $i-liis-en 'they shredded (it)'  
ma $i?-eew-en 'they hid (it)'

5° ma $i-k?ay-en 'they sold (it)'  
ma $i-yuk-en 'they moved (it)'

2° ma $i-\text{ee\?}-en [\text{ee\?}n] 'they ground (it)'
ma či-saʔ-en {čisaʔn} 'they dried (it)'

3° ma či-pʰiy-o-on [čipʰon] 'they killed (it)'
ma či-kʰup-u-un {čikpun} 'the cut (it)'
ma čiʔ-aqʔ-o-on [čiʔon] 'they gave (it)'

4° ma čiʔ-axlan-an {čiʔaxlan} 'the counted (them)'
ma čiʔ-pkʔ-o-on {čipkʔon} 'they carried (it)'
ma čiʔ-sqiix-sa-an {čiʔsqixsan} 'they dried (it)'
ma čiʔ-kqʔ-pʔa-an {čikqʔpʔan} 'they put (it) down'

With intransitive verbs, Vn is formant not for 'non-future, indicative, active', but for 'non-future, imperative/indicative':

ma či-lip-ən 'they jumped'
či-lip-ən-ə 'jump (pl)'

Vn is also found in situations where it does not appear to be formant for either 'non-future, indicative, active' or 'non-future, imperative/indicative':

ma či-xaaw-ʔ lip-ən 'they jumped up'
naʔyən ma či-kupʔ-ʔ pʰiy-o-on 'I killed him'
ʔpyʔon te
kəapʔə čʔin-o-on [čnʔon] 'two blows'
xun ĕuy-u-un [ʔyuŋ] čux-pʔəl 'a handful of twigs'
naʔyən 'I'
xun 'one, a'
kaapʔə 'two'
ʔyuŋ-u-ul [ʔyuul] 'to grab'
čʔin-o-1 [čnʔool] 'to pound'
čux-pʔəl 'instrument for washing' (for whipping oneself in sweatbath)
The formant for 'non-future, indicative' is zero when combined with the formants for 'passive 1' and 'passive 2'. The examples I shall give of the formants for the two passives will also exemplify this zero.

For the completive form the formant for 'non-future, indicative, active' is a vowel for verbs from subgroups 1°, 4°, and 5°. The vowel is manifested as ə when following a consonant and as homophonous with a preceding vowel. For subgroup 2° and 3° the formant is zero:

1°  o ḳ-paat-ə  'they burned it'
     o ḳ-liis-ə  'they shredded it'
     o ḳ-eew-ə  'they hid it'

5°  o ḳ-kɔay-ə  'they sold it'
     o ḳ-yuk-ə  'they moved it'

2°  o ḳ-Čeeʔ-ə  'they ground it'
     o ḳ-saʔ-ə  'they dried it'

3°  o ḳ-pɔiy-ə  'they killed it'
     o ḳ-kɔup-ə  'they cut it'
     o ḳ-aqʔ-ə  'they gave it'

4°  o ḳ-axl-a-a  [kaxla]  'they counted them'
     o ḳ-pkʔ-o-o  [kpʔo]  'they carried it'
     o ḳ-çqiix-sa-a  [çqiixsa]  'they dried it'
     o ḳ-kɔʔ-pʔa-a  [kʔpʔa]  'they put it down'

For the completive form, the formant for 'future, indicative, active' is aʔ, manifested as aʔ(ʔ) with verbs of
subgroup 1° and 5°, and as zero with verbs of subgroup 2°:

1° ok k-paat-a? [kpaatə] - 'they will burn it'
ok k-liis-a? [kliisə] - 'they will shred it'
ok k-eew-a? [kee'wə] - 'they will hide it'

5° ok k-k?ay-a? [kɪk?əjə] - 'they will sell it'
ok k-yuk-a? [kyukə] - 'they will move it'

2° ok k-see?-a? [kʰee] - 'they will grind it'
ok k-sa?-a? [kʰa?] - 'they will dry it'

3° ok k-pʔiy-a? [kɪpʔi] - 'they will kill it'
ok k-kʔup-a? [kʰkpaʔ] - 'they will cut it'
ok k-aq?-a? [kʰaʔ] - 'they will give it'

4° ok k-axl-a-a? [kʰəxlʔaʔ] - 'they will count them'
ok k-pkʔ-o-a? [kʰpkʔaʔ] - 'they will carry it'
ok k-ʔqiix-sa-a? [kʰqiixsəʔ] - 'they will dry it'
ok k-koʊʔ-pʔa-a? [kʰkoʊʔpʔaʔ] - 'they will put it down'

If the suffixed vowel that precedes the formant aʔ is o or a, then the two vowels merge and generally result in aʔ; if the suffixed vowel that precedes the formant aʔ is i, e, or u, then it is this vowel that dictates the quality of the vowel that results from the merging of the two:

ok k-kn-o-a? [kʰknaʔ] - 'they will search for it'
ok k-pqʔ-o-a? [kʰpqʔaʔ] - 'they will hull it'
ok k-wkʔ-a-a? [kʰkwkʔaʔ] - 'they will drink it'
ok k-mm-a-a? [kʰmnaʔ] - 'they will lend it'
ok k-es-i-a? [kʰesʔiʔ] - 'they will degrain it'
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In the case of two verbs the sequence o-a? is contracted to o?:

ok k-či?-o-a? ]kči?o[  'they will eat it [meat]'
ok k-a?-y-o-a? ]kyo?[  'they will wait for him'

Note: At this point I must repeat that the completive forms with all but a very few verbs occur extremely rarely in the Todos Santos dialect.

The formant for 'future/non-future, imperative' is Vm, cover symbol for oem following either a consonant or a vowel plus 2 and for a vowel homophonous with the preceding vowel plus m after a vowel:

1° k-paat-ēm  'burn (pl) it!'
k-liis-ēm  'shred (pl) it!'
k-eeew-ēm  'hide (pl) it!'

5° k-kay-ēm  'sell (pl) it!'
k-yuk-ēm  'move (pl) it!'

2° k-čee?-ēm ]kčee?m[  'grind (pl) it!'
k-sa?-ēm ]ksa?m[  'dry (pl) it!'
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When 'imperative' combines with 'passive 1' rather than with 'active', it has the formant e:

- **e-t-aq?cla-eet** [letaq?clet]: 'let it be guarded!'  
- **e-k-axl-a-eet** [ekaxlet]: 'let them be counted!'  
- **e-k-ok aq?cla-eet** [qaet]: 'let them be guarded!'  
- **e-k-si? so?-eet** [se?t]: 'let them be thrown into the river!'  
- **e-t-ok-Ø si?** [etoks]: 'let him go in there'

- **aq?cl-a-al**: 'to guard, take care of'  
- **axl-a-al**: 'to count'  
- **so?-l**: 'to throw'  
- **t-ux**: 'in it'  
- **nima?**: 'river'

The formant for 'passive 1' is **eet** for verbs of subgroups 2°, 3°, and 4°; and **et** for verbs of subgroups 1° and 5°:

- **1° o Ø-paat-et-Ø**: 'it was burned'
- **Ø-liis-et-Ø**: 'it was shredded'
- **Ø-eew-et-Ø**: 'it was hidden'
In a few verbs of subgroup 2° the root vowel—in all cases a—does not assimilate to the vowel of the formant:

- o či-k?ام t-paat-x-∅ 'it can be burned'
- o či-k?am t-liis-x-∅ 'it can be shredded'
- o či-k?am t-eew-x-∅ 'it can be hidden'

The formant for 'passive 2' is a homophonous vowel plus x for verbs from subgroups 3° and 4°, and x for verbs from subgroups 1°, 2°, and 5°:

- 1° p?am t-paat-x-∅ 'it can be burned'
- p?am t-liis-x-∅ 'it can be shredded'
- p?am t-eew-x-∅ 'it can be hidden'
- 5° p?am t-k?ay-x-∅ 'it can be sold'
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"it can be moved"

"it can be fried"

"it can be dried"

"it can be killed"

"it can be cut"

"it can be given"

"it can be counted"

"it can be carried"

"it can be dried"

"it can be put down"

The incompletive forms in subgroup 1° can form neither 'passive 1' nor 'passive 2'.

The forms of class II verbs with the formants here discussed are charted below. In the charts, the forms are given in ideal notation only and no personal prefixes are included. The formants in question are underlined.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{infinitive} & \text{'active'} & \text{''passive 1/passive 2'} \\
\hline
\text{transitive} & \text{intransitive} & \\
\hline
1° & paat-l & paat-\_al & paat-\_at-\_al & paat-\_p?ax \\
5° & k\_ay-l & k\_ay-\_al & k\_ay-\_at-\_al & k\_ay-\_p?ax \\
2° & s\_ee-l & s\_ee-\_al & s\_ee-\_et-\_al & s\_ee-\_p?ax \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>'active'</th>
<th>'passive 1'</th>
<th>'passive 2'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>compleative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'indicative'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'future'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1°</td>
<td>paat-€-al</td>
<td>paat-a?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5°</td>
<td>k?ay-€-al</td>
<td>k?ay-a?</td>
<td>k?ay-€-el</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2°</td>
<td>ðee?-€-al</td>
<td>ðee?-a?</td>
<td>ðee?-€-el</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4°</td>
<td>axl-a-€-al</td>
<td>axl-a-a?</td>
<td>axl-a-€-el</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'non-future'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1°</td>
<td>paat-øn</td>
<td>paat-ø</td>
<td>paat-ø-€</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5°</td>
<td>k?ay-øn</td>
<td>k?ay-ø</td>
<td>k?ay-ø-€</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2°</td>
<td>ðee?-øn</td>
<td>ðee?-ø</td>
<td>ðee?-€-ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4°</td>
<td>axl-a-øn</td>
<td>axl-a-ø</td>
<td>axl-a-ø-ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'imperative'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1°</td>
<td>paat-øm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5°</td>
<td>k?ay-øm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2°</td>
<td>ðee?-øm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3°</td>
<td>p?iy-o-øm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4°</td>
<td>axl-a-øm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The derivates of $g_3$ are analyzed into a selecting and a selected part. The elements of functival category $\{B\}$, the selecting category, are operatively called /adverbials/. They are all the remaining units that cannot function as "subject" or "object": negations, prepositional phrases, time adverbials, and certain modifiers.

The time adverbials, the negations, and the two elements of tense enter into intricate relationships which I cannot discuss here, where only nexus themes are being analyzed. However, in operation series $s_4$ I shall return to this system of relationships between adverbials and tenses, pp. 245-275.

In the present operation I shall list some of the time adverbials and exemplify others which will not be discussed in $s_4$.

A great number of units that at first result from the analysis turn out to be complex and must at once be further analyzed in agreement with Rés Rg 54 which was quoted on p. 86.
Some time adverbials:

ma 'simple, recent past'
O 'simple, distant past'
s 'narrative, recent past'
e 'narrative, distant past'
ok 'future (assertion)'
æw 'simultaneity'
ee 'yesterday'
kaap?e-xee 'the day before yesterday'
nçi?-(x) 'tomorrow'
kaap?-x 'the day after tomorrow'
xmaap?-e 'last year'
xmaap 'next year'
x?ë 'a short while ago'
oox?ë [ooox?ë] 'a long time ago'

Examples with the expressions for the adverbials underlined:

æw p?-eel-x æxæ [æ] piis?-en t-ux n?q?ap?

wi?-y-al pe
wi?-y-al na? [na] 
ño?-aq?-?el lo æw
æq?en-a-al nçi?-x

t-miix ke 
čil ke q?iix

æw p?-xaaw-x ke æun t-iq-en
qa? ñi

æw p?-com-o-on [com] ñis
pis-et en-si?-æ æq?en-a-al

'tit [blood] is trickling out on my hand'

'is it expensive?'

'yes (indeed), expensive'

'they will probably begin to work tomorrow'

'in the very center'

'exactly at noon'

'he is just lifting it'

'very bad'

'she weaves very well'

'if only I had gone to work in J.P.'s house'
you might not think of it!
you might get frightened
I am simply out for a walk
it is still dry
it is already dry
there was just enough room for it to get in there
I was working with the priest
counting from the time when the fiesta was over
I went the day before
he died away over there
not till next year I shall come back

you might not think of it!
you might get frightened
I am simply out for a walk
it is still dry
it is already dry
there was just enough room for it to get in there
I was working with the priest
counting from the time when the fiesta was over
I went the day before
he died away over there
not till next year I shall come back
Also included among the adverbials are prepositional phrases of the following type:

mocet <in -apxe-en te c?om-p?al sii?

t-ux t-neex-el {tneeel} <in c?i-kup?-? meel-?ex sxaal te xil

bok-0 t-aq?-o-?n {tq?on}- sin t-k?al-p?al sin te t-xee? sin

However, a number of phrases that may appear to be prepositional phrases are not analyzed as such because they are in fact composed of two nouns:

t-ux n-xaa 'its "inside-ness" my house' (in my house)
t-u?ye n-man 'his "with-ness" my father' (with my father)
t-i?x n-xaa 'its "at-ness"/"against-ness" my house' (at/against my house)
w-i?x 'my "at-ness"' (my clothes)
t-xaq? n-xaa 'its "under-ness" my house' (under my house)
t-iip?ex n-xaa 'its "above-ness" my house' (above my house)
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Other derivates of preceding operations are transferred unanalyzed.

*s6*

s6 gives no yield.

s6 \( \gamma \rightharpoonup 15 \) :: \( \gamma \rightharpoonup 16 \)

\( \gamma \rightharpoonup 16 \) :: \{iB\} :: n?ll = /nouns/

\{iB\} :: n?ll = /nouns/

\{i\gamma\} :: n?ll = /nouns/

\{i\nu\}

In the present operation various phrases are analyzed into components registered in the functival categories \{iB\}, \{i\beta\}, and \{i\gamma\}.

Most underived nouns are—when not possessed—registered in \{i\beta\} as selected:

\( t\text{-}\text{t}i\text{i} \text{t}\text{e}\text{e}\text{x} \quad \text{"its mouth the horse" (the horse's mouth)} \)

\( \text{t}\text{-}\text{p}\text{u}z \text{e}\text{e}\text{x} \quad \text{"a group of horses"} \)

In both of these examples \text{t}\text{e}\text{e}\text{x} 'horse' is selected. When the nouns are possessed, they are registered in \{i\gamma\} as being selected and selecting at the same time:

\( t\text{-}\text{t}i\text{i} \text{t}\text{e}\text{e}\text{x} \text{l}\text{k}\text{a}\text{l}t \quad \text{"its mouth his horse the mayor"} \)

\( \text{t}\text{-}\text{p}\text{u}z \text{t}\text{e}\text{e}\text{x} \text{l}\text{k}\text{a}\text{l}t \quad \text{"the mayor's group of horses"} \)

\text{t}\text{-}\text{e}\text{e}\text{x} is selected by \text{t}\text{-}\text{t}i\text{i} and \text{t}\text{-}\text{p}\text{u}z, but selects} \text{l}\text{k}\text{a}\text{l}t.
Nouns of the type ąnux 'flock', pkōx 'armful', pūvux 'group', etc. are always registered in {yγ}:

kaapē pkōx sii? 'two armfuls of firewood'

pkōx is selected by kaapē and selects sii?.

The units sin 'grown man', sux 'grown woman', qāaa 'boy', cin 'girl', and xil 'animal' are registered in {γ}:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t-čii sux</td>
<td>'her mouth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sux n-ču</td>
<td>'my mother'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-čii sin</td>
<td>'his mouth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xun sin sineq</td>
<td>'a man'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-čuu</td>
<td>'mother'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-čii</td>
<td>'mouth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xun</td>
<td>'one, a'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sineq</td>
<td>'man'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

sux is selected by t-čii and selects n-čuu; sin is selected by t-čii and selects sineq.

The nouns that are used as prepositions, t-ux 'its "inside-ness"', t-xaq? 'its "under-ness"', etc. are registered in {B}; they appear only as selecting:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t-ux ĺuux</td>
<td>'its &quot;inside-ness&quot; the sweatbath'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(in the sweatbath)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

 t-ux selects ĺuux.

The analysis in go will often require several steps: in t-čii t-man sin, t-čii selects t-man sin, and t-man selects sin.

I find that all the elements here can constitute an
uncatalyzed lexeme, but the same is not true for elements of later operations, and the derivates of the present operation are thus recognized as syllabemes according to Rés Df 194, "SYLLABEMES are the highest-Degree Elements of which each alone can constitute an uncatalyzed Lexia."
Syllabematics

In the present analysis /syllables/ are registered in the functival categories \{iB\} and \{iR\}. The following utterances

\[\underline{\text{t}}t 1\]
\[\underline{\text{t}}1\]
\[\underline{\text{t}}\underline{\text{t}}\]
\[\underline{\text{t}}\underline{\text{t}}\]
\[\underline{\text{t}}\underline{\text{t}}\]
\[\underline{\text{t}}\underline{\text{t}}\]

are analyzed into selected and selecting syllables. In the first four examples the selecting syllable precedes the selected one, and in the last four the selected syllable precedes the selecting one.

\[\underline{\text{t}}\underline{\text{t}}\]
\[\underline{\text{t}}\underline{\text{t}}\]
\[\underline{\text{t}}\underline{\text{t}}\]
\[\underline{\text{t}}\underline{\text{t}}\]
\[\underline{\text{t}}\underline{\text{t}}\]
\[\underline{\text{t}}\underline{\text{t}}\]
\[\underline{\text{t}}\underline{\text{t}}\]
\[\underline{\text{t}}\underline{\text{t}}\]

and \[\underline{\text{t}}\underline{\text{t}}\] are symbols for strong and weak stress, respectively. These symbols also serve to mark syllable
boundaries; the symbol that marks the stress of the second
syllable is placed ambiguously because it cannot at this
point be determined precisely where the boundary is in each
individual case.

The inventories of the two categories are unrestricted
and therefore do not have to be subjected to free analysis.

\( t_1 \) gives no result.

\( t_2 \)

\[
\begin{align*}
?_g & \sim 17 :: ?_g \sim 18 \\
?_g & \sim 18 :: \{i\beta\} \\
\{i\beta\} & \cup \{i\gamma\} \\
\{i\gamma\} & :: n?11 = /themes/, /characteristics/
\end{align*}
\]

The /syllables/ are analyzed into /characteristics/ and /syllable themes/. These two categories contract mutual solidarity. The category of themes is unrestricted, and the category of characteristics has two elements: one manifested by strong stress, the other manifested by weak stress.

The selection by which the two categories of syllables were registered in \( t_1 \) is here circumscribed and assigned to the two characteristics: \( \circ \), weak stress, selects \( \overset{\text{'}1}{\text{'}}, \) strong stress. Due to this selection there are problems with the
application of the commutation test similar to the problems encountered with the /modulations/, cf. p. 103.

However, I shall not go into the commutation between them, nor shall I subject them to free analysis because their registration is only temporary. In the subsequent analysis the position of the phonetic strong stress proves to be predictable in terms of certain features of the syllable themes, and it must be reduced, probably to a signal for expression junctions of a certain degree.

\[ \theta \overset{17}{\Rightarrow} \theta \overset{2}{\Rightarrow} \theta \overset{18}{\Rightarrow} \]

\[ \theta \overset{18}{\Rightarrow} \{\{B\}\} \overset{11}{\Rightarrow} \text{/themes/} \]
\[ \{\{B\}\} \overset{11}{\Rightarrow} \text{/characteristics/} \]
\[ \{\{B\}\} \overset{11}{\Rightarrow} \text{/pseudo themes/} \]

The elements registered in \{\{B\}\} are 'definite' and 'indefinite'; and a number of other elements that include a 'case' and a 'person'; these elements will be further analyzed and discussed later in the operation.

The selection between the /characteristics/ and the /themes/ is based on examples of units that appear both as pseudothemes, i.e. without any characteristics, and as themes:

\[ \text{seex} \quad \text{'horse'} \]
\[ \text{t-seex} \quad \text{'his horse'} \]

/Article/ The formant for 'definite' is a? when 'definite'
is combined with 'singular'. The formant for 'indefinite' is zero:

\[ \text{xa suu?x-a? 'that woman'} \]
\[ \text{xun suu?x-Ø 'a woman'} \]

It appears that when 'definite' is combined with 'plural', it is expressed by \( \text{sa} \):

\[ \text{t-ux t-neex-æl } \{\text{tneeel}\} \]
\[ \text{e-æom-o-on } \{\text{æomon}\} \text{ sa sux} \]
\[ \text{yol xa?le ya min-tl} \]

\[ \text{t-ux t-neex-æl } \{\text{tneeel}\} \text{ øin} \]
\[ \text{ci-æom-o-on } \{\text{cæmon}\} \text{ sux} \]
\[ \text{yol xa?le ya min-tl} \]

My analysis of the correlation between 'definite' and 'indefinite' is not sufficient to establish the configuration of the category.

The two elements are taxemes.

/Person/ The remaining parts of the characteristics are further analyzed in two subsections of the present operation.

At first two functival categories are realized:

\[ \{i§\} /person/ \]
\[ \{iB\} /case/ \]
\[ \{iγ\} \]
\[ \{iτ\} \]

The category operatively called /person/ is analyzed into two parts that contract mutual solidarity. The one
part I shall operatively call /interlocutor/. The other category I call /exclusion/. Both /interlocutor/ and /exclusion/ are registered as elements of functival category \{ir\}.

/Interlocutor/ The category /interlocutor/ has four members operatively called 'first singular', 'non-first singular', 'first plural', and 'non-first plural'.

All four elements contract overlapping under the dominance of emphasis:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{mi?n ð?-ok-Ø t-k?a?-?n-Ø} & \quad \text{"do not bewitch me"} \\
\text{na?ven} & \\
\text{mi?n ðin-ok-Ø t-k?a?-?n-Ø} & \quad \text{"do not bewitch me"} \\
\text{ma ð-kup?-Ø t-p?iy-o-?n-Ø} & \quad \text{"you hit them"} \\
\text{tpy?o?nפ xee?} & \\
\text{ma ði-kup?-Ø t-p?iy-o-?n-Ø} & \quad \text{"you hit them"} \\
\text{tpy?o?nפ} & \\
\text{ma ð-kup?-Ø t-p?iy-o-?n} & \quad \text{"he hit us"} \\
\text{tpy?o?נפ xoo?} & \\
\text{ma qu-kup?-Ø t-p?iy-o-?n} & \quad \text{"he hit us"} \\
\text{tpy?o?נפ} &
\end{align*}
\]

Under the dominance of 'narrative, distant past', the elements 'non-first singular', 'first plural', and 'non-first plural' contract overlapping:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{en-k?ay-ën} & \quad \text{"I was selling"} \\
\text{e-k?ay-ën} & \quad \text{"he/we/they were selling"}
\end{align*}
\]

"First singular" dominates an overlapping between the
two elements of the category /exclusion/, with which the category /interlocutor/ contracts solidarity:

q-xaa 'our (incl) house'
q-xaa-yes ]qxaayes[ 'our (excl) house'
n-xaa 'my house'
n-xaa-yes ]nxaa?yes[

The choice between n-xaa and n-xaa-yes ]nxaa?yes[ is connotatively conditioned, some people use the one form and others use the other.

On the basis of these overlappings and in agreement with considerations of manifestation I propose the following configuration for the category /interlocutor/:

:s 'first singular'
:s 'first plural'
:y 'non-first plural'
:y 'non-first singular'

The operative names of the four elements may suggest a different configuration, namely:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ıA</th>
<th>ıa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ıa</td>
<td>'first singular'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ıA</td>
<td>'first plural'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The element 'first singular' fits well into this as the intensive term. However, I find the first given configuration more appropriate considering that the manifestation of the syncretism 'first singular/first plural/non-
first plural/non-first singular* is identical with that of 'non-first singular' which can therefore be expected to be extensive.

/Exclusion/ The category that is solidary with the category /interlocutor/, /exclusion/, has either two or four elements:

\[
\begin{align*}
& \text{t-man-}^\_\_ \ (1) \quad \text{''his father''} \\
& \text{k-man-}^\_\_ \ (1) \quad \text{''their father''} \\
& \text{t-man-}^\_ \ (1) \quad \text{''your (sg) father''} \\
& \text{k-man-}^\_ \ (1) \quad \text{''your (pl) father''} \\
& \text{n-man-}^\_\_ \ (2) \quad \text{''my father''} \\
& \text{q-man-}^\_\_ \ (2) \quad \text{''our (incl) father''} \\
& \text{n-man-}^\_ \ (2) \quad \text{''my father''} \\
& \text{q-man-}^\_ \ (2) \quad \text{''our (excl) father''}
\end{align*}
\]

The problem is whether \(a\) and \(a^2\) and \(g_1\) and \(g_2\) are variants, i.e. varieties, or invariants.

If the category is analyzed into four elements, then the elements are the following: 'second person' \((a_1)\), 'non-second person' \((g_1)\), 'exclusive' \((a^2_2)\), and 'inclusive' \((g_2)\).

If only two elements are registered, then they could be: ''one of the two parties in a dialogue'' \((a\text{ and }a^2)\) and ''neither or both of the two parties in a dialogue'' \((g)\).

I admit that the translations of these two tentative elements appear quite complicated and awkward, but then that may be a fact pertaining to English and not to Mam.
Invoking the principle of simplicity, I favor—at least for the time being—the analysis of the category into two elements.

One occurrence of the element that has the formants "a" and "e?" dominates an overlapping between the two elements in another occurrence of the category:

\[ ma \, \sigma^-\, \eta^-\, \varepsilon^-\, \gamma^-\, \delta^-\, \varepsilon^-\, \eta^-\, \sigma^-\, \varepsilon^-\, \gamma^-\, \delta^-\, \varepsilon^- \]

• they saw you (sg)'
• you (pl) saw him'

The final "a" can be connected with either 'non-first singular' ("e?) or with 'non-first plural' ("\[\varepsilon\]).

Thus, when the syncretisms are resolvable, the two utterances are written:

\[ ma \, \sigma^-\, \eta^-\, \varepsilon^-\, \gamma^-\, \delta^-\, \varepsilon^-\, \gamma^-\, \delta^-\, \varepsilon^- \]

• they saw you (sg)'
• you (pl) saw him'

When the syncretisms are not resolvable, the utterance is written as follows:

\[ ma \, \sigma^-\, \eta^-\, \varepsilon^-\, \gamma^-\, \delta^-\, \varepsilon^-\, \eta^-\, \sigma^- \]

On the basis of this, the configuration of the category is found to be:

: a "one of the two parties"
: A "neither or both"

When "one of the two parties" combines with 'non-first singular' and 'non-first plural', its formant has three variants: a following a consonant, y following a
vowel or a vowel plus glottal stop; and ye following x; and when it combines with 'first singular' or 'first plural', the two variants of its formant are: a? after a consonant and ye? after a vowel, a vowel plus glottal stop, or x:

- t-man-a 'your (sg) father'
- t-xee?-y 'your (sg) tail'
- t-xaa-y 'your (sg) house'
- t-ëex-ye [tëexe]- 'your (sg) horse'
- q-man-a? 'our (excl) father'
- q-xee?-ye? 'our (excl) tails'
- q-xaa-ye? [qxaa?ye]- 'our (excl) house'
- q-ëex-ye? [qëexe]- 'our (excl) horse'

For the latency of y in t-ëex-ye and q-ëex-ye? see p. 190.

/Case/ The category operatively called /case/ has two members: 'subject case' and 'object case'.

The formants for the cases are at the same time formants for /interlocutor/. I have mentioned in the informal outline that there are two formants for each member of the category /interlocutor/, there called the category of person. These two sets of formants are variants in all but two situations, namely when prefixed to a completive form or to a transitive imperative form, where they also express case:

- o cin-x-il-∅ 'they saw me'

Cin is here formant for 'first singular, object case' and
K is formant for 'non-first plural, subject case'. In

\[\text{ci-w-il-}^p\]

'I saw them'.

\[\text{ci}\]

is formant for 'non-first plural, object case' and \[w\] is formant for 'first singular, subject case'. Some examples with imperative forms:

\[\text{cin-k-}^\text{gyu-u-um} \quad \text{[cinkgyum]} \quad \text{'catch (pl) me!'}\]

\[\text{mi^n genre} \quad \text{[tqixsay]} \quad \text{'do (sg) not dry it!'}\]

In all other situations where a member of the category /interlocutor/ is found, the two 'cases' can either be said to contract overlapping or the category can be said to be defective.

The assumption of a selection contracted by /interlocutor/ and /case/ (/interlocutor/ \[\rightarrow \]\ /case/) is based on the observation that there are occurrences of the elements of /interlocutor/ not accompanied by /case/.

Neither 'subject case' nor 'object case' dominates any overlappings, and at present I have no arguments for preferring one of the following two configurations:

1 :a' 'object case'

2 :a' 'subject case'
Formants for /Interlocutor/ and /Case/ There are two sets of formants for the four elements of the category /interlocutor/:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>w,n</td>
<td>ċin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>qu?, qu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>ċi?, ċi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The variants w, qu?, and ċi? appear before vowels, the variants n, qu, and ċi appear before consonants. It may be possible to interpret the 2 that appears after the qu and ċi in the variants preceding a vowel as a connective, i.e. "a Functive that under certain conditions is Solidary with the Relation Establishing Complex Units of a certain Degree." (Ré Df 151). However, this would not agree with my analysis of long vowels as geminate vowels. It would result in the insertion of 2 between all vowels: quuuul *]qu?u?ul[ 'we arrive here' and xaa? *]xa?a?[ 'our house'.

The variant q occurs only with the following three verbs uuul 'come', i?y 'pass', and aq? 'begin'; q is used with other verbs beginning with a vowel; and q of set II is used before a consonant and with all verbs when preceded by the adverbials ċin 'simultaneity' and ok 'future (assertion)'. q of set I is used with completive and imperative forms that begin with a consonant and have no other overt personal formant.

The choice between formants of set I and formants of
set II depends upon the root to which they are prefixed, upon the suffixes of that root, and upon other units in the sentence. Temporarily I ignore the situations where these two sets of formants are invariants, i.e. where they are also formants for 'subject case' and 'object case'.

Set I formants appear prefixed to nouns, to participial forms of transitive verbs, and to a derived verb form that I have not mentioned before (cf. p. 225).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{n-xaa} & \quad \text{"my house"} \\
\text{w-aa} & \quad \text{"my water"} \\
\text{t-man} & \quad \text{"his father"} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ma } \emptyset \text{-xaaw-} \emptyset \text{ } \emptyset \text{ } \text{xaax [xaax]} & \quad \text{"I drew water"} \\
\text{n-pul-u-} ? \text{n } \{\text{nplu} ? \text{n}\} \text{ } a? & \\
\text{ma } \emptyset \text{e} ? \text{ } ? \text{w-axl-a-} ? \text{n} & \quad \text{"I counted them"} \\
\text{ma } \emptyset \text{-xaax-} \emptyset \text{ } \emptyset \text{-loq?-o-} ? \text{n} & \quad \text{"they bought a house"} \\
\{\text{klq} ? \text{o} ? \text{n}\} \text{ xun xaa-?} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ma-tq } \text{w-} \text{uuul-le-n tex} & \quad \text{"I had just come when he died"} \\
\text{t-kim sin} & \\
\text{kaap?e-xee-tq } \text{n-} \text{si?-le-n tex} \text{t-uuul-} \emptyset \text{ ninq?iix} & \quad \text{"I went two days before the fiesta"} \\
\text{ma } \emptyset \text{-p?in-t-} \emptyset \text{ laaxex } \{\text{laaxex}\} \text{ xnaap?q?ii } \text{t-kup?-le-n tooq-x n-qen} & \quad \text{"it has been ten years since my leg broke"} \\
\text{pul-u-} \text{ul } \{\text{pluul}\} \text{ '-to draw' ma p?int } \{\text{"it has been"} \text{'} (\text{about time}) \text{'} a? & \quad \text{"water"} \text{ laaxex } \{\text{laaxex}\} \text{ 'ten'} \\
\text{axl-a-al } \text{ '-to count' xnaap?q?ii } \text{ 'year'} & \\
\text{loq?-o-ol } \{\text{lkq} ? \text{ool}\} \text{ '-to buy' tooq-} \text{ol } \text{ '-to break'} & \\
\text{ninq?iix } \text{ '-fiesta' n-qen } \text{ 'my leg'} & \\
\text{kaap?e-xee } \text{ '-the day before yesterday'} & \\
\end{align*}
\]
Formants of set II are used with other verb forms:

ma ėin-axl-a-an ė-iʔx xil
o ė-uul-∅ sin
ma ėʔ-eel-∅ ĕ-poqʔ-o-ʔn
[ʔpʔoʔn]- čeneq
o ėi-kupʔ-∅ ėʔaq
ok gu-sik-t-eel
ok ė-xaaw-el xuul-ʔn
xun-tl xaa-ʔ

poqʔ-o-ol {pqʔoʔl} 'to hull'
čeneq 'beans'
ʔaq 'fall'
sik-t 'be tired'
xuul-ʔl 'to burn, flame'

In conjunction with the adverbials 'narrative, recent past' and 'narrative, distant past', the four elements of /interlocutor/ have other formants:

en ėsin
e ∅∅,∅∅,
∅∅
e š-qu(∅)
e ěi(∅)

In "dependent clauses" of a certain type the formants of set II and the formants combined with e are replaced by formants of set I:

tex t-uul-∅ sin ...
'when he came ...'
ox t-uul-∅ sin ...
'when he comes ...'
he told me to work (in the field)

there is a pipe (that) is in there under it

there is another house (that) is by it

he is sneaking (when) he goes

she is pregnant (when) she passes' (a pregnant woman is passing by)

However, clauses with the negation min 'not' have formants of set II also when dependent:

so that water would not get in there

'to say'

'pipe'

'outside'

'under it'

Thus, in all these situations the two sets of formants are variant sign expressions, w, n, and 6in, for example, are variants; but they are not interchangeable because they are varieties, solidary variants.

The elements of /interlocutor/ are also included in the following expressions:

'I am'

'he is'
After ɕin 'simultaneity' and ok 'future (assertion)'
where the formant for 'non-first singular' is zero, the form
of the verb ɕiʔ 'to go' is regular:

lu qen ɕin ɕ-ɕiʔ n-waʔ-ʔn 'here I am eating it'
ma ciʔ n-waʔ-ʔn 'I ate it'

However, when the elements of the category /interlocu-
tor/ relate to 'imperative' or 'indicative' of completive
forms, then their formants are also expression for 'subject
case' and 'object case', for example:

ɕin 'first singular, object case'
w, n 'first singular, subject case'
ɕ 'non-first singular, object case'
t 'non-first singular, subject case'

The formant for 'non-first singular, object case' has only
one variant, \( q \), that variant that appears before consonants, because it is here always prefixed to a formant of set I, and the formants of set I all begin with a consonant.

Examples of these were given above, pp. 154–55.

\[ t_3 \]

\( t_3 \) /Parts of Syllables/ In the expression section of this operation the syllable themes are analyzed into a selected part, manifested as initial, and a selecting part, manifested as final.

I shall not perform this analysis, but simply point out that three types of syllables are found in Mam, as exemplified by the following syllables:

- \( q?aq? \) "fire"
- \( q?a* \) "boy"
- \( aq? \) "vine"

Linearity of the order of elements is a feature of manifestation, and this analysis into initial and final parts of syllables is carried out before the analysis into centrals and marginals in order to make possible the distinction between, for example, \( toq \) and \( taq \) or \( otq \).

\[ t_3 \] gives no results.
Tentatively the following elements are registered as centrals: \( \{i, e, a, o, u, i', e', a', o', u', i, e, a, o, u, i', e', a', o', u, i, e, a, o, u, i', e', a', o', u\} \). Since it is not syllables, but initial and final parts of syllables, that are analyzed into centrals and marginals in the present operation, there are marginals that are derivates of initial parts of syllables and marginals that are derivates of final parts of syllables. Eventually these two "sets" of marginals will be reduced, but at present they are still kept apart.

Thus the initial marginals are \( \{p, t, k, g, z, t, e, a, o, u, i, e, a, o, u, i, e, a, o, u, i, e, a, o, u\} \); the final marginals are \( \{p, t, k, g, z, t, e, a, o, u, i, e, a, o, u, i, e, a, o, u, i, e, a, o, u\} \). The only difference between the two categories of marginals is \( 2 \), which is found only in the category of final marginals.

However, there are a number of examples with the apparent occurrence of \( 2 \) before a central:
In the first five examples, 2 is observed to appear not only before a central, but also after a cluster whose vowel-close member is one of the category of marginals that are never glottalized. The marginals л, м, н, в, ы are followed by 2 as in these examples only when they are also preceded by some other marginal which must be of a certain category, namely of the category of marginals that can be glottalized, рак, м, т, к, с, ц, ц, ы.

I therefore suggest that the cluster in the examples above is composed of a glottalized marginal and a marginal that can never be glottalized; the 2 in question is then interpreted as a manifestation of the glottalization-part of the vowel-far marginal:

ć'lit  'a nickname'
ć'yă  'dog'
k'wa•ł 'young'
q'ne•ł '17th day'
q'na?ł 'a tree'

This analysis is supported by the manifestation of
some forms in which a central between two marginals is latent, i.e. contracts overlapping with zero:

\[ q'i/\varnothing no.1 \] \( qn\varnothing .1 \] 'to warp (about weaving)'
q'inp'el
'warping board'

\[ k'a/\varnothing lo.1 \] \( kl\varnothing .1 \] 'to tie'
k'alp'el
'belt'

\[ o'lo/\varnothing lom \] \( o'lom \] 'to warp (about weaving)'
ng'o.lom
'my board'

\[ p'i/\varnothing yo.1 \] \( py\varnothing .1 \] 'to kill'
np'iy
'I killed him'

Similar examples also with a central that is manifested as zero between two marginals show why the vowel-close marginal must be m, l, n, w, or y in the examples given above.

c'axo.1 \( c xo.1 \] 'to wash' (tr)
k'oso.1 \( kso.1 \] 'to hit'
k'upu.1 \( kpu.1 \] 'to cut'
k'ixi.1 \( kxi.1 \] 'to twine'
\( tso.1 \] 'to sew'
\( to.1 \] 'to shake' (tr)

In this position, preceding, here x, ę, n, and t, and in general any marginal but l, m, n, w, y, the glottalization of the first marginal is manifested as zero. In other words, c' and ę contract overlapping in this position, and so do k' and k, p' and p, etc.

Thus, in cases where no central can be encatalyzed
between the two marginals, the syncretism between a glotta-
lized and an unglottalized marginal is irresoluble, for ex-
ample:

$\breve{g}'/\breve{\breve{\alpha}}\breve{qam}$ \(\overline{\overline{\alpha}}\breve{qam}\) 'incrustation'
$\breve{g}'/\breve{\breve{\alpha}}\breve{xu}\breve{\cdot}\breve{x}$ \(\overline{\overline{\alpha}}\breve{xu}\cdot\breve{x}\) 'owl'
$k'/{\breve{\breve{\kappa}}}\breve{c}up'$ \(\overline{\overline{\kappa}}\breve{c}up\prime\) 'a measure'
$\breve{c}'/{\breve{\breve{\chi}}x\alpha}\cdot x$ \(\overline{\overline{\chi}x\alpha\cdot x}\) 'willow'

The 2 in the examples ay\breve{v}om 'wait!' and el\breve{u}l 'to mix' is explained analogously, as the manifestation of a 2 that selects the central of the preceding syllable; in ideal no-
tation ay\breve{v}om and el\breve{u}l. The additional support for the analysis in this case comes from other forms of the same words, forms in which the central of the first syllable is manifested as zero, and since the glottal stop selects the central, it too is manifested as zero: $\breve{s}n\breve{y}o\cdot 'I waited for him'$, $o\breve{t}v\breve{a}\cdot v 'you waited for him'$, $\breve{s}nlu\cdot 'I mixed it'$, and $p'\breve{a}n\breve{t}lu\cdot x 'it can be mixed'$.

The following four forms,

$\breve{g}'aw\breve{\aa}$ 'he sows'
$k'aw\breve{\aa}l 'he will sow'
$\breve{s}aw\breve{\aa}$ 'he sowed'
$n\breve{s}aw\breve{\aa}$ 'he is sowing'

all have some glottalization preceding the first central. In the first two forms, $\breve{g}'aw\breve{\aa}$ and $k'aw\breve{\aa}$, the glottalization presents no problems; both $\breve{g}'$ and $k'$ are elements in the
category of initial marginals. I have included them because there is a certain connection between their apparently simple glottalization and the puzzling 2 of the last two forms.

First of all, it will be useful to present the four full paradigms:

činawā 'I sow'
č'awā 'he sows'
qu'awā 'we sow'
či'awā 'they sow'
činawa'l 'I shall sow'
k'awa'l 'he will sow'
qu'awa'l 'we shall sow'
či'awa'l 'they will sow'
šinawā 'I sowed'
s'awā 'he sowed'
šqu'awā 'we sowed'
ši'awā 'they sowed'
nčinawā 'I am sowing'
n?awā 'he is sowing'
nqu'awā 'we are sowing'
nči'awā 'they are sowing'

A comparison of the first and the third of these four paradigms reveals that the third has the same prefixes as the first plus an initial ʂ. It is most obvious in the first person plural, and it comes out particularly clearly
for the non-first person in the singular with verbs that have an initial marginal:

- Økup'   'he goes down'
- skup'   'he went down'

sin and si? can be considered contractions of scin and sci? respectively; and the ? of s?awa can now be interpreted as the glottalization from ?:

- s¢'awa    ]s?awa[    'he sowed'

The same contraction, s¢ ]s[ , is found irregularly with the verb saax 'to come',

- s¢saax    ]saax[    'he came'

but: s¢¢¢    ]s¢¢¢[    'he laughed'

There also happens to be another example of the same phenomenon to support this interpretation:

- ma [s¢/¢¢'¢] ]¢¢[    'he screamed'

The ? in n?awa 'he is sowing' is of an entirely different origin. A glottalization before an initial central was found to appear as a signal for "word boundary", p. 56,

- nima?    ]nima?[    'river'
- nim a?    ]nim?a?[    'much water'

The n in n?awa is a short variant of the longer form gï 'simultaneity'.

Thus, n?awa must be catalyzed to gï awa, and the ?
found in the uncatalyzed form signals "word boundary".

In addition to the two variants ꙅ and Ꙃ of the formant for 'non-first singular', there is of course the third variant, ꙇ, found with only three verbs:

\[\begin{align*}
\text{ma ꙅu.l} & \quad \text{'he arrived here'} \\
\text{ma ꙅi.?y} & \quad \text{'he passed'} \\
\text{ma ꙅa?q'} & \quad \text{'he began'}
\end{align*}\]

As expected, the form with the prefixed ꙅ has no glottalization with these verbs:

\[\begin{align*}
\text{s?u.l} & \quad \text{su.l} \quad \text{'he arrived here'} \\
\text{s?i.?y} & \quad \text{si.?y} \quad \text{'he passed'} \\
\text{s?a?q'} & \quad \text{sa?q'} \quad \text{'he began'}
\end{align*}\]

As to the form following ꙇ or Ꙃ, the verbs Ꙇu.l, Ꙇi.?y, and Ꙇa?q' naturally behave no differently from all the other verbs with an initial central; there is a ꙅ to signal "word boundary":

\[\begin{align*}
\text{n?u.l} & \geq \text{ GestureDetector u.l} \\
\text{n?i.?y} & \geq \text{ GestureDetector i.?y} \\
\text{n?a?q'} & \geq \text{ GestureDetector a?q'}
\end{align*}\]

\[\text{n?u.l is catalyzed to GestureDetector u.l, etc.}\]

However, the apparent prefix ꙇ in the second of the four verb forms I gave p. 165 is glottalized also in the case of these three verbs:

\[\text{k'u.1e1} \quad \text{'he will arrive here'}\]
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k'i’yel  'he will pass'
k’aq’el  'he will begin'

and actually this glottalization is the same signal for
"word boundary" that I mentioned in connection with $\ddagger$.

$k$ is a variant of the adverbial $\text{ok} \ 'future (assertion)'$:

- $k'a\text{wa}1 \geq \text{ok} \text{aw}1 \ 'he will sow'
- $k'u\text{le}l \geq \text{ok} \text{u}lel \ 'he will arrive here'
- $k'i'yel \geq \text{ok} \text{i}yel \ 'he will pass'
- $k'aq'el \geq \text{ok} \text{aq}el \ 'he will begin'

It is quite possible that the glottalization of $\ddagger$ in
$\ddagger a\text{wa}l$ can be identified historically with the 2, signal for
"word boundary", but that is irrelevant for the present de­
scription.

The apparent cases of 2 immediately preceding a cen­
tral have thus all been reduced, and 2 is still the only
marginal that does not appear in the category of initial
marginals.

I have pointed out above that the glottalization of $p', t', k', k', o', s', c', \ddagger$, and $\ddagger$ under certain conditions is
manifested as 2; this is particularly striking in the case
of $\ddagger$ which--when not in a cluster--is manifested as a post­
velar implosive stop, but when it precedes $n$, $n$, $q'na?l$ 'a tree', no trace of the glottalization remains
with $q$, i.e. before the $n$: $]qn'a?l[$.

Marginal clusters occur with some frequency in Mam;
and in this respect 2 also differs from the other marginals,
it is the only one that does not enter into any marginal clusters, it does not contract combination with the other marginals. This fact should make it obvious that there cannot in any way be a contrast between, for example, a' and a''.

On the basis of these observations I reduce the glottalized marginals by analyzing them as complex units with two components: a simple marginal and 2.

The complex units p2, t2, k2, g2, c2, e2, and e2 cannot be analyzed as ordinary clusters because their two components do not contract combination. 2 selects the marginals.

This changes my first tentative analysis into centrals and marginals. Instead of two realized categories, I now find that before mapping all four categories are realized:

{\{\beta\} /i,e,a,o,u,i*,e*,a*,o*,u*,j,æ,ç,ũ,ĩ,ɛ,ã,ɔ,ɔ,ũ*/
{\{β\} /ɔ/, /x,s,ʒ,ʒ,s,l,m,n,w,y/
{\{γ\} /p,t,k,k,q,ç,ç,ç/
{\{r\} /x,s,ʒ,ʒ,s,l,m,n,w,y/, /p,t,k,k,q,ç,ç,ç/}

The elements of {\{β\}} appear only as selected. 2 selects both the elements of {\{β\}} and /p,t,k,k,q,ç,ç,ç/. /x,s,ʒ,ʒ,s,l,m,n,w,y/ select the elements of {\{β\}} and combine with /p,t,k,k,q,ç,ç,ç/. /p,t,k,k,q,ç,ç,ç/ select the elements of {\{β\}} and are selected by /ɔ/, but they also combine with /x,s,ʒ,ʒ,s,l,m,n,w,y/ and are therefore also in {\{r\}}.

Certain reductions can here be carried out through mapping. According to Rés Rg 56a, "If pre-elements entering.
into ...: have substitution to pre-elements entering into \{i\gamma\}, they are assigned to \{i\gamma\}", \p,\t,\k,\g,\z,\^e,\^o,\^u\ must be assigned to \{i\gamma\}; and according to Rés Rg 58a, "If pre-elements entering into \{i\gamma\} have substitution to pre-elements entering into ... \{i\B\}, they are assigned to ... \{i\B\}", \x,\s, \n,\s,\l,\m,\n,\w,\y\ must be assigned to \{i\B\}. Thus:

\begin{align*}
\{i\B\} & /i,e,a,o,u,i^*,e^*,a^*,o^*,u^*,\i\,\e,\a,\o,\u,\i^*,\e^*,a^*,o^*,u^*/ \\
\{i\B\} & /\gamma/ , /x,s,\n,\s,\l,\m,\n,\w,\y/ \\
\{i\gamma\} & /p,t,k,q,\z,\^e,\^o,\^u/ \\
\{i\r\} & /p,t,k,q,\z,\^e,\^o,\^u/
\end{align*}

The elements in \{i\B\} are operatively called /centrals/, those in \{i\B\} /marginals/, and those in \{i\gamma\} /centro-marginals/.

/Centrals/

Reduction \i,\e,\a,\o,\u,\i^*,\e^*,a^*,o^*,u^*\, \text{and} \^u\ are reduced to the corresponding single centrals plus \n. Nasalization is the manifestation of syllable final \n that follows a central:

\begin{align*}
t\tilde{s}k\tilde{i} & 'his ear' \\
tq\tilde{e} & 'his leg' \\
tc\tilde{a} & 'his güisquil' \\
\text{tp}\tilde{c}\tilde{e}\tilde{o} & 'his beam' \\
tc\tilde{u} & 'his lime' \\
tsi\tilde{e}\tilde{o} & 'his corn'
\end{align*}

\text{t\tilde{s}k\tilde{i}ne 'your ear' t\tilde{s}k\tilde{i}ne 'your ear'}

\text{tq\tilde{e}ne 'your leg' t\tilde{q}e\tilde{e}ne 'your leg'}

\text{tc\tilde{a}ne 'your güisquil' t\tilde{c}e\tilde{a}ne 'your güisquil'}

\text{\text{tp}\tilde{c}e\tilde{e}\tilde{o}ne 'your beam' \text{tp}\tilde{c}e\tilde{e}\tilde{o}ne 'your beam'}

\text{tc\tilde{u}ne 'your lime' t\tilde{c}u\tilde{u}ne 'your lime'}

\text{tsi\tilde{e}\tilde{o}ne 'your corn' ts\tilde{e}\tilde{o}ne 'your corn'}
tsyaʔ? 'his body hair'  t̨syaʔne 'your body hair'
tseʔ? 'his stomach'  t̨seʔne 'your stomach'
tscuʔ? 'his zapote pit'  t̨scuʔne 'your zapote pit'

Through this manifestation of n, syllable boundaries can now in many cases be established unambiguously. In these examples:

\[\text{]cixyaʔ[} \quad \text{'he will look for me'}
\[\text{]cinxyaʔ[} \quad \text{'let me look for them'}

the syllable boundary is assigned as follows:

\[\text{]cixyaʔ[} \quad \text{cin,xyaʔ} \quad \text{'he will look for me'}
\[\text{]cinxyaʔ[} \quad \text{ci,nyxaʔ} \quad \text{'let me look for them'}

The period signifies syllable boundary.

The long centrals can be reduced either as centrals plus an element "vowel length", or as geminate centrals.

It appears that the reduction to centrals plus "length" is reasonable in other Mayan languages where "length" appears as a suffix on a par with x and ʔ, and--apparently being a marginal--is manifested as a lengthening of the preceding central whether this central is removed from "length" by another marginal or not.

However, in Mam there are several reasons for preferring the other possible reduction of long centrals, namely to geminate centrals.

Even though ʔ is often manifested in conjunction with the strongly stressed central rather than with the central
or centro-marginal with which it is registered ideally, there is still contrast between \( V C_1 \) and \( V C_2 \) in most situations. Exceptions are:

\[
\begin{align*}
q?q?q & = q?q?q & \text{'fire'} \\
q?q?q & = q?q?q & \text{'a squash'} \\
\#q?q?q & = \#q?q?q & \text{'wind'} \\
\end{align*}
\]

This is clearly an example of dissimilation.

Lengthening does in fact occur as a sign expression in Mam: \( \&ax \) 'pitch pine' \( t-\&a-\cdot-x \) 'his pitch pine'. However, it occurs not only with the last central of a word, but also with the first central of disyllabic words: \( \&eyep \) \( [\&yep] \) 'rain cape' \( t-\&e-\cdot-\&ep \) \( [t\&e-\&ep] \) 'his rain cape'; and here it is impossible to interpret it as a suffix.

The formants for 'future, indicative' and 'non-future, indicative' could of course be said to be "length" 1 or 1 "length" and "length" n or n "length", respectively, for verbs of subgroup 3° and 4°:

\[
\begin{align*}
p?iy-o-\cdot-1 & \quad \text{[py?o-1]} & \text{he will kill'} \\
p?iy-o-1 & \quad \text{[py?o-1]} & \text{he will kill'} \\
\&qi\cdot x-sa-\cdot-1 & \quad \text{[\&qi\cdot xsa-1]} & \text{he will dry (it)} \\
\&qi\cdot x-sa-1 & \quad \text{[\&qi\cdot xsa-1]} & \text{he will dry (it)} \\
\end{align*}
\]

However, this is less appropriate in the case of verbs of subgroup 1° and 5° (possibly due to my segmentation of these verb forms):
pa'tl
]pa'tal[
'he will burn (it)'
pa'tl

køyål
]køyal[
'he will sell (it)'
køyål

The manifestation of long centrals resulting from short centrals that are lengthened does not contrast with the manifestation of "simple" long centrals: nga*-x 'my pitch pine' and nga*x 'I came' are identical as to manifestation. 

x contracts overlapping with ə in the position between a long and a short central; and the long and the short central are then not manifested as two consecutive vowels, but as an extra long vowel:

nko*xon
]nko*on[
'my field'
txa*xl
]txa*xl[
'its (animal's) house'

If a central is manifested as vowel length, it would also seem natural that vowel length is analyzed as a central.

On the basis of these various arguments I reduce the long centrals to geminate centrals.

In initial position and immediately preceding a centro-marginal plus ə plus a central, the manifestation of u is identical with that of w. They appear to contract overlapping. In the following examples the overlapping is resolvable due to generalization with the possessed form, in which the u is geminated:
It is significant, however, that \( \textit{wk}^\text{il} \) is interpreted in a different way by some people, namely as \( \textit{wk}^\text{il} \), a fact which emerges from the variant possessed form: \( \textit{nwk}^\text{il} \) 'my cooking pot'. The formant for 'first singular' with nouns is of course \( \textit{w} \) before centrals and \( \textit{n} \) before marginals and centro-marginals.

Since \( \textit{u} \) has been registered as a central and \( \textit{w} \) as a marginal they do not seem to contract commutation, and based on the substitution between the two in the example given above, I propose to reduce \( \textit{u} \) and \( \textit{w} \) to variants.

According to Rés Rg 57a, "If pre-elements entering into \( \{\beta\} \) have substitution to pre-elements entering into \( \{\alpha\} \), both are assigned to \( \{\gamma\} \)." I transfer \( \textit{u-w} \) to functival category \( \{\gamma\} \). The choice of variant depends upon whether the invariant has central or marginal function in the given cases. "Syllable boundaries" must be indicated and are here represented by a period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Central function:</th>
<th>\textit{us}</th>
<th>'a fly'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>\textit{suu}^\text{x}</td>
<td>'woman'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>\textit{u.k}^\text{il}</td>
<td>'cooking pot'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Marginal function: | \textit{xaau} | 'go up' |
|--------------------|\textit{uinaq} |\{\textit{wnaq}\} | 'man' |
|                    |\textit{uatan} |\{\textit{wtan}\} | 'to sleep' |
|                    |\textit{uk}^\text{il} | 'cooking pot' |
Both interpretations: u.k’aal \[
\text{uk’aal}]
\text{wu’aal} ['to drink']

u.p’saal \[
\text{up’saal}]
\text{wp’saal} ['listen!']

I shall continue to use u for the central variant and w for the marginal variant.

One might speculate that a similar reduction should be possible with respect to i and y. However, these two elements nowhere engage in a relationship similar to the one noted for u-w in the word uk’iil; and besides, marginal and central variants could not be assigned unambiguously if both u-w and i-y had two variants, cf.:

*\[2iu\] \[
\text{2iw}\]

Commutation

i : e iil 'sin' eel 'he went out'
twiis 'his rosin' twees 'his pants'
tp’ii 'his name' tp’ee 'his road'

i : a p’iṣ 'sand' p’ag '20th day'

xil 'animal' xal 'ear of corn'
imx 'breast' amx 'skirt'

i : o siix 'hoarse' soox 'corn canes'

ni?x 'finely ground' no?x '6th day'
siip 'tick' soop 'sauce'
Syncretisms  e and a contract overlapping under the dominance of a following y combined with a preceding q(2) or k(2). The manifestation of the syncretism is an implication in which a implies e:

- `k?eyel {'k?e/ayel-] 'to sell', cf. `k?a?§, `k?a?§xeel 'goods for sale'
- `sk?eyel {'sk?e/ayel-] 'to be stingy' cf. `sk?aa 'stingy'
- `q?ey[ 'rotten'
- `q?ey[ 'agree to do'

The commutation between e and a is not suspended if the central is accompanied by 2:

ma qa?yes  'it got bad'

A syncretism of all five simple centrals is very frequent; its manifestation is a fusion. It is dominated by a
geminate central in the preceding syllable from which it is removed by only one marginal which is not or by one centro-marginal. The unresolved syncretism is represented by $2$.

- $n\$eeyep$ \{-n\$eeyep\} 'my rain cape'
- $n\$iinap?$ \{-n\$iinap?\} 'my marimba'
- $n\$oolom$ \{-n\$oolom\} 'my board'
- $wuuk?il$ \{-wuuk?il\} 'my cooking pot'
- $waaq?un$ \{-waaq?un\} 'my work'

The syncretism is resolved in these cases through generalization with unpossessed forms of the same words with a short or single central in the first syllable:

- $\$eeyep$ \{-\$eeyep\} 'rain cape'
- $\$inap?$ \{-\$inap?\} 'marimba'
- $\$oolom$ \{-\$oolom\} 'board'
- $uk?il$ \{-uk?il\} 'cooking pot'
- $aq?untl$ \{-aq?untl\} 'work'

This syncretism is also dominated by a number of sign expressions—both roots and suffixes—and is then mostly irresoluble:

- $nq?ootex$ \{-nq?ootex\} 'my corn drink'
- $wiiq?e$ \{-wiiq?e\} 'my burden'
- $po?isson$ \{-po?isson\} 'he thinks'
- $xiiken$ \{-xiiken\} 'straight'
- $puu?en$ \{-puu?en\} 'soft'
- $spaaten$ \{-spaaten\} 'barefoot'
Each of the four centrals and the central variant of u-w contracts overlapping with zero. (In the following the central variant of u-w is included on a par with the centrals in discussions about the centrals as a category.) In certain cases— as for example in the first word below— the overlapping is contracted by ə and zero. Like all overlappings with zero this one is manifested as an implication. ə is implied by each of the four centrals and the central variant of u-w.

There are various sources of dominance: a central in the following syllable which is not a syncretism of all centrals:

- iqəq • [iqəq] • 'burden'
- əyəp • [əyəp] • 'rain cape'
- ɕinapə • [ɕinapə] • 'marimba'
- kəlopəx • [kəlopəx] • 'blouse'
- çalee • [çale] • 'lie on the side'
- pɨʔee • [pɨʔe] • 'be with the head down'
- pəunte • [pənte] • 'lie like a dog'
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If the central is geminate in both syllables, then one of the centrals of the first syllable contracts overlapping with zero; word final geminates are also shortened through latency of one of the centrals:

- sleeke "stand on one leg"
- 0?iikee "stand on the tip"
- laas?ee "be stacked" (ab, paper)
- toolee "lie cylindrically"
- yuutee "be frightened, shrunk"

The second central of a geminate is latent under the dominance of a following m, n, and word final t:

- $\emptyset$uyuum "grab it!"
- $\emptyset$qam[ "incrustation"
- $\emptyset$uyuun "he grabs"
- $\emptyset$un[ "lime"
- $\emptyset$uyueet "was grabbed"
- $\emptyset$ut[ "drop"
- $\emptyset$spit[ "wart"
- $\emptyset$xot[ "handful"

The second a of the geminate aa does not contract overlapping with zero under the dominance of a following, word final t:

- msaat "deer"
qaat    [qaat]    'burp'

Those instances of dominance are the most frequent and the most regular. Others are:

čiinap'el  [čiinap'el]    'to play the marimba'
nkoolop'el  [nkoolop'el]    'my blouse'
tsp'aakšel  [tsp'aakšel]    'steam'
tsaxnæl  [tsaxnæl]    'sin'

Here the central that is preceded by a geminate central and followed by ø is latent.

The initial central of certain words is latent when followed by a syllable with a central which is not ø:

aq’ol  [q’ol]    'to give something'
iq’il  [q’il]    'to take something'

Other verbs keep the initial central in some forms and drop it in other forms, for example:

činæp’iin  [činæp’iin]    'I hear'
činæp’iil  [činæp’iil]    'I shall hear'
tp’i’ne  [tp’i’ne]    'heard by him'
tp’ii  [tp’ii]    'he hears it'

and the initial central of awaal 'to sow' never contracts overlapping with zero.

In the following examples there is also overlapping with zero:
It appears to be the first central that is latent, and the 2 is then manifested after the second central. Perhaps the following irregular passive forms (cf. p. 135),

\[ \text{sa'et} \] 'was dried'
\[ \text{suweet} \] 'was wiped'
\[ \text{coo'et} \] 'was fried'
\[ \text{wa'ee} \] 'stand upright'
\[ \text{yo'ee} \] 'hang'

\[ \text{sa'et} \] 'was bewitched'
\[ \text{suweet} \] 'was eaten'
\[ \text{coo'et} \] 'was squandered'
\[ \text{woeet} \] 'was bitten off'

have the \text{et} variant of the formant for 'passive 1' rather than the \text{et} variant: \[ \text{ka'et} \] \[ \text{ka'et} \], etc.

The only central that does not contract overlapping with zero under the dominance of a following 2 plus central is \text{i}:

\[ \text{ci'ool} \] 'to eat meat'
\[ \text{p'i'aal} \] 'to mention'
\[ \text{tii'aal} \] 'its sweetness'
\[ \text{si'aas} \] 'get sweet'
\[ \text{tsi'oo?p} \] 'his buttocks'

In other words, 2 appears between two centrals only if the central preceding the 2 is \text{i}.\]
Phonetic Stress  The position of the phonetic strong stress can now be stated quite simply: it occurs in each word on the last syllable containing a central that is not e or a latent central,

- [ge/aye] geyp[ 'rain cape'
- [neeyay] neeyayeyp[ 'my rain cape'
- [læə/ʃə] lanə[ 'lie down'

laanpʰaʔən lanpʰaʔən[ 'put down'
nqʰootex nqʰootex[ 'my corn drink'
taakʰexəyiil takʰexəyiil[ 'its newness'

Free Analysis  Overlapppings and other features relevant to the free analysis of the category of centrals:

- e and a contract overlapping.
- e and i dominate an overlapping between k and k in the "k" local language (cf. p. 197).
- e and i dominate an overlapping between k and y (p. 191).

When followed by 2 plus another central, i differs from the other centrals by not contracting overlapping with zero, cf. above.

Certain sign expressions have two variants differing only as to the central:

)kʰis, kʰas( 'awaken'
)kʰim, kʰam( 'die'
)wat, wet( 'sleep'
)kʰix, kʰax( 'twine'
The configuration of the category of centrals is based on the syncretisms and the instances of dominance here mentioned and also on the other considerations presented and on facts of substance:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c|c}
\alpha & :A \\
\hline
\alpha & i & o \\
\alpha & e & a \\
\end{array}
\]

/Marginals/

/2/

Syncretisms 2 contracts overlapping with zero when it is removed from either a following or a preceding central which may not be \( \alpha \) or a latent central. It contracts the overlapping only when it is removed by a centro-marginal or one of the following marginals \( x, s, j, s, s \) plus \( \alpha \) when the 2 follows the central. When the 2 precedes the central, there may be a latent central between 2 and the centro-marginal or marginal.

\[ \text{siipen} \quad \text{[sə̆/ʃiʃəʊl]} \quad \text{tsøol} \quad \text{'distributed'} \]
\[ \text{[ʃə̆/ʃiʃəʊl]} \quad \text{to sew'} \]
\[ \text{[ʃə̆/ʃiʃəʊl]} \quad \text{'lost'} \]

Here 2 is removed from ii by pa, from oo by i/ʃs, and from ee by p. Other examples:
paat\'an  "burned"

xook\'an  "dug"

tooq\'an  "broken"

g\'ooq\'an  "soiled"

xaa\'an  "taken off"

liis\'an  "shredded"

\'\'a\'aan  "torn"

loo\'an  "taken off"

suus\'an  "blown (flute)"

k\'upuul  "to cut"

\'\'itoool  "to shake"

k\'uoool  "to hit"

c\'xool  "to wash"

\'\'aqeet  "exact"

{t\'\'e\'siss}  "cypress"

{k\'\'ucup\'t}  "a measure"

{t\'\'e\'es\'w}  "a cold"

qiisa  "our potatoes"

qp\'uu\'ace  "our corn dough"

qp\'ooka  "our trough"

When \( x \) contracts overlapping with zero, it does not dominate the overlapping between 2 and zero:

nkooxo\'n  "my field"

p\'uux\'an  "hit"

When selecting an unsyncretized central, 2 contracts overlapping with zero under the dominance of another 2 which
selects a centro-marginal that follows the first 2 immediately:

```
[tuu?/?q?]      tuuq?         'fat'
[swoo?/?k?]      swook?        'stiff'
```

The syncretism is resolvable in the first example and irresolvable in the last three.

**Manifestation** 2 is not always manifested in conjunction with the central or centro-marginal it selects:

```
pool?n      pool?en[       'fried'
nim?n      nim?en[       'fulfilled'
qan?n      qa?nen[       'asked'
p uuuy?n      puuuy?en[   'piled up'
f?eleel      f?eel[       'to pasture'
k?amool      km?ool[      'to receive'
c?inool      cn?ool[      'to pound'
p?iyool      py?ool[      'to kill'
qxaala?      qxaala[      'our (excl) corn'
q?qa?me?      q?qa?ma[    'our (excl) incrustation'
q?una?      q?una[       'our (excl) lime'
qpaay?      qpaay?a[    'our (excl) bags'
qseew?      qseew?a[    'our (excl) breath'
?lak         ?lak?        'a bird'
q?na?l       q?na?l[      'a tree'
```
The examples show that when \( m, n, 1, x \), or the marginal variant of \( u-w \) separates 2 from a preceding or following central which may not be 2 or latent, then the 2 is manifested in conjunction with the central. If the central follows 2, there may be a latent central between the 2 and the marginal \((m,n,1,x,w)\); and if the central precedes the 2, there is a 2 between the 2 and the marginal.

\[
/\text{x.s.s.s.s.l.m.n.y}/
\]

Reductions No reductions of the elements in this category seem possible. Since both s, s, and s occur in clusters:

- syumén 'blurry'
- /sweetalert 'meager sheep'
- sya?n 'body hair'

neither s, s, nor s can be reduced to a combination of s and y.

The two categories of marginals, the initial marginals and the final marginals, are reduced pairwise in such a way as to obtain the simplest correspondence with substance:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
  x & x & \\
  s & s & \\
  s & s & \\
  s & s & \\
  l & l & \\
  m & m & \\
  n & n & \\
  y & y & 
\end{array}
\]
Commutation

Initials:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{s ; s ; s ; l} & \quad \text{saq} & \quad \text{'white'} \\
\text{saq} & \quad \text{'toy'} \\
\text{saq} & \quad \text{'rock'} \\
\text{laq} & \quad \text{'bowl'} \\
\text{x ; l ; y} & \quad \text{xaa?} & \quad \text{'house'} \\
\text{laa?} & \quad \text{'nettle'} \\
\text{yaa?} & \quad \text{'grandmother'} \\
\text{y ; s ; l} & \quad \text{yaap?} & \quad \text{'sick'} \\
\text{saap?} & \quad \text{'strainer'} \\
\text{laap?} & \quad \text{'dislike'} \\
\text{s ; s} & \quad \text{Sin} & \quad \text{'speckled'} \\
\text{sin} & \quad \text{'spider'} \\
\text{x ; s} & \quad \text{xil} & \quad \text{'animal'} \\
\text{sil} & \quad \text{'a plant'} \\
\text{n ; l} & \quad \text{noos} & \quad \text{'devil'} \\
\text{loos} & \quad \text{'chipped'} \\
\text{y ; m} & \quad \text{yoos} & \quad \text{'twin'} \\
\text{moos} & \quad \text{'oats'} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Finals:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{s ; s ; s} & \quad \text{moos} & \quad \text{'blind'} \\
\text{moos} & \quad \text{'non-Indian'} \\
\text{moos} & \quad \text{} \\
\text{s ; l} & \quad \text{pooos} & \quad \text{'scarecrow'} \\
\text{pool} & \quad \text{'cracklings'} \\
\text{m ; s} & \quad \text{um} & \quad \text{'a sip'} \\
\text{us} & \quad \text{'a fly'} \\
\text{m ; l} & \quad \text{k'um} & \quad \text{'ayote'} \\
\text{k'ul} & \quad \text{'plant'} \\
\end{align*}
\]
n ; l  
  xun   'one'
  xul   'hole'

s ; x  
  txoos  'his egg'
  txoox  'his crow'

x ; n  
  pox   'pus'
  pon   'arrive'

x ; s  
  k⁹o⁹x  'bald'
  k⁹o⁹s  'a cup'

**Syncretisms**  x contracts overlapping with zero in the position between a geminate central and a single central:

- **koxoⁿ**  [kxoⁿ]  'field'
- **tkooxoⁿ**  [tkooⁿ]  'his field'
- noox  'it is full'
- nooxel  [noool]  'it will be full'
- ⁹q⁹aax  'it gets cooked'
- ⁹q⁹aaxel  [⁹q⁹aaal]  'it will get cooked'
- np⁹ux  'I hit it'
- np⁹uuxën  [np⁹uuun]  'I am hitting'

The overlapping between x and zero is also dominated by the combination of a preceding central selected by ₂ and a following ə:

- ⁹a⁹x  'ashes'
- t⁹a⁹xel  [t⁹a⁹l]  'its inherent ashes'
- u⁹x  'paper'
- tu⁹xel  [tu⁹l]  'its inherent paper'
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suum\textsuperscript{x} \ 'woman'  
tsuum\textsuperscript{x}el \ 'his wife'  
\textemdash \ 'his own flesh'

y contracts overlapping with zero in the position between $x$ and $e$:

c\textsuperscript{ee}ex \ 'horse'  
t\textsuperscript{ee}exye \ 'your (sg) horse'  
ploox \ 'weak'  
ploox\textsuperscript{xye} \ 'he becomes weak'  
xii\textsuperscript{x} \ 'viscous'  
txi\textsuperscript{xye}l \ 'its viscosity'

The $y$ in the examples forms part of certain suffixes. These suffixes all have at least two variants: $e(\text{a})$, $ye(\text{a})$ "one of the two parties" (p. 153f), $\text{es}$, $\text{yes}$ 'vertitive' (p. 219), and $\text{al}$, $\text{yal}$ "ness" (p. 234). The variants with $y$ occur suffixed to words ending in a central with or without $\text{a}$:

qman \ 'our (incl) father'  
qmana$\varepsilon$ \ 'our (excl) father'  
qxaa \ 'our (incl) house'  
qxaa$\varepsilon$ \ 'our (excl) house'  
puus \ 'moldy'  
puu$\varepsilon$es \ 'it gets moldy'  
k$\varepsilon$a \ 'bitter'  
k$\varepsilon$aa$\varepsilon$es \ 'it gets bitter'
Thus, these variants with y justify the assumption of a latent y in the first quoted examples. The reason for postulating the presence of y not only after a central, but also after x is that x in these forms does not contract overlapping with zero in spite of the fact that it seems to occur between a geminate central and e. Compare the following examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
t-a\-al & \quad \text{[}ta\text{-}1[ & \quad \text{'its inherent water'} \\
t-qa\-yel & \quad \text{[}tqa\text{-}yel[ & \quad \text{'its badness'} \\
t-\text{a}\-x\-al & \quad \text{[}t\text{a}\-\text{x}\-al[ & \quad \text{'its inherent ashes'} \\
t-\text{a}\-x\-yel & \quad \text{[}t\text{a}\-\text{x}\-yel[ & \quad \text{'his baldness'}
\end{align*}
\]

y also contracts overlapping with the syncretism k/k under the dominance of a preceding single unsyncretized i or e and a 2. This syncretism is an implication in which k/k implies y; the 2 is manifested in conjunction with the i or e:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ćemek}/k? & \quad \{\text{će}/\text{èmeek}/k?/y\} \quad \text{[ćme\text{-}y[} & \quad \text{'turkey cock'} \\
n\text{ćeemek}/k? & \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad
\text{cik}/k? & \quad \{\text{cik}/k?/y\} \quad \text{[cii\text{-}y[} & \quad \text{'blood'} \\
n\text{cik}\text{e}el & \quad \{\text{n\-cik}/k?\text{e}el\} \quad \text{[n\text{-ck}\text{e}el[} & \quad \text{'my blood'}
\end{align*}
\]
sik'p'el  $[sik'/k'/yp'el]$  $sipyep'el$  'part of a loom'
sik'ool  $[si/ʃk'ool]$  $sk'ool$  'to pick out'

There are many examples in which this syncretism is not resoluble. In the simple word for 'blood', $sipy[$, the syncretism is resolved through generalization with nōik'eel $nōk'eel$ 'my blood'. However, there is another variant of the possessed form: nēi'y 'my blood', in which the $i$ is lengthened, and on the basis of this form the outcome of the resolution must be that $y$ is found ideally. This is the only example of $y$ found to occur ideally in place of the syncretism $k/k'/y$.

$1$ is latent when followed by $t$:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
xun xil & \text{'an animal'} \\
xun xiltl & \text{'}another animal'} \\
ma Ꙡuul & \text{'he arrived here'} \\
ma Ꙡuultl & \text{'}he arrived here again'} \\
\end{array}
\]

In the last example both $l$ and $u$ contract overlapping with zero, and I have mentioned (p. 180) that the second central of a geminate is latent under the dominance of a following, word final $t$; however, $u$ is here not followed by a $t$. This problem is not solved through ordered rules, but by stating the instances of dominance of the syncretism central/zero more precisely. Thus, the second of two centrals contracts overlapping with zero under the dominance of a following optional latent $l$ and $t$: $V/∅ \rightleftharpoons (1/∅)t$. 
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Both \( m \) and \( n \) appear initially, finally, and medially:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{maax} & \quad \text{"cornstalks"} & \text{naax} & \quad \text{"disappear"} \\
\text{kim} & \quad \text{"die"} & \text{sin} & \quad \text{"spider"} \\
\text{čam} & \quad \text{"sediment"} & \text{čkan} & \quad \text{"a'pot"} \\
\text{nčiimen} & \quad \text{"my gourd dipper"} & \text{čiimen} & \quad \text{"draw taut"}
\end{align*}
\]

However, they both dominate the latency of one central in a preceding cluster of two centrals; and there are occasional traces of what could be an overlapping between \( n \) and \( m \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{pon} & \quad \text{"arrive"} & \text{pomela} & \quad \text{"will arrive"} \\
\text{pin} & \quad \text{"thick"} & \text{tpiimaela} & \quad \text{"its thickness"} \\
\text{tin} & \quad \text{"her breast"} & \text{im} & \quad \text{"breast"} \\
\text{tan} & \quad \text{"her skirt"} & \text{am} & \quad \text{"skirt"} \\
\text{tipen} & \quad \text{"his strength"} & \text{tipememal} & \quad \text{"his strength"} \\
\text{ču̞u̞n} & \quad \text{"skin"} & \text{tču̞u̞mал} & \quad \text{"its skin"} \\
\text{leken} & \quad \text{"shade"} & \text{tšlèkememal} & \quad \text{"its shadow"} \\
\text{qčiimen} & \quad \text{"rich"} & \text{tqčiinememal} & \quad \text{"his richness"}
\end{align*}
\]

I can offer no analysis of this behavior of \( n \) and \( m \). For every one of the examples quoted above, I can give three or more examples with no alternation. Similar, but not the same, vacillations between \( n \) and \( m \) are found in other Mam dialects, and I expect that evidence from a number of dialects will support some common analysis, but for the time being I must consider the problem one of sign expressions.

There may possibly be a third nasal marginal manifested by \( nt \). It could also be interpreted as a third manifestation of the nasal marginals:
ckint 'deaf' cf. čkinp?e 'become deaf'
pent 'yellow' cf. tsq?naal 'egg yolk'
patnt 'a bird'
pent 'sugar cane'
čćint 'quail'
lant 'wool'
pint 'colored'
išint '4th day'
aq?ent 'a table'
paqmant 'elder tree'
pu?nt 'loose'

The following syncretisms are relevant:

\[ qanx \text{ ]qanx[} \quad \text{'asked'} \]
\[ qanl \text{ ]qanl[} \quad \text{'to ask'} \]

However, since there seem to be no arguments against treating nt as a cluster, I have done so.

Free Analysis The analysis has so far given few relationships on which to base the configuration of the category.

The following syncretisms are relevant:

\[ V/\emptyset \rightarrow m, n \]
\[ y/\emptyset \rightarrow x \]
\[ y/\emptyset/k \]
\[ x/\emptyset \]
\[ l/\emptyset \]
- signifies is dominated by and { signifies dominates.

The following sign expressions vary with respect to one marginal of the category here in question:

- ay, aq('wail')
- siiip, siip('offer')
- koaʃ, koay('sell')
- poos, pooy('dangly')
- xiip, qiip('resist')
- sey, seq('degrain')
- pouy, pouy, pouq('ragged')
- poy, poy('slaughter')

The suggested configuration is purely speculative:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Mam, clusters of marginals are of little significance for the analysis. The formation of clusters imposes no categorization or restrictions on the marginals. I refrain from presenting charts and analyses of the clusters.
since the results are meager.

This same lack of restrictions is also found for combinations of initial marginals with final marginals.

/Centro-marginals/

Commutation

Initials:

\[\begin{array}{ll}
\text{ç ; t ; k ; w ; q} & \text{cuul} \\
& \text{tuul} \\
& \text{kuul} \\
& \text{wuul} \\
& \text{quul} \\
\text{w ; k} & \text{woog} \\
& \text{kooog} \\
\text{p ; q} & \text{poq} \\
& \text{gog} \\
\text{k ; p} & \text{kox} \\
& \text{pox} \\
\text{k ; q} & \text{kax} \\
& \text{gax} \\
\text{p ; q} & \text{paak} \\
& \text{gaaak} \\
\text{p ; ç} & \text{pin} \\
& \text{çin} \\
\text{ç ; ç} & \text{çun} \\
& \text{çun}
\end{array}\]

'blister'
'he comes'
'they come'
'I come'
'we come'
'a constellation of stars'
'gift'
'hard, untender'
'soiled'
'in four days'
'pus'
'remain'
'pitch pine'
'serving spoon'
'skinny'
'thick'
'girl'
'lime'
'throat'
Finals:
\[\sigma \, ; \, k \quad \sigma\varepsilon \quad \text{'soiled'}
\]
\[
\sigma\kappa \quad \text{'rattle'}
\]
\[p \, ; \, k \, ; \, q \quad \varsigma\upsilon \quad \text{'gizzard'}
\]
\[\varsigma\kappa \quad \text{''barely missing contact''}
\]
\[\varsigma\upsilon \quad \text{''hypothetical possibility''}
\]
\[t \, ; \, k \quad \nu\zeta\upsilon \quad \text{'my drop'}
\]
\[\nu\zeta\kappa \quad \text{'my elbow'}
\]
\[\varsigma \, ; \, k \quad \lambda\varphi \varsigma \quad \text{'sticky'}
\]
\[\lambda\varphi \kappa \quad \text{'root'}
\]
\[w \, ; \, t \quad \varsigma\alpha\omega \quad \text{'mew'}
\]
\[\varsigma\alpha\eta \quad \text{'burp'}
\]
\[w \, ; \, q \quad \varsigma\epsilon\upsilon \quad \text{'a mushroom'}
\]
\[\varsigma\epsilon\epsilon \quad \text{'blue jay'}
\]
\[k \, ; \, q \quad \tau\alpha\kappa \quad \text{'well made'}
\]
\[\tau\alpha\eta \quad \text{'wet'}
\]

**Syncretisms**

\[t \quad \text{contracts overlapping with } \varsigma\zeta \, ; \, \nu\zeta \, ; \, \varsigma\nu \; \text{and}
\]
\[\varsigma\nu \; \text{under the dominance of a following } \varsigma \, \text{or } \varsigma \, \text{or } \varsigma \; \text{or } \varsigma \]

\[\varsigma\nu\nu \quad \text{[tseel] \quad 'to borrow food'}
\]
\[\varsigma\nu\iota \quad \text{[tsool] \quad 'to sew'}
\]
\[\varsigma\nu\upsilon \quad \text{[tsiis] \quad 'cypress'}
\]

\[k \quad \kappa \quad \text{and } \kappa \quad \text{contract overlapping in syllable final position}
\]
\[\text{and under the dominance of a following } \epsilon \text{ or } \iota \text{, a margin-}
\]
\[\text{al or a centro-marginal. In general, a first examination of}
\]
\[\text{the occurrence of } \kappa \text{ and } \kappa \text{ can give the impression that they}
\]
\[\text{are variants. } \kappa \text{ seems to occur primarily initially, in the}
\]
environments of either o or a plus either a, x, or z:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kaa?</th>
<th>'grindstone'</th>
<th>cf. tKaa 'her grindstone'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kax</td>
<td>'remain'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaaxe</td>
<td>'four'</td>
<td>cf. kox 'in four days'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaa?wneq</td>
<td>'forty'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ka?x</td>
<td>'sky'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaq</td>
<td>'red, hot'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ka?q?</td>
<td>'guava'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skaq</td>
<td>'colored'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kooq</td>
<td>'8th day'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q?en-kooq</td>
<td>'thunder'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(t)Kqil</td>
<td>'all'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kq?iq?</td>
<td>'wind'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kxax</td>
<td>'willow'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K?ax</td>
<td>'lazy'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K?ax</td>
<td>'pinole'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K?aq</td>
<td>'flea'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K?qa?c</td>
<td>'itch'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K?a?</td>
<td>'witchery'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sk?qap?ex</td>
<td>'fingernail'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K?ixiil</td>
<td>'to twine'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K?a?x</td>
<td>'string'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, there are also examples of k occurring in some of those environments:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ka?c</th>
<th>'woman-like'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ka?w</td>
<td>'a bird'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tkox</td>
<td>'he worked the land'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koo?</td>
<td>'rooster'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kox</td>
<td>'in four days'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tk?a?</td>
<td>'his drink'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K?a?q?</td>
<td>'goods for sale'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K?a?q's</td>
<td>'ceiling'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Furthermore, $\tilde{k}$ is formant for 'non-first plural' and by virtue of this fact it is possible to show that $\tilde{k}$ and $k$ contract commutation:

kan 'cramp'
\(\tilde{\kappa}n\) 'their skirts'

Thus, in certain cases it is possible to resolve the syncretism between $\tilde{k}$ and $k$ which is dominated by a following $i$, $e$, marginal, or centro-marginal, namely when the $\tilde{k}/k$ can be recognized as the mentioned formant:

\(\tilde{k}\tilde{i}\tilde{i}\tilde{x}\) $\{\tilde{\kappa}/k\tilde{i}\tilde{i}\tilde{x}\}$ 'at them'
\(\tilde{k}\tilde{i}n\) $\{\tilde{\kappa}/\tilde{k}i\tilde{n}\}$ 'their breasts'
\(\tilde{k}\tilde{i}i\tilde{l}\) $\{\tilde{\kappa}/k\tilde{i}i\tilde{l}\}$ 'their sin'
\(\tilde{k}\tilde{c}\tilde{o}\tilde{\kappa}k\) $\{\tilde{\kappa}/k\tilde{c}\tilde{o}\tilde{\kappa}k\}$ 'their trough'
\(\tilde{k}\tilde{q}\tilde{e}n\) $\{\tilde{\kappa}/k\tilde{q}\tilde{e}n\}$ 'their legs'
\(\tilde{k}\tilde{p}\tilde{\kappa}\tilde{i}\) $\{\tilde{k}/\tilde{p}\tilde{\kappa}i\}$ 'their name'
\(\tilde{k}\tilde{\kappa}\tilde{\iota}\) $\{\tilde{\kappa}/k\tilde{\kappa}\tilde{\iota}\}$ 'their mouth organ'

The syncretism can also be resolved in the words $\{\tilde{k}/kim\}$ 'die' and $\{\tilde{k}/k\tilde{\iota}\tilde{is}x\}$ 'awakened', as $\tilde{\kappa}im$ and $k\tilde{\iota}\tilde{is}x$ through generalization from the unambiguous forms $kamak$ 'death' and $k\tilde{\iota}aasal$ 'to awaken'.

The above discussion of $\tilde{k}$ and $k$ has been based exclusively on the local language that I have till now only mentioned as "$\tilde{k}$".
The other local language, which I have called "£", differs from "£" in having a clear contrast between £ and k everywhere initially, but also by having no contrast between £ and č initially.

Thus it is necessary to recognize two special systems for the two local languages and a general system whose inventory will be identical with that of "£" because it is larger than the inventory of "č", and in which syncretisms are resolved through generalizations from both local languages:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&quot;£&quot;</th>
<th>&quot;č&quot;</th>
<th>general system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kan</td>
<td>kan</td>
<td>kan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kox</td>
<td>kox</td>
<td>kox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čaq</td>
<td>čaq</td>
<td>čaq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čooq</td>
<td>čooq</td>
<td>čooq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[č/kim]</td>
<td>čim</td>
<td>čim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čamek</td>
<td>čamek</td>
<td>čamek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£/kiw</td>
<td>čiw</td>
<td>kiw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£/ke'yal</td>
<td>če'yal</td>
<td>ke'yal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tk/kiw</td>
<td>tčiw</td>
<td>tkiw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£/kmees</td>
<td>čmees</td>
<td>kmees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tk/köii</td>
<td>tčöii</td>
<td>tkiöi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£/köeleel/</td>
<td>čöeleel</td>
<td>köeleel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£/kiš</td>
<td>kiš</td>
<td>kiš</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£/kit</td>
<td>kit</td>
<td>kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£/kič</td>
<td>kič</td>
<td>kič</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>š£/kinpöex</td>
<td>škinpöex</td>
<td>škinpöex</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"cramp" "in four days" "red, hot" "8th day" "die" "death" "hard" "to see" "cocoa" "15th day" "he does not want" "to pasture" "fish" "chick" "unkempt" "ear"
| sk/kee | skee | see  | 'suffice' |
| sk/kex | skex | skex | 'pair of corn cobs' |
| [k/k'isx] | k'isx | k'isx | 'awakened' |
| k/k'ec | k'ec | k'ec | '13th day' |
| uk/k'il | uk'il | uk'il | 'cooking pot' |
| tk/k'iç | tk'iç | tk'iç | 'its thickness' |
| či'ol | či'ol | či'ol | 'basket' |
| čep | čep | čep | 'crawfish' |
| čooq? | čooq? | čooq? | 'a tree' |
| ča'?s | ča'?s | ča'?s | 'green' |

The symbols Ṙ and k contract overlapping in final position. The syncretism is manifested by k:

| sik'p'el | [sik/kp'el] | 'part of a loom' |
| sik'ool | [skp'ool] | 'to pick out' |
| čik? | [čik/k?] či'y[ | 'blood' |
| tčik'eel | [tck'eel] | 'his blood' |

A syncretism of Ṙ/k and กาแฟ was discussed

In "č" there is no such syncretism:

| sik'p'el | 'part of a loom' |
| sik'ool | 'to pick out' |
| čik? | 'blood' |
| tčik'eel | 'his blood' |

Since there is commutation between Ṙ and k, they cannot be reduced to variants, but it might be possible to analyze Ṙ
as a cluster of k and y. There are initial clusters pv, tv, and qy:

pyooq 'a mushroom'
tyuq 'his scar'
qyaq 'our grandmother'

Initial k contrasts with ky only in uncatalyzed utterances:

kyooləl 'he will speak'
kyooll 'she will wring (it)'
kyaaqəl 'he will joke'

which are catalyzed to:

ok yooləl
ok yool 'to kill'...
verb forms I decide not to reduce $\tilde{\kappa}$.

**Reductions** The elements $\tilde{c}$, $\tilde{c}$, $\tilde{c}$, and $\tilde{c}$ cannot be reduced to clusters of $ts$, $t\bar{s}$, $t\bar{s}$, and $ts$ respectively, because there is commutation between the simple elements and the clusters:

- $t\tilde{\text{si}}k$ "his rabbit"
- $\tilde{\text{si}}k$ "blood"
- $t\tilde{\text{so}}\text{cq}$ "her water pot"
- $\tilde{\text{co}}\text{q}$ "a tree"
- $tsuul$ "his mushroom"
- $\tilde{\text{cu}}\text{ul}$ "blister"
- $t\text{see}$? "he will do it"
- $\text{see}$? "tree"

The initials and the finals are now reduced to one category in the way that results in the simplest correspondence with substance:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&quot;$\tilde{c}$&quot;</th>
<th>&quot;$\tilde{\kappa}$&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>$p$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>$t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q$</td>
<td>$q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\acute{c}$</td>
<td>$\acute{c}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tilde{c}$</td>
<td>$\tilde{c}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tilde{\kappa}$</td>
<td>$\tilde{\kappa}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\acute{c}$</td>
<td>$\acute{c}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tilde{c}$</td>
<td>$\tilde{c}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u\text{-w}$</td>
<td>$u\text{-w}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>$k$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tilde{k}$</td>
<td>$\tilde{k}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Manifestation When \( w \) follows a centro-marginal with \( ? \), it is manifested as \( p? \):

\[ \text{\( c\text{\text{'wis}\)}} \]

whereas \( p? \) is manifested as \( w? \) when it follows \( k \):

\[ \text{\( k\text{\text{'eel}\)}} \]

Free Analysis In the case of the category of centro-marginals I have arrived at even less on which to base the free analysis than with the marginals:

\[ t/\text{\( \tilde{e} / \tilde{e} / \tilde{e} / \tilde{c} \)}} \quad s, \tilde{s}, \tilde{\tilde{s}}, s \]

\[ E/k, \tilde{k}/k/y \]

t \( \{ \) central/zero

\( )\text{\( ay, aq\)}} \quad \) 'wail'
\( )\text{\( \tilde{e} y, \tilde{eq\)}} \quad \) 'degrain'
\( )\text{\( p\text{\text{'iy, p\text{'iq\)}} \quad \) 'slaughter'
\( )\text{\( p\text{\text{u\text{'s, p\text{\text{u\text{'q\)}} \quad \) 'ragged'
\( )\text{\( l\text{\text{a\text{'d, l\text{\text{a\text{'k\)}} \quad \) 'cling'
\( )\text{\( \tilde{s}\text{\text{eew, \tilde{s}\text{\text{eeq\)}} \quad \) 'blue jay'
\( )\text{\( \text{\( \tilde{\q}\text{\text{u\text{'p, \tilde{\q}\text{\text{u\text{'p\)}} \quad \) 'pointed'
\( )\text{\( \tilde{q}i, \tilde{q}i( \quad \) 'resist'
\( )\text{\( \d, \tilde{d}( \quad \) 'say'

The following configuration is therefore as tentative.
as was the one for the marginals:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c}
& \alpha & \beta & \gamma \\
\hline
\alpha & \emptyset & t & i & g & \emptyset & \emptyset & \emptyset & \emptyset \\
\beta & \emptyset & q & i & g & \emptyset & \emptyset & \emptyset & \emptyset \\
\gamma & \emptyset & k & i & g & \emptyset & \emptyset & \emptyset & \emptyset \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
& \alpha & \beta \\
\hline
\gamma & 19 & 20 \\
\beta & n?11 & /centrals/ \\
\gamma & ?11 & /marginals/ \\
\gamma & ?11 & /marginals/ \\
\gamma & ?11 & /marginals/ \\
\end{array}
\]

The analysis in the present operation divides the content themes into centrals and marginals. In the content the marginals correspond to derivational elements and the centrals to radicals.

The centrals are registered in functival category \{\beta\} because they are selected by the marginals:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{\textsc{\&im}} \quad 'die' \\
  \item \textit{\textsc{\&im-sa-}} \quad 'kill' (cause to die)
\end{itemize}

\textsc{sa} is the sign expression for a /derivative/ called 'causa-
The verbs, which were separated out as nexus connectives in operation \(\psi_{10}\) and have been carried through the analysis, are in the present operation found to have substitution to elements of functival category \{\iota\}. The category of /centrals/ is unrestricted and therefore it does not have to be subjected to free analysis.

/Derivatives/

The category of /marginals/ or /derivatives/, on the other hand, is restricted; and in the following I shall discuss its elements and their sign expressions one by one.

'Non-possession' Nouns are basically either possessed or not possessed. There is some correspondence between this basic property of the nouns and their manifestation. Thus, nouns for body parts, relatives, and personal belongings, all of which are naturally connected with some owner, are basically possessed. They are modified by the derivative 'non-possession' when they refer to the object more generally or abstractly, and they are of course then not selected by the category /interlocutor/.

The sign expression for 'non-possession' has several variants, \(\nu p^2 a x / p^2 a x, p^2 x,\) and \(x / 2\), each solidary with a unit of content present in one class of nouns.

The variant that is used with nouns indicating body parts, relatives, and a few pieces of clothing or jewelry
is yp?ex after i, e(?), a(?), o(?), or the central variant of u-w(?), and p?ex elsewhere:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Yiya</th>
<th>Yiya</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mouth</td>
<td>-ii</td>
<td>n-?ii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tooth</td>
<td>?ee-yp?ex</td>
<td>twi? w-ee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tail</td>
<td>?ee-yp?ex</td>
<td>n-xee?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>head</td>
<td>wi?-p?ex</td>
<td>n-wi?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>navel</td>
<td>muus-p?ex</td>
<td>n-muus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rib</td>
<td>suuk?-p?ex</td>
<td>n-suuk?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shoulder</td>
<td>saap?-p?ex</td>
<td>n-saap?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chin</td>
<td>sk?aaw-p?ex</td>
<td>n-sk?aaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leg</td>
<td>qen-p?ex</td>
<td>n-qen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>left hand</td>
<td>naŠ-p?ex</td>
<td>n-naš</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bird's foot</td>
<td>sk?ot-p?ex</td>
<td>t-sk?ot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mother</td>
<td>cuu-yp?ex</td>
<td>n-cuu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grandmother</td>
<td>yaa?-yp?ex</td>
<td>n-yaa?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>father</td>
<td>man-p?ex</td>
<td>n-man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blanket</td>
<td>ð?w-p?ex</td>
<td>n-ð?w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kerchief</td>
<td>su?t-p?ex</td>
<td>n-suut?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>necklace</td>
<td>kwenc-p?ex</td>
<td>n-kwenc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The nouns of the last two examples also appear with another variant of the suffix for 'non-possession', x, which is used with nouns for pieces of clothing. There are three nouns that take p?ex but do not semantically fit into this
class of nouns:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{p}^? \text{i}^? \text{y}^? \text{p}^? \text{ex} & \quad \text{'name'} & n \text{-} \text{p}^? \text{i}^? & \quad \text{'my name'} \\
\text{s}^? \text{a}^? \text{e}^? \text{p}^? \text{ex} & \quad \text{'messenger'} & n \text{-} \text{s}^? \text{a}^? \text{e}^? & \quad \text{'my messenger'} \\
\text{c}^? \text{a}^? \text{y}^? \text{p}^? \text{ex} & \quad \text{'chewing gum'} & n \text{-} \text{c}^? \text{a}^? & \quad \text{'my chewing gum'} \\
\end{align*}
\]

The variant \( \text{p}^? \text{x} \) is used with nouns for edibles:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{c}^? \text{i}^? \text{p}^? \text{x} & \quad \text{'meat'} & n \text{-} \text{c}^? \text{i}^? & \quad \text{'my meat'} \\
\text{c}^? \text{u}^? \text{p}^? \text{x} & \quad \text{'(sugar)cane'} & n \text{-} \text{c}^? \text{u}^? & \quad \text{'my (sugar)cane'} \\
\text{l}^? \text{p}^? \text{x} & \quad \text{'fruit'} & n \text{-} \text{l}^? \text{p}^? & \quad \text{'my fruit'} \\
\text{k}^? \text{a}^? \text{p}^? \text{x} & \quad \text{'drink'} & n \text{-} \text{k}^? \text{a}^? & \quad \text{'my drink'} \\
\text{k}^? \text{u}^? \text{p}^? \text{x} & \quad \text{'green corn'} & n \text{-} \text{k}^? \text{u}^? & \quad \text{'my green corn'} \\
\text{waa} \text{-} \text{p}^? \text{x} & \quad \text{'tortilla'} & n \text{-} \text{waa} & \quad \text{'my tortilla'} \\
\end{align*}
\]

The variants \( \text{x} \) after marginals and centro-marginals and \( \text{?} \) after centrals are used with nouns for pieces of clothing and various other personal belongings:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{paa}^? \text{s}^? \text{x} & \quad \text{'woman's belt'} & n \text{-} \text{paa}^? & \quad \text{'my belt'} \\
\text{kamis}^? \text{x} & \quad \text{'shirt'} & n \text{-} \text{kamis} & \quad \text{'my shirt'} \\
\text{wee}^? \text{s}^? \text{x} & \quad \text{'trousers'} & n \text{-} \text{wee}^? & \quad \text{'my trousers'} \\
\text{am}^? \text{x} & \quad \text{'skirt'} & \text{w} \text{-} \text{an} & \quad \text{'my skirt'} \\
\text{siip}^? \text{x} & \quad \text{'ribbon'} & n \text{-} \text{siip}^? & \quad \text{'my ribbon'} \\
\text{su}^? \text{t}^? \text{x} & \quad \text{'kerchief'} & n \text{-} \text{su}^? \text{t}^? & \quad \text{'my kerchief'} \\
\text{kwenč}^? \text{x} & \quad \text{'necklace'} & n \text{-} \text{kwenč} & \quad \text{'my necklace'} \\
\text{xaa}^? & \quad \text{'house'} & n \text{-} \text{xaa} & \quad \text{'my house'} \\
\text{sii}^? & \quad \text{'firewood'} & n \text{-} \text{sii} & \quad \text{'my firewood'} \\
\text{kaa}^? & \quad \text{'grindstone'} & n \text{-} \text{kaa} & \quad \text{'my grindstone'} \\
\end{align*}
\]
The following two nouns do not fit into this class semantically, but they have the variant $x$: 

- $im-x$  'breast'
- $w-in$  'my breast'
- $e?liip?-x$  'daughter-in-law'
- $n-liip?$  'my daughter-in-law, my parent-in-law of woman'

Certain basically possessed nouns do not combine with the derivative 'non-possessions'. Among them are some of the nouns that are used in the place of prepositions:

- $t-ux$  'its "inside-ness"
- $t-u?n$  'its/his doing'
- $t-xaq?$  'its "under-ness"
- $t-miix$  'its middle'
- $n-p?aalak$  'my brother/sister-in-law'
- $n-\$ik$  'my older sibling'
- $w-ii?en$  'my younger sibling'
- $n-siip?en$  'my brother (of woman)'
- $w-aanep?$  'my sister (of man)'
- $n-\$q\$uu$  'my heel'
- $t-looq$  'its wattle, dewlap'
- $t-seew$  'his breath'
- $t-wiinaq$  'a period of twenty days'
- $K-p?et$  'the number of them'
- $n-\$ii$  'the fear I inspire'

'Possession'  Of the basically non-possessed nouns some are never possessed and do not combine with the category
/interlocutor/; others can be possessed and their possessed forms differ from the non-possessed forms only through the added affixes for /interlocutor/; still others both add the affixes for /interlocutor/ and combine with a derivative 'possession' when possessed.

The sign expression for 'possession' is a vowel homophonous with the first vowel in the word and infixed next to that vowel:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sign Expression</th>
<th>English Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a?</td>
<td>'water'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-ču-u-čp</td>
<td>'my spindle'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-mi-i-čš</td>
<td>'my turkey hen'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-šu-u-čq</td>
<td>'my cat'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w-u-u-čx</td>
<td>'my paper'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-če-e-čyep</td>
<td>'my rain cape'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-sa-a-čtan</td>
<td>'my cotton'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-ta-a-čnom</td>
<td>'my town'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w-i-i-čax</td>
<td>'my greens'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w-u-u-kčil</td>
<td>'my cooking pot'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w-a-a-čwén</td>
<td>'my salt'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-q4-o-čtēx</td>
<td>'my corn drink'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w-i-i-čwēc</td>
<td>'my burden'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In two nouns the sign expression for 'possession' is homophonous with the second vowel and infixed next to it:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sign Expression</th>
<th>English Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n-pčaxla-a-čq</td>
<td>'my corn cob'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-esi-i-čn  [nsiśn[</td>
<td>'my corn'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two nouns also change slightly when the homophonous
vowel is infixed:

\[ \text{gourd dipper:} \]
\[ n-\text{gimaa} \]
\[ n-\text{gimaa} \]
\[ \text{saxap?} \]
\[ n-\text{saxap?} \]

The expected possessed form of *saxap* is *n-sa-a-saxap* in which the \( x \) contracts overlapping with zero because it is in the position between a geminate and a single central, \([n\text{saaxap}]\); and it appears that one of the three centrals drops with the \( x \) to produce the actual form \( n\text{saap} \).

In the noun 'dog', glottal stop appears as a variant of the sign expression for 'possession':

\[ \text{dog:} \]
\[ n-\text{coya} \]
\[ n-\text{coya} \]

and in the words 'mother' and 'mouth', glottal stop expresses 'possession' of a less personal nature than do the simple (and basically possessed) forms of the two nouns:

\[ \text{my mother:} \]
\[ \text{my mouth:} \]
\[ \text{the edge of a knife:} \]
\[ \text{the "edge" or opening of a pot:} \]
t- çıii-ʔ xaaʔ  "the door opening of a house"

t- çıii-ʔ nimaʔ  "the edge or bank of a river"

'Inherent possession'  A different kind of possession is specified with a derivative that I call 'inherent possession'. 'Inherent possession' does not indicate actual possession, but rather some inherent connection between the noun and the "possessor":

laq  "bowl"

n-la-a-q  "my bowl"

t-la-a-q-ʔ el n-qʔapʔ  "the inherent bowl of my hand, my palm"

t-la-a-q-ʔ el n-qen  "the inherent bowl or the arch of my foot"

The sign expression for 'inherent possession' is el with most nouns that end in a marginal or a centro-marginal and yal with most nouns that end in a central:

xul  "hole"

t-xul-ʔ el xaaʔ  "the hole dug for a house"

štuuqʔ  "knot"

t-štuuqʔ-ʔ el n-qul  "my Adam's apple"

qʔool  "resin"

t-qʔool-ʔ el kandeelə  "candle drippings"

čaʔx  "ashes"

t-čaʔx-ʔ el [čaʔl] nści̇čʔ  "the ashes from my cigarette"
'Paper'  'the inherent paper or title to my land'

'Road'

'the road of my head, my parting'

With a few nouns the variant of the sign expression for 'inherent possession' is a geminate central plus 1:

'blood'

'my own blood'

'his strength'

'his inherent strength'

'his body'

'his life'

The last two nouns are always modified by 'inherent possession'. I have been unable to find a difference in content between tipen and tipemaaal.

'Ordinal'  A number of different derivatives select the category of numerals. The derivative 'ordinal' forms ordinal numerals from numeral radicals. Radical units with the derivative 'ordinal' appear to be nouns and they are always possessed. The sign expression for 'ordinal' is en after marginals and centro-marginals and en after centrals:

'two'

'the second child'

'three'

'the third child'
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The final a in kaap'a 'two' and oosa 'three' and ax in p'el-xax 'nine' and la(a)xax 'ten' are possibly sign expressions for a derivative 'cardinal'.

'Distributive' Another derivative that appears mainly with numeral radicals is called 'distributive'. It indicates that the number in question is one of several identical numbers, each referring to one of another set of elements. The sign expression for 'distributive' is either (g)qc or a partial reduplication. With the number 'three' the variant is as. (g)qc is the variant used for all numerals above 'five'.

xuux-xen ]xuun[ te xuun \ 'one for each'
xuun-xen-qc ]xuunqc[ te xuun \ 'one for each'
kaap'-kap? 3^a a a ^ ^ \ 'two for each'
ooq-eq te xuun 'three for each'
kaax-kex-qeq te xuun 'four for each'
xweeq-qeq te xuun 'five for each'
(w)qaqeq te xuun 'six for each'
wuqeq te xuun 'seven for each'
waxseqeq te xuun 'eight for each'
p?elxex-qeq te xuun 'nine for each'
laaxeq-qeq [lataaxqeq] te xuun 'ten for each'
wiinqeqeq te xuun 'twenty for each'
kaaweqeq te xuun 'forty for each'
ni? eqeq eqeq te xuun 'what size is each one?'
xteeqeq 'how much for each?'

'Ago' 'in' These two "numeral" derivatives are of restricted occurrence. They select a combination of a numeral and 'year' or 'day', and they indicate the number of years or days that either have passed or will pass. The sign expression for 'ago' is ee or a and for 'in' it is zero:

xun-aap?-ø {xnaapø} 'next year'
xun-aap?-e {xnaap e} 'a year ago'
kap?-aap?-ø {kp?aapø} 'in two years'
kap?-aap?-ø {kp?aapø} 'two years ago'
kaap?-x-ø 'the day after tomorrow'
kaap?-x-ee 'the day before yesterday'
oos-aap? 'in three years'
oos-aap?-ø 'three years ago'
oos-x-ø 'in three days'
oos-x-ee 'three days ago'
The x in the forms concerning days can probably be identified with the x of nci-x 'tomorrow', and aap? is the first part of the word 'year', aap?-qii.

The interrogative conjunctions xtoo-x 'when (fut)' and xtoo-xa [xtoo]- 'when (past)' appear also to include the derivatives 'in' and 'ago'.

'Causative' The 'causative' indicates that the state or action of the radical with which it combines is caused by someone or something that is itself not directly involved in the attainment of that state or action.

The sign expression for 'causative' has two variants, p?a and sa. The variant p?a selects a certain element of content that can perhaps be designated 'shape-position'. Thus the radical determines which variant of the sign expression is chosen. If the radical includes the content element 'shape-position', then p?a must be used; and if the radical does not include that content element, then sa is the variant to be chosen.

The presence of the element 'shape-position' in a given root is recognized not only through the choice of
variant for the 'causative', but also through the selection of two other derivatives, 'motion' and 'position'.

It may not always be obvious from the English translations why one radical can be said to include 'shape-position' whereas some other cannot. 'Shape-position' adds some aspect of appearance: both gqiiix and wok? mean 'dry' or 'dried out'. When expressed by gqiiix, it simply implies 'not wet', but wok?—due to the element 'shape-position'—in addition to 'not wet' also indicates, for example, 'warped or curled up from dryness' or 'sounding hollow when tapped'.

My recognition of a selection between p?qa and 'motion' and 'position' on the one hand and the content element 'shape-position' on the other does not imply that I thereby fix the field of activity of p?qa and of 'motion' and 'position' to a certain set of radicals that I can list here. In other words, this recognition does not restrain the creativity of the speakers. If a speaker makes a positional verb or a causative with p?qa out of the word 'grandfather', then this will represent a change in usage—the unit 'grandfather' will add the element 'shape-position' to its components—but it will not involve any change in schema unless some incompatibility has been established between 'shape-position' and the content elements included in 'grandfather'.

Some examples of the two variants of the sign expression for 'causative':
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kok? 'small'  
kok?-sa- 'cause to be small, chew, chop'  
kim 'die'  
kim-sa- 'cause to die, kill'  
xaaw 'go up'  
xaaw-sa- 'cause to go up, sigh'  
°?um-en 'smooth'  
°?um-sa- 'cause to be smooth'  
kaap?-e 'two'  
kaap?-sa- 'cause to be two, divide'  
t?a?q 'wet'  
t?a?q-p?a- 'cause to be wet'  
q?uq-l 'sitting'  
q?uq-p?a- 'cause to sit, put down'  
spat-en 'barefoot'  
spat-p?a- 'cause to be barefoot'  
sleek-l 'standing on one leg'  
sleek-p?a- 'cause to stand on one leg, jack up a car'  

After roots ending in a central plus glottal stop, the variant of the sign expression that selects 'shape-position' is not p?a, but p?:

q?e?-l 'lying across'  
q?e?-p?- 'cause to lie across, put across'  
wa?-l 'standing upright'  
wa?-p? 'cause to stand upright, put upright'  
yo?-l 'hanging'  
yo?-p? 'cause to hang, hang up'
'Vertitive' The derivative called 'vertitive' indicates a change to the state expressed by the radical units which the derivative selects. The sign expression for 'vertitive' has three basic variants: p?e, t, and aas/yas/aas. aas/yas/-aas seems to be productive and it is the only one of the three variants that occurs when 'vertitive' combines with a derivative called 'adjective' expressed by aen. But otherwise it is not clear what relations determine the choice between the three variants. I have registered t in combination with only eleven roots and p?e with nine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yaax</td>
<td>'late'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yaax-t</td>
<td>'be or become late'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñew-t</td>
<td>'become cold'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p?in-t</td>
<td>'become made or done'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yaap?-t</td>
<td>'become sick'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sik-t</td>
<td>'become tired'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeq?-t</td>
<td>'become warm'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q?ax-t</td>
<td>'become heard'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lap?-t</td>
<td>'become excited'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sox-t</td>
<td>'become inflicted with sox [a corn disease]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ç?ak-t</td>
<td>'become inflicted with ç?a?k [a sore or ulcer]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p?ee</td>
<td>'road'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p?ee-t</td>
<td>'to walk'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ça?s</td>
<td>'green'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ça?S-p?e</td>
<td>'become green'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñkin-p?e</td>
<td>'become deaf'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñaq-p?e</td>
<td>'become hot, mad'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñis-p?e</td>
<td>'get hurt'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is not obvious that the t in pêe-t 'to walk' is the suffix for 'vertitive'; perhaps it is suffix for a different derivative of which there is only this one example.

**yes** occurs after roots ending in V or x:

- \( \varphi u \) 'fetid'
- \( \varphi u \)-yes 'become fetid'
- aq?-yes 'become bad'
- a?-yes 'become water'
- ploox 'weak'
- ploox-yes \( \{ \text{ploox} \text{es} \} \) 'become weak'
- siix-yes \( \{ \text{siix} \text{es} \} \) 'become hoarse'
- \( \varphi q ? \text{axlaax} \)-yes \( \{ \varphi q ? \text{axlaax} \text{es} \} \) 'become level'
- \( \varphi a \text{x} \) 'ashes'
- \( \varphi a \text{x} \)-yes \( \{ \varphi a \text{x} \text{es} \} \) 'become ashes'

**aas** occurs after the suffix an for 'adjective' and after four simple roots:

- \( \varphi u \text{um} \)-en 'smooth'
- \( \varphi u \text{um} \)-en-aas 'become smooth'
- puug-en-aas 'become soft'
- qul-en-aas 'become tepid'
- lek-en-aas 'become shady'
- \( q \text{en} \)-aas \( \{ q \text{naas} \} \) 'become ripe'
- \( q \text{eeq} \)-aas 'become black'
- saq-aas \( \{ \text{sqaas} \} \) 'become white'
čiʔ-aas  'become sweet'
čiʔ-yēs

as occurs after monosyllabic roots others than qʔent 'ripe', gʔeq 'black', saq 'white', and čiʔ 'sweet':

člupʔ  'thin'
člupʔ-as 'become thin'
cʔom  'sour'
cʔom-as 'become sour'
moqʔ-as 'become blind'
quʔq-as 'become dust'
sul-as 'become insipid'

One root, ƛiw 'hard', has a fourth variant, iis, ƛiw-iis [ƛwiis] 'become hard'.

'Motion' The derivative that I call 'motion' indicates moving to a position or in a shape expressed by the radical. It selects the content element 'shape-position'. The sign expression for 'motion' has one variant, ee:

qʔuq-ee ]qe[ 'move to sitting position'
gʔlek-ee [gʔleke] 'get up on one leg' (intr)
gʔin-ee [gʔne] 'move to stretched position'
cʔal-ee [cʔle] 'lie down on one side'
xooq-ee [xcape] 'crouch down'

'Abruptive' Another derivative, which I call 'abruptive' for lack of a better term, also indicates motion, but sud-
den, involuntary, or unexpected motion. It is found with most of the radical units that include the content element 'shape-position', and with a great number of other radicals. The sign expression for 'abruptive' has four variants, ṁex, k?ex, q?ex, and ɕ?ex whose distribution appears to be determined exclusively by usage.

| ma ċin-kup? q?uq-pex | 'I sat down or fell down to sitting position suddenly and involuntarily' |
| ma ċin-i?y q?uq-pəx | 'I fell involuntarily from sitting position' |
| q?oy-pəx | 'become deflated suddenly' |
| lik?-pəx | 'glide off suddenly' |
| nak-pəx | 'doze off involuntarily' |
| ip-k?ex | 'swell unexpectedly' |
| pit-k?ex | 'trip' |
| nič-k?ex | 'recur' (about disease) |
| pit?-q?ex | 'tumble down involuntarily' |
| mus-q?ex | 'fall forward involuntarily' |
| xul-q?ex | 'flame up suddenly' |
| lew-ɕ?ex | 'split off suddenly' |
| qop-ɕ?ex | 'quiver by itself' |
| yup-ɕ?ex | 'become extinguished' |

*Iterative* The derivative 'iterative' indicates that an action is repeated many times; it is particularly common with words that refer to various sounds. It is expressed
by a suffix นําเคว:

c?ut นําเคว:  'drop'
c?ut-นําเคว:  'drip'
cal- นําเคว:  'being, lying on one side'
cal-นําเคว:  'sway from one side to the other, back and forth'
leeq?- นําเคว:  'lick'
leeq?-นําเคว:  'drink (about dogs)'
poq?- นําเคว:  'burst'
poq?-นําเคว:  'clap one's hands'
yup- นําเคว:  'extinguish' (intr)
yup-นําเคว:  'flicker'

'Progressive' The derivative 'progressive' indicates that the action expressed by the radical takes place over a certain period of time. It has not only the idea of continuity, but also of repetition, and just as the preceding derivative this one is often connected with sound.

The sign expression for 'progressive' is a reduplication; if the root is $C_1V_1C_2$, then the sign expression can be described as $aC_2V_1$:

poq- นําเคว:  'roast'
poq-นําเคว:  'crackle'
sut- นําเคว:  'turn'
sut-นําเคว:  'turning and turning'
t?ap?- นําเคว:  'without teeth'
t?ap?-นําเคว:  'stammer'
xil-นําเคว:  'slither (about snakes and rivers)'
wil-นําเคว:  'walk quickly with small steps'
Various Verbal Derivatives  There is a number of derivatives that are not productive and are found to occur with only a small number of radicals. They combine with 'tense', 'voice', and 'mood', in other words they form verbs, but it seems unreasonable to say anything specific about their content on the basis of the few examples, and I shall simply list some of them:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radical</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>caq-</td>
<td>'ignite'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>caq-pi-</td>
<td>'turn on a flashlight'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kot-</td>
<td>'loose (about knots)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kot-pi-</td>
<td>'undress'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lew-</td>
<td>'split off'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lew-pu-</td>
<td>'cause to split off'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lik?-</td>
<td>'spread out'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lik?-pu-</td>
<td>'cause to glide off'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\ddot{\text{ç}}\ddot{\text{ip}}$-$\ddot{\text{çi}}$-</td>
<td>'wash hair'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\ddot{\text{ç}}\ddot{\text{it}}$-$\ddot{\text{ç}}$-</td>
<td>'shake' (tr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loq-$\ddot{\text{l}}$-</td>
<td>'boil' (tr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lič?$-$-$\ddot{\text{l}}$-</td>
<td>'quiver' (intr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pat-q?$u$-</td>
<td>'turn the earth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ni?$y$-$k\ddot{\text{u}}$-</td>
<td>'stack (about firewood)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taq-$k\ddot{\text{u}}$-</td>
<td>'cut in two'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yup-$q\ddot{\text{i}}$-</td>
<td>'extinguish' (tr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meel-$q\ddot{\text{u}}$-</td>
<td>'return' (tr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max-$q\ddot{\text{u}}$-</td>
<td>'fold once'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maq-si-</td>
<td>'stop up' (tr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suq-mu-</td>
<td>'blow one's nose'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sax-ni-</td>
<td>'embrace'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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xiq?-č 'rattle' (intr)
xok-č 'slide in gravel (about the sound)'
nak?-č 'squeak'
p?uk?-č 'bump with a hollow sound'
xup?-č 'snap'

The derivative expressed by Č as found in the last five examples is clearly connected with the sound of the action.

There is another suffix, le, that I analyze as the sign expression for a derivative. It combines with few verbs and its use is very specific; it indicates 'since the time of the action' in most contexts:

(tex) t-uul-le-n sin 'since he has come, no bad events have taken place'
min ti? iil o p?ax

tex t-uul sin min ti? 'when he came, no bad events took place'
iil o p?ax

nci?^-tq t-uul-le-el sin 'he came the day after I went'
tex n-si? 

iil 'sin, bad event'
p?ax 'take place'
nci?^-tq 'the following day'

t-p?ax-le- 'since it was finished'
t-kup?-le- 'since he went down'
t-si?-le- 'since he went away'

The derivative present in the verbs of subgroup 3° was discussed and exemplified on p. 123ff.

A vowel homophonous with the root vowel is used in
forming the incompletive verb forms, which were mentioned on p. 70 and p. 126.

- co-o-k-en *call* (intr)
- k?u-u-p-en *cut* (intr)
- ko-o-l-en *defend* (intr)

A \( \gamma \) appears as the sign expression for a derivative between the root—if it ends in a central—and the suffixes for 'tense', 'voice', and 'mood' in some verbs that are derived from nouns:

- p?ee *road*
- p?ee-y-en 'make roads'
- paa-? *bag*
- paa-y-en 'make bags'
- ?i? *mouth organ*
- ?i?-y-en 'play the mouth organ'

'Participle' In active constructions with a directional verb and a second verb, the second verb usually appears with an infixed \( \lambda \) that I analyze as the sign expression for the derivative 'participle'. That form appears not only in such constructions with directional verbs, but also as an adjective:

- quy-u-?-n \{\$y\$u:m\} qen 'I am caught'
- xaq-o-?-n \{xq\$o\$\} wu:n 'it (is/was) opened by me'
- ma ?-eel si? ]?e[ 'I opened it'
- n-xaq-o-?-n \{nxq\$o\$\}
It is found optionally in a form that refers to a single occurrence of the action:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{kaap\e} & \quad \text{c\in-o-on} \quad \text{[c\non]} \\
\quad & \quad \text{two blows} \\
\text{c\in-o-n} & \quad \text{[c\no^n]} \\
\end{align*}
\]

'Position' The derivative 'position' indicates just that, position, and as mentioned above it selects radicals that include the content element 'shape-position'. The combination of a radical and 'position' is used as an adjective.

The sign expression for 'position' has two variants, \( \varepsilon \) and \( \lambda \). \( \varepsilon \) is the less common variant; it occurs after all roots that end in \( \lambda \), whereas \( \lambda \) occurs elsewhere.

- \( \varepsilon \text{aax-l} \) 'naked'
- \( \varepsilon \text{quq-l} \) 'sitting'
- \( \varepsilon \text{xooq-l} \) 'crouching'
- \( \varepsilon \text{sin-l} \) 'taut'
- \( \varepsilon \text{ooqy-l} \) 'deflated'
- \( \varepsilon \text{naak-l} \) 'dull'
- \( \varepsilon \text{muq-l} \) 'lying face down'
- \( \varepsilon \text{al-c} \) 'lying down'
- \( \varepsilon \text{cal-c} \) 'lying on one side'
- \( \varepsilon \text{kal-c} \) 'piled up'
- \( \varepsilon \text{siil-c} \) 'shredded'
- \( \varepsilon \text{tool-c} \) 'lying cylindrically'
- \( \varepsilon \text{tuul-c} \) 'lying spherically'

There are three roots with an initial \( \lambda \) after which \( \varepsilon \) is also found, but all other roots beginning with \( \lambda \) allow only one variant of the sign expression for 'position', namely \( \lambda \).
lep-č 'in pursuit'
laan-č
laan-1 'lying down'
lew-č
lew-1 'open, split off'
lazφ?-1 'stacked (about books)'
laač?-1 'clinging together'
leq-1 'squatting (about hen)'
liiič?-1 'open (about a book)'
looq-1 'lying wet'
sleek-1 'standing on one leg'
loosš-1 'chipped'

This form with 'position' occurs rarely without a following directional that is manifested in a quite abbreviated shape:

qʔuq-1 kupʔ ]qʔuqlke[ 'sitting down'
kφʔ?-1 ok ]kφʔlæk[ 'lying on a slope'
kʔal-č eel siʔ ]kʔalčpʔēs[ 'piled up out there'
kʔal-č xaaw siʔ ]kʔalčxēs[ 'piled up up there'
kʔal-č ok siʔ ]kʔalčlēks[ 'piled up in there'

Before the directionals in the last given form an 1 appears for which I have no interpretation. It looks as if both variants of the sign expression for 'position' are present at one time.

'Adjective' The derivative "ness" selects a large class of words that fall into two categories: one of simple roots and one of roots that are already selected by one derivative.
that I call 'adjective'.

The sign expression for 'adjective' has two variants: 

\( \text{an} \) and \( \text{2} \). \( \text{an} \) is a suffix, and \( \text{2} \) is infixed after the central of the root. I have not so far succeeded in establishing the distribution of the two variants. It does not depend upon expression elements; and several roots vary freely between the two:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{?u-?-y} & \quad '\text{skinny}' \\
\text{?u-y-en} & \\
\text{spe-?-l} & \quad '\text{pale'} \\
\text{spel-ën} & \\
\text{xiik-ën} & \quad '\text{straight'} \\
\text{puu?-ën} & \quad '\text{soft'} \\
\text{šq'il-ën} & \quad '\text{green'} \\
\text{?um-ën} & \quad '\text{smooth'} \\
\text{ča-?-k} & \quad '\text{sticky'} \\
\text{šxi-?-l} & \quad '\text{lean, tall'} \\
\text{lee-?-č} & \quad '\text{with little sprouts'}
\end{align*}
\]

A few radicals that seem to share a content element having to do with perception are selected by a derivative whose content is unclear. Its sign expression is a reduplication, \( C_4(a)x \); with two roots it is \( C_4\text{en} \). I quote all the examples found of this derivative:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{k?co-k?x} & \quad '\text{smelling (good)}' \\
\text{saa-sx} & \quad '\text{light (about weight)}' \\
\text{saa-sx} & \quad '\text{thin'} \\
\text{qa-qx} & \quad '\text{tasting like lime'} \\
\text{muu-mx} & \quad '\text{sheltered'}
\end{align*}
\]
cin-cx \('dangerous'\)
q\(\text{un}-q\_x \('fetid'\)
\(\text{cin-c}_x \('\text{smelling like horse urine, burnt eggs, and incense'}\)
\(\text{cub-c}_x \('\text{good'}\)
meeq\(-m\_x \('\text{warm'}\)
q\(\text{ax-q}_x \('\text{audible'}\)
\(\text{qul-q}_x \('\text{luke warm'}\)
k\(\text{is-k}_x \('\text{hurt'}\)
xi\(\text{c}_x \('\text{thin'}\)
maq-men \('\text{dumb'}\)
kol-ken \('\text{loose'}\)

Another rare derivative that appears to form adjectives has the sign expression ne:

\(\text{xaaw-ne} \('\text{up (there)}'\)
\(\text{kup?-ne \_[ku?mne]} \('\text{down (there)}'\)
\(\text{ok-ne} \('\text{east (there)}'\)
\(\text{eel-ne} \('\text{west (there)}'\)
\(\text{nox-ne} \('\text{full'}\)
\(\text{p\_in-ne} \('\text{made ready'}\)
\(\text{p\_ax-ne} \('\text{exhausted, weak'}\)

\(\text{nin}\) is sign expression for a derivative that forms adjectives from verbs:

\(\text{sik-t} \('\text{get tired'}\)
\(\text{sik-t-nin} \('\text{tired'}\)
\(\text{eel} \('\text{go westwards'}\)
\(\text{eel-nin} \('\text{going westwards'}\)
\(\text{si?} \('\text{go'}\)
\(\text{si?-nin} \('\text{going'}\)
kim
kim-nin
iš-em-nin
iš-x-nin
k?is-p?ex-nin
'die'
'dead'
'being in a serious situation'
'a wound'
'hurt'

'Infinitive' There are two derivatives that I call 'infinitive', 'transitive infinitive' and 'intransitive infinitive'. Both indicate the abstract action and the agent. The sign expression for 'transitive infinitive' is 1 and for 'intransitive infinitive' VI.

k?ay-l (soq?) 'to sell pots, potseller'
šom-o-l [šemol] amx 'to weave skirts, a weaver of skirts'
k?ay-šl 'to sell, a salesman'
kaaw-šl 'to command, a master'
çok-eeṭ-šl [çeketel] 'to be called'

p?ex is sign expression for 'passive 1/passive 2, infinitive' (cf. also p. 107f):

paat-p?ex 'to be burnt'
k?ay-p?ex 'to be sold'
še?e-p?ex 'to be ground'
p?iy-p?ex 'to be killed'
axl-a-p?e-p?ex 'to be counted'
'Instrumental, locative.' The derivative 'instrumental, locative' does not indicate both instrument and location at the same time. It combines with most verbal radicals and according to the context it is found to indicate either instrument or location. Its sign expression has two basic variants, p?al and p?l. p?el occurs after a marginal or a centro-marginal and p?l after a central.

\[ \text{t-ux lq?o-p?l} \quad \text{[lq?op?l]} / \quad \text{'the place in the market where corn is sold'} \]

\[ \text{loq?-p?al} \quad \text{esse} \quad \text{t-ux ma?o-p?l} \quad \text{[ma?op?l]} / \quad \text{'the place where sheep are sheared'} \]

\[ \text{cers sin axp?en te ma?o-p?l} \quad \text{[ma?op?l]} / \quad \text{ma?p?l} \quad \text{lant} \quad \text{\quad 'shears are used for shearing off wool'} \]

\[ \text{k?ay-p?el} \quad \text{\quad 'the selling'} \]

A different variant is recorded with a few roots:

\[ \text{p?iy-p?el} \quad \text{\quad 'slaughter knife'} \]

\[ \text{p?iy-p?e} \]

The variant p?e is identical with an abbreviated form of the directionals eel plus eel as it occurs in a number of situations, and p?el is identical with a form of eel as it occurs in the same situations:

\[ \text{k?al-c eel } \text{e} \text{a} \text{ax} \quad \text{[k?alcp?e]} \quad \text{'it is piled up out there'} \]

\[ \text{aq?-o-l eel } \text{e} \text{a} \text{ax} \quad \text{[q?olcp?e]} \quad \text{'to hand it over to me'} \]

\[ \text{yo?-p?en eel } \text{y} \text{op?enp} \text{e} \text{ol} \text{[]} \quad \text{‘to hang it out'} \]
'Measure'  The derivative 'measure' indicates the quantity of an object that is involved in one occurrence of the action contained in the radical.

The sign expression for 'measure' is a central homophonous with the central of the root plus x. The central of the root is always short:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{c\?uuq-\text{el}} & \quad \text{'to pile up (rocks, corn)'} \\
\text{xun c\?uq-\text{ux} [c\text{qux}] \text{ essin} } & \quad \text{'one pile of corn'} \\
\text{xoot-\text{el}, xot-\text{o-ol} [\text{xtool}]} & \quad \text{'to dig'} \\
\text{xun xot-\text{ox} [\text{xtox}] c\text{?oc'}} & \quad \text{'one "two-handful" of earth'} \\
\text{c\text{kik-o-ol} [\text{ckool}]} & \quad \text{'to cook'} \\
\text{xun c\text{kik-ix} [\text{ckix}] \text{ siin'}} & \quad \text{'one piece of cocked, dry meat'} \\
\text{k\text{?al-o-ol} [\text{k\text{?olol}]}} & \quad \text{'to tie'} \\
\text{xun k\text{?al-ax} [\text{k\text{?alax}] siin'}} & \quad \text{'one load of firewood'} \\
\text{qin-\text{el}} & \quad \text{'to stretch, make taut'} \\
\text{xun qin-\text{ix} [\text{qniix}] \text{ kwen\text{c}}} & \quad \text{'one string of necklace'} \\
\text{q\text{?e?-\text{-l}}} & \quad \text{'horizontal, slanted'} \\
\text{xun q\text{?e?-\text{-ex} [q\text{?e?x}] c\text{?oc'}} & \quad \text{'a slightly sloped piece of land'} \\
\text{wa\text{-\text{-l}}} & \quad \text{'upright'} \\
\text{xun wa\text{-\text{-ax} [wa\text{x]} c\text{?oc'}} & \quad \text{'a steeply sloped piece of land'}
\end{align*}
\]

In a few examples the central of the suffix is not homophonous with the central of the root, but identical with the sign expression for the derivative that selects verbs of subgroup 3°:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{tan-\text{o-ol} [\text{tnool}]} & \quad \text{'to stack firewood'} \\
\text{xun tan-\text{o-x [tnox]} siin'}} & \quad \text{'a stack of firewood'}
\end{align*}
\]
The derivative 'measure' is not productive; and with some radicals the root alone, with others the 'non-future, active' appear to express the same concept of measure.

- xiɘ?-o-ol \{xɘ?ool\} 'to fasten, tie'
- xun xiɘ? ʔum 'one small bunch of straw'
- pɘ?a?-l 'to bite off'
- xun pɘ?a? waap?x 'one bite of tortilla'
- yuup?-el 'to make a fist, grab'
- xun yuup? ēsi?n 'one handful of corn'
- ʔuy-u-ul \{ʔyuul\} 'to grasp'
- xun ʔuy-u-un \{ʔyun\} ʔuxp?el 'one handful of twigs'
- ʔp?-o-ol 'to pinch'
- xun ʔp-o-on \{ʔp,on\} aʔ'en 'one pinch of salt'

"ness": The derivative "ness" forms and abstract noun from adjectives. "ness" selects the category /interlocutor/. Its sign expression has the following variants: yel with roots that end in a central or x, el with most other roots, and aal following the sign expression en for 'adjective':

- nqaa 'near, close'
- t-nqaa-yel 'its nearness'
- mee 'dumb'
- t-mee-yel 'his dumbness'
- ʔaʔx 'naked'
- t-ʔaʔx-yel \{tʔaʔxel\} 'his nakedness'
- peʔx 'barren'
- t-peʔx-yel \{tpeʔxel\} 'its barrenness'
The variant aal also occurs with a few roots without the suffixed en:

nim
  t-nim-aal  'big'
  t-nim-aal  'his bigness'
\ddi?
  t-\ddi?-aal  'sweet'
  t-\ddi?-aal  'its sweetness'
q?eeq
  t-q?eeq-aal  'black'
  t-q?eeq-aal  'its blackness'
xun
  n-xun-aal  'one'
  n-xun-aal  'my one-ness, I alone'

With some roots the suffix en for 'adjective' occurs only in combination with aal for "ness", whereas with others the derivatives do not combine:

quus
  t-quus-en-aal  'smelling burnt'
  t-quus-en-aal  'its burnt smell'
\ddi?k
  t-\ddi?k-en-aal  'pointed'
  t-\ddi?k-en-aal  'its pointedness'
mook?-en
  t-mook?-en  'growing densely'
  t-mook?-en  'its dense growth'
"Attenuation" The derivative "attenuation" indicates that the quality contained in the radical is attenuated. The sign expression for "attenuation" has two variants: əyin after marginals and centro-marginals and əyin or əvəyin after centrals:

- saasx-əyin 'somewhat light (about weight)'
- pəʔən-əyin 'somewhat good'
- nim-əyin 'somewhat big'
- ɕin-əyin 'somewhat small'
- ɕepə-əyin 'somewhat slowly'
- sloo-əyin 'somewhat thin'

"Indifferent" The derivative "indifferent" selects radicals that include a content element 'question'. It indicates indifference or indefiniteness. The sign expression for "indifferent" is əʔəc or əc:

- tiʔ 'what?'
- tiʔ-əʔəc 'whatever, anything'
- aal 'who?'
- aal-əc 'whoever, anybody'
- xaaʔ 'where?'
- xaaʔ-əʔəc 'wherever, anywhere'

There are three prefixes whose content is unclear in most occurrences. I do not know whether they are variant sign expressions for one derivative or invariants for three.
They are s, ə, and s. In a number of examples the meaning of ə is something like 'self' or 'around itself':

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ǩal-</td>
<td>'to tie'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-ǩal-</td>
<td>'to make a ball of yarn'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leken</td>
<td>'shade'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-s-leken-aal</td>
<td>'his own shade, shadow'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maq-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seew</td>
<td>'breath'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-maq-seew-el</td>
<td>'to smother'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naap?-l</td>
<td>'mind, soul'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-naap?-el</td>
<td>'to talk in one's sleep'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naq?-</td>
<td>'accustomed'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-naq?-ča-</td>
<td>'to learn (to accustom oneself)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pin</td>
<td>'thick'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-pin</td>
<td>'with thick bark'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waak-1</td>
<td>'with a big knot, many knots'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-s-waak-aču-un</td>
<td>'is foaming (making its own knots)'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following is a list of examples with the three prefixes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(s)nak</td>
<td>'dull'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s)qaqtap?</td>
<td>'a mushroom'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-q̌oq?</td>
<td>'squash plant'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q̌oq?</td>
<td>'squash'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(š)poq?-l</td>
<td>'naked'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(š)puuq?</td>
<td>'cone-shaped'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʔik-pee</td>
<td>'jump'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-tʔik-1</td>
<td>'with one leg in the air'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s)lit?</td>
<td>'very thin'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s)yum-en</td>
<td>'blurry'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s)luʔq</td>
<td>'pliable'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A number of sign expressions for derivatives appear to be accompanied by a lengthening of the root vowel. However I have not so far succeeded in discovering the functions that determine when lengthening takes place or correlating it with some elements of content. Cf.

| xaq-l   | 'open'  |
| xaq-ee  | 'open up' |
| xaq-o-ol [xqool] | 'to open' |
| po0-l   | 'ball-shaped' |
| po0-ee [poo] | 'shaping oneself like a ball' |
| po0-ol  | 'to wrap' |
| siit-l  | 'sprinkled out' |
| siit-ee | 'pour out' (intr) |
| siit-ol | 'to pour' (tr) |

The analysis of the derivational elements in the present operation is in no way exhaustive. Some little used elements have been left out entirely; and for the time being I shall not be able to subject the category to free analysis.
All through the analysis I have omitted various tests that, according to the theory, are to be applied in every operation. The purpose of the tests is to establish that the object under investigation is in fact a semiotic and to determine what kind of semiotic.

In operation *gI* the pre-syntagmatic is reduced to a syntagmatic. The object under investigation is subjected to the definitive semiotic test and in the present analysis it is registered as a denotative semiotic.

*fII: Redistribution*

In fII the taxeme categories, which were registered in fIII, are redistributed.

In each of the three operations of fII a different relation is given as basis of distribution. The taxeme categories are classified one by one, first according to whether they contract the given relation or not; every taxeme in the taxeme categories is tested for this, and for the classification of a category as contracting the relation it is sufficient that one member of that category contract the relation in question. Secondly the taxeme cate-
gories that do contract the relation are classified according to their role in respect of the relation.

The categories subjected to redistribution are in all three operations of \( ^{gII} \) the undivided taxeme categories as registered in \( ^{GIII} \).

The following is a list of the taxeme categories and the operations in which they were registered:

\[
\begin{align*}
/\text{modulations}/ & \quad s_1 \\
/\text{voice}/ & \quad s_2 \\
/\text{tense}/ & \quad s_3 \\
/\text{mood}/ & \quad s_3 \\
/\text{article}/ & \quad 2 \\
/\text{case}/ & \quad 2 \\
/\text{interlocutor}/ & \quad 2 \\
/\text{exclusion}/ & \quad 2 \\
/\text{centrals}/ & \quad 4 \\
/\text{marginals}/ & \quad 4 \\
/\text{centro-marginals}/ & \quad 4 \\
/\text{radical units}/ & \quad 4 \\
/\text{derivatives}/ & \quad 4
\end{align*}
\]

In this presentation only operation \( ^{gIII} \) is carried out. The other operations in \( ^{gII} \) and operation chains \( ^{gIII} \) and \( ^{gIV} \) are briefly mentioned after \( ^{gIII} \).
"In §271 the basis of distribution is direction, considered within the maximal lexia or lexia-unit." (Rés p. 114).

The definition of direction is not easily unraveled, and rather than going through the many definitions that it presupposes, I shall venture an informal interpretation. I must strongly emphasize, however, that no such approximation can convey the full implications of the exact definition.

Direction is a syntagmatic cohesion that selects the category of lexias and lexia-units. (A cohesion is a function that has at least one constant among its two functives.) Thus the presence of certain selections and of certain solidarities presupposes the presence of a lexia.

The two modulations contract selection, \[\rightarrow\]; this selection presupposes the unit lexia of which both the selection and the two modulations are derivates. Thus the selection contracted by the modulations is direction.

The selection between the preposition te and the unit it selects does not presuppose the presence of a lexia and is therefore not direction.

The taxeme categories are distributed over four categories: (Rés Rg 143)

"The \{*G\} [taxeme categories] that include one or more elements contracting direction in all maximal lexias into which they enter are registered in \{iβ2\}.

The \{±G\} that include one or more elements not contracting direction in any maximal lexia into which they
enter are registered in \{iB_2\}.

The \{iG\} that include one or more elements both contracting and not contracting direction in all maximal lexias into which they enter are registered in \{iγ_2\}.

The \{iG\} that include one or more elements contracting direction in some, and not contracting direction in other maximal lexias into which they enter are registered in \{iγ_2\}.

According to Ré's Dff 220, 221, 222, and 223, the members of \{iβ_2\} are called directives (symbolized *D), those of \{iB_2\} constitutives (*M), those of \{iγ_2\} flexives (*P), and those of \{iγ_2\} thematics (*t).

/Modulations/ The two modulations manifested by rising and falling intonation respectively, contract selection. Above I have used this selection to exemplify direction; its presence presupposes the presence of a lexia. The category of modulations thus includes "one or more elements contracting direction in all maximal lexias into which they enter", and it is registered in category \{iβ_2\}, the category of directives.

The modulation that is manifested by falling intonation also appears alone:

\[\text{\textbackslash nuq exaaw qaq ti?x xaa?} \quad \text{'a fire just broke out in the house'}\]
But this occurrence does not lead to the registration of the category of modulations in \{\beta_2\} as including "one or more elements not contracting direction" because it is an occurrence found only in simplex and not in maximal lexias, and the basis of distribution is here "direction, considered within the maximal lexia".

Since the two modulations both contract direction in all maximal lexias into which they enter, the category is registered only in \{\beta_2\}.

/\text{Voice}/ In connection with the category /voice/ I have found one example of direction, and it is dependent upon the occurrence of /case/. There is solidarity between the two elements of case:

\[ \text{cin-t-ke'y-a-ye tex w-eel si' } \text{wes[]} \]
\[ \text{ke'y-el} \quad \text{'to see'} \]

The 'subject case', included in \text{t}, and the 'object case', included in \text{cin}, are solidarity, and this solidarity selects 'active', included in \text{e}:

\[ \text{cin} \quad \text{'object'} \]
\[ \rightarrow \quad \text{'active'} \]
\[ \text{t} \quad \text{'subject'} \]

In other words, whenever the category /case/ is present, both elements of that category must appear, and the element 'active' is then also present. One could say that a case
distinction is found only in active clauses. The selection contracted by 'active' and 'object' ≠ 'subject' is direction.

'Active' does not contract direction in all maximal lexias into which it enters:

```
ma ci-xaaw ϑaax ]cixaς[
 n-ε?ax-o-ʔ-n [nɛxoʔn]-
ma ci-xaaw ϑaax ]cixaς[
 ϵ?ax-o-eeł ]cxeł[
```

"I washed them"

"they were washed"

In neither of the two examples is any case distinction expressed, and 'active' as found in the first of the two examples does not contract direction.

The category /voice/ thus contains one element, namely 'active', that contracts direction in some and does not contract direction in other maximal lexias into which it enters. On the basis of this, /voice/ is registered in the category \( \{ \Gamma_2 \} \).

The two other elements of /voice/, 'passive 1' and 'passive 2', do not contract direction in any of the maximal lexias into which they enter.

Agent is expressed not by an element of /case/, but by the preposition-like noun t-uʔn 'his doing, by him', and it does not select 'passive 1' or 'passive 2'. It is found with both and also with 'active', and in clauses where /voice/ is not present at all:

```
ma ḡkupʔ-ʔ cʔom-ɛt t-uʔn ʂın "it was cut by him"
```
ma ꞌجملـ-itched ꞌمام-أ-ن
t-un kšiil

ma ꞌxaaw- itch ꞌخـ-x w-un

‘I cut it with a knife’

‘he was awakened unintentionally by me’

‘he is running ahead of me’

‘to cut’

‘knife’

‘awakened’

‘run’

On the basis of 'passive 1' and 'passive 2', which do not contract direction, the category /voice/ is thus registered in the category \{iB₂\}.

Mapping of the category results in the final registration of /voice/ in \{iΓ₂\}, category of thematics, according to Rés Rg 58 b) "If pre-elements entering into \{iΓ₂\} have substitution to pre-elements entering into ... \{iB₂\}, they are assigned to \{iΓ₂\}.”

/Tense/ Before I state the instances of direction contracted by members of the category /tense/, I shall try to outline the general system of relationships found between the two tenses, the adverbials of negation, and time indicators.

Time indicators are, for example:

ma 'simple, recent past'

s 'narrative, recent past'

o 'simple, distant past'
e 'narrative, distant past' has the variant $\emptyset$ with verbs that begin with a central. This $\emptyset$ is in this discussion of tense and time included wherever it occurs.

In the preceding operation series the time indicators have been registered either as nouns or as adverbials.

Some of them include an element of content manifested by 'non-past'; others include a content element manifested by 'past'; and still others contain neither of those two elements of content being basically neutral as to the distinction 'non-past' - 'past'. Neutrality or 'non-past' or 'past' are specifically indicated by choice of tense and by other time indicators.

Some time indicators that include 'non-past' are:

- ok 'future (assertion)'
- nci?- (x) 'tomorrow'
- xmaap? 'next year'
- xt^x 'when (fut) '?

Some that include 'past' are:

- ma 'simple, recent past'
- o 'simple, distant past'
The time indicators that are neutral as to the elements 'non-past' and 'past' are the most numerous. Some of these are:

- early
- late
- every day
- at eight o'clock
- at what time?
- at night
- on May second
- (for) one month
- Monday(s)
- simultaneity
- when (fut), whenever
I shall now give some sentences in which the time indicators appear:

- **ok c'aaxool** ['cixool'] *sUX
  - she will wash'
- **xtox ok axlaal sin**
  - 'when will he rest?'
- **nči? c'aq?e\-nan sin**
  - 'tomorrow he will work'
- **nči? c'eel oq sin**
  - 'tomorrow he will flee'
- **nči? til sin**
  - 'tomorrow he will see it'
- **kaap?x či'awan**
  - 'they day after tomorrow they will sow'
- **xnaap? činaxlan**
  - 'next year I shall rest'
- **xnaap? c'aax sin**
  - 'next year he will go back'

- **c'aaxool** ['cixool']
  - 'to wash'
- **axlaal**
  - 'to rest'
- **aq?e\-naal**
  - 'to work'
- **oq**
  - 'flee'
- **il**
  - 'see'
- **awaal**
  - 'to sow'

- **ma pon n-man**
  - 'my father arrived here'
- **ma c'aawan sin**
  - 'he sowed'
- **o či? nman mlaax**
  - 'my father went to the coast (some time ago)'
- **o kim nman**
  - 'my father died (some time ago)'
- **suul ]suul[ nman xya?s**
  - 'my father came early (today)'
- **kim nman tu?n qoc\-c?**
  - 'my father died (today) in the landslide'
- **č-aax meelc?e\-x nman xnaap?e**
  - 'my father returned last year'
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ekim nman tu'n qooc?  'my father died in the landslide (some time ago)'
sewe ci' sin  'yesterday he went'
sewe qaax n'oxo'nu n'oxo'na
nk?asp'en  'yesterday I paid my debt'
sewe kim sin  'yesterday he died'
sewe qaqa'n sin  'yesterday he worked'
kaap?exeex qaax sin  'the day before yesterday
he returned to there'
kaap?exeex cinci'oni mi's  'the day before yesterday
I ate turkey'
xnaap?e xuul sin  'last year he arrived here'
xnaap?e kim sin  'last year he died'
ooxaca [oooc]e xuul sin  'long ago he arrived here'
ooxaca [oooc]e kimnin sin  'long ago he died'
ooxaca [oooc]e cinok si?  'long ago I entered (into
service) with the priest'
jinoks? tu'ye paale  'recently I arrived here
from the coast'
qee cinuul tux mlaax  'recently they (women)
finished weaving'
qee cip?ax c?omon [c?mon]-
sux  'he has just gone back there'
qaak?es qaax sin  'she has just finished
weaving'
qaak?es p'ax c?omon [c?mon]-
sux  'I just burnt myself'
qaak?es cinci'ey  'when did he arrive here?'
xtooxe [xtooo] xuul sin  'when did he rest?'
xtooxe [xtooo] qaaxlan sin  'when he arrived here (not
today), we were eating'
tex tuul sin cin quwaaw'
"when he arrived here (today), we were eating"

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{cin quwaam}n & \quad \text{sin quuul} \quad \text{suul} \quad \text{sin} \\
\text{nman} & \quad \text{my father}' \\
\text{mlaax} & \quad \text{coast'} \\
\text{kim} & \quad \text{die'} \\
\text{xya'-s} & \quad \text{early'} \\
\text{qooq?} & \quad \text{landslide'} \\
\text{meel'-ex} & \quad \text{return'} \\
\text{k?asp?en} & \quad \text{debt'} \\
\text{coxool} \quad [\text{coxool}] & \quad \text{to pay'}
\end{align*} \]

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{cin comon} \quad [\text{comon}] \quad \text{sux} \\
\text{cin si?} & \quad \text{tux txaa} \quad \text{sin} \\
\text{xake qooix} & \quad \text{cin uul paale} \\
\text{xake qooix} & \quad \text{cin ciinaq?enan} \\
\text{xake qooix} & \quad \text{ok se?l} \quad \text{sin miis} \\
\text{xake qooix} & \quad \text{0-uul xil kam-yenete xnaap?e} \\
\text{yaax} & \quad \text{cin awan} \quad \text{sin} \\
\text{yaax} & \quad \text{cin si?} \quad \text{sin} \\
\text{yaax} & \quad \text{ok se?l} \quad \text{sin} \\
\text{yaax (ok)} & \quad \text{comool} \quad [\text{comool}] \quad \text{sux} \\
\text{yaax esi?} & \quad \text{sin} \\
\text{xun qooix} & \quad \text{cin ciinxson} \quad [\text{ciinxson}] \\
\text{xun qooix} & \quad \text{(ok)} \quad \text{ciinxsool} \quad [\text{ciinxsool}] \\
\text{xun xnaap?qii} & \quad \text{eten sin} \\
\text{tux mlaax} & \quad \text{the "bus came every day last year'}
\end{align*} \]

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{ci?ool} & \quad \text{to eat meat'} \\
\text{mi?s} & \quad \text{turkey hen'} \\
\text{tu?ye} & \quad \text{with him'} \\
\text{paale} & \quad \text{priest'} \\
\text{comool} \quad [\text{comool}] & \quad \text{to weave'} \\
\text{p?ax} & \quad \text{finish'} \\
\text{qe?yel} & \quad \text{to burn' (intr)} \\
\text{waa?l} & \quad \text{to eat'}
\end{align*} \]

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{she is weaving'} \\
\text{he is going home'} \\
\text{every day the priest comes'} \\
\text{every day I work'} \\
\text{every day he will go to mass'} \\
\text{the bus came every day last year'} \\
\text{he (always) sows late'} \\
\text{he (always) goes late'} \\
\text{he will go late'} \\
\text{she will weave late'} \\
\text{he went late'} \\
\text{for one day I hoe'} \\
\text{for one day I shall hoe'} \\
\text{for one year he was at the coast'}
\end{align*} \]
lunas ə in aqənan ə sin \n'lunasein aqonymsin' \n'lunasein si? sin kəyəl' \n'on Mondays he works' \n'on Mondays he goes selling' \n'on Monaday he will work' \n'on Monday I shall go shopping' \n'on Monday I shall go to dig up potatoes' \n'on Monday he will arrive here' \n'he (always) gets up early' \n'I shall go early tomorrow' \n'at five o'clock the mail goes out' \n'I shall go tomorrow at eight o'clock'

xvaqs ə in xaaw wa?ee ]we?[ \nxvaqs ə in cilse?l nci?x \n'te las sinke ə in eel si? ]els[ koreə \n'te las oço (ok) cinse?l nci?x \n'te las sinka xya?sin \n'tte las sinka cinse?l sin kəyəl \n'te las sinka cinse?l plaseyil \n'te las sinka cinse?l lukulu is plaseyil \n'te las sinka cinse?l wa?ee ]we?[ 
'te las sinka cinse?l wa?ee ]we?[ 

The time indicators of the type te las sinke, xvaqs, and (te) lunas appear as separate nexus when they precede the verb and when the verb refers specifically to past time:

'te las sinke' \n'it was five o'clock' \n'the he went back (today)'
'it was eight o'clock when I arrived here (not today)'

'it was early when I finished eating (today)'

'it was late when he arrived here yesterday'

'on Monday he worked' (it was Monday when he worked)

'on Monday he went' (it was Monday when he went)

Some time indicators constitute a separate nexus in most constructions where they precede the verb:

'at what time will he eat?' (what will the time be when he will eat?)

'at what time will he eat?'

'at what time will he go back?' (what will the time be when he goes back?)

'at what time did he arrive here (today),'# (what was the time when he arrived here (today)?)
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\textit{ni?y (oora)}
	(tex) twaan sin

\textit{ni?y (oora)} sin uul sin

\textit{ni?y (oora)} sin waa?n sin

\textit{alk?e q?iix}
	ox tawan sin

\textit{alk?e q?iix} ok awaal sin

\textit{alk?e sxaaw}
	ox tpon sin

\textit{alk?e sxaaw} (ok) pome?l sin

\textit{alk?e sxaaw}
	(tex) tsi? mlaax

\textit{alk?e q?iix}
	(tex) t?im sin

\textit{alk?e xnaap?q?ii}
	(tex) kuul qe paale

\textit{alk?e xnaap?q?ii}
	(tex) si?uul qe paale

"at what time did he eat (not today)?" (\textit{what was the time when he ate?})

"at what time does he (usually) arrive here?"

"at what time does he (usually) eat?"

"what day will he sow?" (\textit{what day will it be when he will sow?})

"what day will he sow?"

"what month will he arrive here?" (\textit{what month will it be when he arrives here?})

"what month will he arrive here?"

"what month did he go to the coast?" (\textit{what month was it when he went to the coast?})

"what day did he die?" (\textit{what day was it when he died?})

"what year did the priests arrive here?" (\textit{what year was it when the priests arrived here?})

"what year did the priests arrive here (they are still here)?" (\textit{what year was it when the priests arrived here?})
al'kee twi¢ q?iiix
(tex) ti¢?x nee?

'on what Calendar day was the child born?' (what day of the Calendar was it when the child was born?)

twi¢ qman ee
(tex) tkim sin

'on the first Calendar day he died' (it was on the first Calendar day when he died)

al'kee taxlaal sxaaaw
ox tuul sin

'al'kee taxlaal sxaaaw
(tex) tkim sin

'on what date will he arrive here?' (what will the date be when he arrives here?)

al'kee q?iiix qin uul sin

'on what date did he die?' (what was the date on which he died?)

al'kee q?iiix qin c'axon
[q'xon] sux

'on what day does he (usually) arrive here?'

kaap?e taxlaal maaye
ox tuul sin

'on what day does she wash?'

kaap?e taxlaal maaye
(tex) wawan is xnaap?e

'on May second he will arrive here' (it will be May second when he arrives here)

laaxex taxlaal maaye qin
i'y ninq?iiix

'on May second I sowed potatoes last year' (it was on May second that I sowed potatoes last year)

waa'l  'to eat'  q?iiix  'day'
sxaaaw  'month'  mlaax  'coast'
aq?enaal  'to work'  xnaap?q?ii  'year'
awaal  'to sow'  i¢?x  'be born'
al'kee  'which?'  nee?  'baby, child'
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At present I consider only the sentences in which the time indicators do not constitute separate nexus. The examples so far presented lead to a number of observations that I shall make now.

The adverbial ok 'future (assertion)' is obligatory only with the 'non-first singular' of verbs the sign expression of which begins with a central:

- ok aaxel [aaal]  "he will go back there"
- cinaaxel [činaal]  "I shall go back there"
- ok cinaaxel [činaal]  "yes, I shall go back there"
- Somool [čmool] sux  'she will weave'
- ok Somool [čmool] sux  'yes, she will weave'

ok selects the tense 'future'.

The other time indicators that include the content unit 'non-past' appear in the examples in nexus in the 'non-future' tense, i.e. they select the 'non-future'.

As the examples presented above show, the time indicators that include the content unit 'past' select the tense 'non-future'.

The time indicators that are basically neutral as to the distinction 'non-past'- 'past' appear in a varying number of constructions according to their content substance. čin 'simultaneity' selects the tense 'non-future' and it
combines with several other time indicators. The other "neutral" time indicators combine with a 'narrative, distant past' when specifically referring to a past action; they combine with the adverbial gin 'simultaneity' when their neutrality is intended; and when referring to a future action they may combine with ok 'future (assertion)' and with the tense 'future'.

The choice of tense after some of the neutral time indicators also depends upon the verb. Thus after a name of a day of the week, for example lunes "Monday", a future action is indicated by 'non-future' if the verb is a directional verb, whereas with other verbs there is free variation between 'future' and 'non-future':

lunes ċis lukul {lkul} is 'on Monday I shall go to dig up potatoes'
lunes ċinplasayiil 'on Monday I shall go shopping'
lunes ċinplasayin

In the many examples given above, all the time indicators in question appear before the verb. However, some of them can also occur following the verb, whereas others cannot. Some of the time indicators that always appear before the verb are:

ok 'future (assertion)'
xtox 'when (fut)?'
ma 'simple, recent past'
o 'simple, distant past'
g 'narrative, recent past'
The choice of tense may differ according to whether a time indicator precedes or follows the verb. Below are some sentences with time indicators following the verb:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Indicator</th>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Sentence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ok aaxel</td>
<td>[aaal] xnaap?</td>
<td>'he will go back there next year'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ok) tila?</td>
<td>[tla?] sin</td>
<td>'he will see it tomorrow'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ok) loq?ool</td>
<td>[loq?ool] sin</td>
<td>'he will buy a pig next'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nux p?oc</td>
<td>xnaap?</td>
<td>'pig'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>il</td>
<td>'see'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loq?ool</td>
<td>[loq?ool] 'to buy'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xun</td>
<td>'one, a'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p?oc</td>
<td>'pig'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>esip sin eewe</td>
<td>'he went yesterday'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q-aq?anan sin eewe</td>
<td>'he worked yesterday'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>esip sin kaap?exeex</td>
<td>'he went the day before yesterday'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enqi'on mi?Š kaap?exeex</td>
<td>'I ate turkey the day before yesterday'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I entered (into service) with the priest long ago.

to work

to pay

debt

to eat meat

turkey, hen

with him

priest

I shall go late

I got up early (today)

I got up early (not today)

he came (today) at eight o'clock

I shall study every day

the bus arrived here every day last year

I work every day

he will arrive here on May second

I shall hoe for one hour

I was hoeing for one hour yesterday

I (always) hoe for one hour

he will come on Monday

he will sow on Monday

he went Monday

he sowed Monday
When the sign expression for 'tomorrow' precedes the verb, the nexus is in the 'non-future'; and when the sign expression for 'tomorrow' follows the verb, the nexus is in the 'future':

\[
\begin{align*}
n&\text{ci}i n\text{cin}\text{domon} \quad \text{'tomorrow I shall weave'} \\
&\text{cin}\text{domool} \quad \text{cin}\text{domool} \quad n&\text{ci}ix \quad \text{'I shall weave tomorrow'} \\
n&\text{ci}i \quad &\text{cis mlaax} \quad \text{'tomorrow I shall go to the coast'} \\
&\text{cinse}l \quad mlaax \quad n&\text{ci}ix \quad \text{'I shall go to the coast tomorrow'}
\end{align*}
\]

Looking at this from the point of view of direction, it can be said that 'tomorrow' has two variants: one with the sign expression \( n\text{ci}i \) that appears before the verb, and one with the sign expression \( n\text{ci}ix \) that appears after the verb; likewise 'the day after tomorrow' has two variants: both have the sign expression \( k\text{aap}x \), but one precedes the verb, and the other follows the verb. The variant for 'tomorrow' that is manifested by \( n\text{ci}i \) and the variant of 'the day after tomorrow' that is manifested before the verb select 'non-future', whereas the other two variants of these two time indicators—those manifested after the verb—se-
lect 'future'.

Nearly the same relationship is found between the tenses and the time indicators that are neutral as to the distinction 'non-past'- 'past' when these refer to future actions:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{lunes} & \text{ cis lukul } \{lkul\} \text{ is } '\text{Monday I shall go to dig up potatoes'} \text{.'} \\
\text{cinse}'l & \text{ lukul } \{lkul\} \text{ is } 'I \text{ shall go to dig up potatoes on Monday'} \\
\text{lunes} & \text{ }
\end{align*}
\]

The slight difference between those that include 'non-past' (here: 'tomorrow') and those that are neutral (here: 'Monday') in this respect is that there is always 'non-future' after the sign expression for 'tomorrow', whereas there is free variation between 'future' and 'non-future' after the sign expression for a "week day" when the verb is not a directional verb:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{nći? cis mlaxax} & \text{ 'tomorrow I go to the coast'} \\
\text{lunes} & \text{ } \text{cinplasyiil } \{\} \\
\text{lunes} & \text{ } \text{cinplasayin } \{\} \text{ 'on Monday I shall go shopping'} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Of course the time indicators that include the content element 'past' never combine with the tense 'future', but only with 'non-future'. For these, the difference in construction between a sentence with the sign expression of a time indicator that precedes the verb and a sentence with one that follows the verb consists in the presence or ab-
sence of the adverbial e 'narrative, distant past':

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{eeewe } & \text{suul } \text{sin } \Rightarrow \text{'yesterday he arrived here'}; \\
\text{suul } & \text{sin eeewe } \Rightarrow \text{'he arrived here yesterday'}; \\
\text{eeewe } & \text{cinpicq?uuyen } \Rightarrow \text{'yesterday I made somersaults'}; \\
\text{eeewe } & \text{enpicq?uuyen } \Rightarrow \text{'I made somersaults yesterday'}; \\
\text{enpicq?uuyen eeew } & \Rightarrow \text{nici? cinawan } \Rightarrow \text{'tomorrow I shall sow'}.
\end{align*}
\]

On the basis of substance, 'future' is clearly seen to be the intensive term in the opposition 'future' - 'non-future': its meaning is restricted and it is never used for 'non-future'.

'Non-future' on the other hand is broadly defined: it can even be said to be used for 'future', for example after time indicators that include the content element manifested as 'non-past'.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{nici? } & \text{cinawan } \Rightarrow \text{'tomorrow I shall sow'}.
\end{align*}
\]

Another fact that reflects the extensiveness of 'non-future' is that the manifestation of the syncretism of 'future' and 'non-future' which appears in certain dependent clauses, for example after the conjunction tex 'when (past)' and ox 'when (fut)', is identical with the manifestation of 'non-future':

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{tex tuul-G } & \text{sin ... } \Rightarrow \text{'when he came ...'}; \\
\text{ox tuul-G } & \text{sin ... } \Rightarrow \text{'when he will come ...'}; \\
\text{ma } & \text{suul-G } \text{sin } \Rightarrow \text{'he came'}.
\end{align*}
\]
The elements of tense are of course not the only elements whose manifestations are connected with time, and I shall here try to consider the general division and treatment of time disregarding the formal distinction between tenses and temporal adverbials or other time indicators.

The two tenses divide time into two periods, a future period and a non-future period. The non-future period is by certain temporal adverbials again divided into a recent and a distant past period.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{future} \\
\text{recent} (\text{ma, } s) \\
\text{non-future} \\
\text{distant} (\text{o, } e)
\end{array}
\]
The present time is not treated as a period on a par with these other periods. Present time is but one specific interpretation of what I have called 'simultaneity', which always relates to some context. Thus, a phrase like he is eating is related to a context introduced by lu 'here he is' or 'here he was':

lu ćin wāˈnaʔa? 'here he is, he is eating'
lu qen ćin wāˈnaʔa? 'here I am, I am eating'

The division of the non-future period and its concrete assignment to a recent or a distant past period appear to be dictated partially by the broad definition of the non-future.

A number of verbs dominate a syncretism of 'indicative - non-future' and 'imperative - future/non-future'. This syncretism is resolved as 'indicative - non-future' when the verb is preceded by a time indicator or by one of a certain type of adverbials,
ma ə?awan sin  "he sowed"
nciə?awan sin  "tomorrow he will sow"
eewe ə?awan sin  "yesterday he sowed"
uq xaaw se?ypexə  "you might get frightened"

or when it follows certain very short nexus:

wax ċinawan  'I want to sow'
ats əaax qloolx  'there is still (time) (till) dark comes'

But when nothing precedes the verb, the syncretism is resolved as 'imperative - future/non-future',

ə?awane  'sow!' (sg)
čiə?awane  'sow!' (pl)
činawan  'let me sow'
quə?awan  'let's sow'

Time indicators others than ma, o, s, e, and sin may specify certain points within one of the three periods. In the clause

epon sin eewe  'he arrived there yesterday'

the temporal adverbial expressed by e indicates that the action takes place in the distant past period of the non-future period, and 'yesterday', expressed by eewe, specifies one point within the distant past period. In

spon sin xyaʔs  'he arrived there early'
s indicates that the action takes place in the recent past period, that is during the present day, and xys narrows the time down to a point within this period, namely 'early' in the day.

Certain of the time indicators naturally refer to only one of the three periods, thus 'tomorrow' for example naturally specifies a point within the future period, and 'yesterday' naturally refers to a point within the distant past period. When one of these restricting time indicators precedes the verb, then no specification of the period accompanies the verb. In the two sentences

eewe cinpon 'yesterday I arrived there'
n ci? cinpon 'tomorrow I shall arrive there'

eeewe and n ci? supply the information concerning both the period, distant past and future respectively, and the point within that period, yesterday and tomorrow respectively. But in the sentences

enpon eeewe 'I arrived there yesterday'
činpome n ci?x 'I shall arrive there tomorrow'

the periods distant past and future are given by the time indicator e and by the tense 'future', and eeewe and n ci?x specify only the point within the period. Here it is not possible to have eeewe and n ci?x supply all the temporal information because the verb form would be interpreted as in-
cluding the element 'imperative' if the verb itself were not referred directly to one of the three periods.

In the present discussion I have listed both the temporal adverbials *ma* and *s* as indicating 'recent past' and both *o* and *e* as indicating 'distant past'. I have earlier described them more precisely as follows,

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{ma} & \text{'simple, recent past'} \\
\text{s} & \text{'narrative, recent past'} \\
o & \text{'simple, distant past'} \\
e & \text{'narrative, distant past'} \\
\end{array}
\]

The difference between 'simple' and 'narrative' is not a temporal distinction, but may be said to be of an aspectual nature. *ma* and *o* do not co-occur with other time indicators, whereas *s* and *e* are used in conjunction with any elaboration of the time and with elaboration of certain other sides of the action.

A number of other units the nature and uses of which I shall now sketch are superimposed on the system of time.

Among these modifying units are the several adverbials of negation:

\[
\begin{align*}
x\text{maap}'e & \quad \text{min enw}\text{k}'an q'e'n & \quad \text{'I did not drink liquor (during) last year'} \\
\text{min enw}\text{k}'an q'e'n x\text{maap}'e & \quad \text{min } \ddot{c}\text{inw}\text{k}'an q'e'n x\text{maap}'e \\
\text{min enawan lunes} & \quad \text{min } \ddot{c}\text{inawan } ]\text{sinawan[ } \\
x\text{ya}'s & \quad \text{min } o \ddot{c}\text{inawan} \\
\end{align*}
\]

'I did not sow on Monday'

'I was not sowing early (today)'

'I have not sown'
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'I have not sown (today)'
'I am not sowing (now)'
'I do not drink liquor'
'I do not sow'
'I shall not sow'
'you will not sow'
'do not sow!'
'do not drink the water lest you get sick'
'so that water will not get in there'
'you think I did not look for it?'
'you think we are not going to die?'
'I cannot go up there'
'I cannot hang it up'
'I shall never arrive there'
'he has still not sowed'
'he has not arrived here yet'
'on Mondays the bus does not arrive here'
'he will not arrive here on Monday'
'he did not arrive there on Monday'
'not one (person) was caught'
`min ti?tl tu?n tuule' 'you will not arrive here again'.

`nya?n q?inen`

`(he is) not rich'.

`nya?n peeyra qenwe`

'I am not Pedro'.

`nya?n min cin?axon [c?in?xon]`

'I do not wash'.

wk?aal 'to drink'
q?e?n 'liquor'
awaal 'to sow'
xya?s 'early'
a? 'water'
(sik) tu?n 'so that'
nyap?t 'be sick'
tux 'in it'
xoyool [xyool] 'to look for'

`min is the sign expression for an actual negation used in negating the action of the verb. It combines with the temporal adverbials ma, s, o, e, and gin and it occurs without any temporal adverbial to express a habitual absence of some action either in general or within a given period,'

`min cinwk?an q?e?n` 'I do not drink liquor'

`min cinwk?an q?e?n xnaap?e` 'I did not drink liquor last year'.

`mi?n is sign expression for a hypothetical negation used about actions that have not yet taken place and about actions that may or may not take or have taken place. Neither the actual nor the hypothetical negation combines with the tense element 'future','
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'I do not sow (as a rule)'
'I shall not sow'

The verbs in the examples have either the incompletive form or they occur in a construction with a directional verb; the completive verb forms do not combine with any negations.

**Compleitive:**

- o nxoy
  - 'I looked for it'
- enxoy eewe
  - 'I looked for it yesterday'

**but:**

- min o cinxoyon [cinxyon]
  - 'I did not look for it'
- min enxoyon [enxyon] eewe
  - 'I did not look for it yesterday'

In dependent clauses introduced by the conjunction **tu?n** 'so that' personal formants of set I are generally used, but when the verb in such a clause is negated, then personal formants of set II appear just as in independent clauses,

- tu?n tok si? ]toks[ a? tux
  - 'so that water will get in there'
- tu?n min ?ook si? ]oks[ a? tux
  - 'so that water will not get in there'
- o ?ook si? ]oks[ a? tux
  - 'water got in there'

**mlay** is the sign expression for a negation 'cannot' and it does not combine with the temporal adverbials *ma, s, o, e,* or *cin,* and it commonly refers to future actions.
The negations mina'sj mna'sj 'still not', mina'n mna'n 'not yet', min aal 'nobody', and min ti? are composite (aal and ti? are interrogative units, 'who' and 'what'), and they function as separate nexus. Thus, for example, mina'sj mna'sj tawan can be translated as 'there is still not (the point in time) that he sows', or tux lunas min aal sin eoon as 'on Monday there was not some one, he arrived'.

nva'n is the variant of min that is used in connection with nouns and adjectives. It appears to be a variant of min also in the few examples where it occurs with a verb.

The three periods into which Mam divides time relate to the present moment, thus the future period is the period of time that follows the present moment. However, an element expressed by tq makes it possible to have any given point in time function as the present moment. It appears in one of two closely connected nexus, and the time of the action in the one that includes tq relates to the time of the other nexus as though the latter represented the present moment.

o-tq gi?y xpaal tex 
šinaax gaax ]šinaax[  
'he had just died when I arrived there'

ma-tq tkimlen tex npon

maa-tq īn kīm sin tex npon  
'he was dying when I arrived there'

ći-tq tkim sin tex wuul  
'he was almost dead when I arrived here (I saved him)'

'returned here'
In these sentences the choice of verb form and tense depends upon the combinations of an adverbial and *tq*. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ɨqee</td>
<td>'recently'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɨqee-tq</td>
<td>'shortly before'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaap-eexee-tq</td>
<td>'two days before'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nci-tq</td>
<td>'two days after'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mi-tq-0̕ in cinpona</td>
<td>'six o'clock'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mi-tq-na̕s teel</td>
<td>'six o'clock'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nuqet</td>
<td>'if only'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɨqee-tq kimnin ɨn tex wuul</td>
<td>'he had died shortly before I arrived here'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɨqee-tq wuullen tex t kém sin</td>
<td>'I had arrived here shortly (before the time) when he died'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eeew-tq kémlen sin tex npon</td>
<td>'he had died the day (before the time) when I arrived here'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaap-eexee-tq nsi̕len tex tuul ningiix</td>
<td>'I went away two days before the fiesta'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nci-tq tuulleel sin tex nsi̕</td>
<td>'he arrived here the day after I went away'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mi-tq-0̕ in cinpona</td>
<td>'in spite of efforts I had not arrived there when the rain came'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mi-tq-na̕s teel ɨxal</td>
<td>'it was not yet six o'clock when I arrived here (not today)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mi-tq-na̕s teel</td>
<td>'it was not yet six o'clock when I arrived here (today)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nuqet uul sin tex minna̕-tq kém sin</td>
<td>'if only he had come when his father had not yet died'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
examples show that to co-occurs with several different verb forms and with both 'future' and 'non-future'; and in combination with to several of the adverbials co-occur with a verb form or a tense with which they would not otherwise combine, for example,

- ma kim sin
- ma-tq tkimlen sin ...
- nci?ituul sin
- nci?-tq tuulleel sin tex

'the died'
'he had died ...
'tomorrow he will come'
'counting from the day I went away he will arrive here the day after'

There are two units that seem to focus the attention on either the time up until some given point or from a certain point in time and until the present. The sign expression for 'until' or 'not until' is se and the sign expression for 'since' is ca:

- nci?-x-se kup?eel si?
- ku?eels[ muqet ]mqet[ sin
- qaale-se cinwaaqal
- xnaap?-se cinuulel
- tee-se xp?aalal cinawaal

'he is not going to be buried till tomorrow' (until tomorrow he will be buried)
'I shall not eat till this afternoon' (until the afternoon I shall eat)
'I shall not come back here till next year' (until next year I shall arrive here)
'I shall not sow potatoes till the rainy season'
(until the rainy season
I shall sow potatoes)

"it will be another month
before I arrive there"
(until in one more month
I shall arrive there)

"he will not come back for
another month" (until
when one month will ar­
rive he will arrive here)

"not until I had gone did
he come to see his house" (until when I went away
and he arrived here to see his house)

"not until he came did the
work get done" (until when
he arrived there (today)
and his work got done)

"I have not eaten since
yesterday" (it is since
yesterday I eat)

"he left three days ago" (since three days ago
he is gone)

"he died last year" (since last year he is
dead)

"he went away last year" (it is since last year
that he went away)

"he died on May second" (it is since May second
that he is dead)
It is of interest here that the presence of se or ce in certain instances requires a tense or a verb form different from those that would be expected if no se or ce were present,

n̓ciʔ činawan
'n tomorrow I shall sow'

n̓ciʔx-še činawaal
'I shall not sow till tomorrow'

xnaapʔe kim sin
'he died last year'

xnaapʔe-če ]xnaapʔe[ kimmin sin
'he has been dead since last year'

The unit that I call 'not until' occurs in some connections where this translation of it is inappropriate,
"he has been gone for days"

"for how many days has he been gone?"

"it has been a year since she went back"

Until I have the possibility of studying this in greater detail I cannot arrive at an interpretation of sa that is appropriate for all its occurrences.

This informal presentation of certain uses and relationships of the elements of tense was intended as nothing but a very general outline. The exact questions to be answered in this operation are:

Does 'future' contract direction in all the maximal lexias into which it enters?

Does 'non-future' contract direction in all the maximal lexias into which it enters?

The tentative answer is "yes" to both questions.

'Future' contracts direction with certain temporal adverbials in most of its occurrences, and in a sentence like

\[ \text{cinxosool} \{\text{cinxsool}\} \text{ neex 'I shall hoe first and p\text{\textasciitilde}isan \text{\textasciitilde}awaal then I shall sow'} \]

\[ \text{xosool} \{\text{xsool}\} \quad \text{to hoe'} \]
\[ \text{neex 'at first'} \]
\[ \text{p\text{\textasciitilde}isan 'and then'} \]
\[ \text{awaal 'to sow'} \]
the second occurrence of 'future', in ñinawaal, is directed by the first occurrence of 'future', in ñinxosool [ñinxool], and thus both these occurrences of the element 'future' are seen to contract direction. It appears that 'future' in fact contracts direction in all the maximal lexias into which it enters.

The same seems to be true for 'non-future', a fact which is supported by the resolution of the syncretism of 'indicative - non-future' and 'imperative - future/non-future' as 'imperative - future/non-future' when not preceded by an adverbial or by some other unit that directs 'non-future', cf. p. 264.

According to this tentative analysis, the category of /tense/ is registered in {§2}, the category of directives, on the basis of both of its elements.

/Mood/ There is an adverbial that appears in connection with 'imperative' when it combines with certain verbs of motion,

\begin{align*}
\text{ku ci y çaxool} & \quad \text{"go to wash!" (sg)} \\
\text{ku ci tey txaay} & \quad \text{"go home!" (sg)} \\
\text{çxool} & \quad \text{"to wash"} \\
\text{txaay} & \quad \text{"your (sg) house"}
\end{align*}

There is direction between ku and 'imperative' in these examples. However, 'imperative' does not contract direction in all the maximal lexias into which it enters.

'Indicative' contracts direction with a number of the
temporal adverbials, for example ma 'simple, recent past', s 'narrative, recent past', e 'simple, distant past', e 'narrative, distant past', gin 'simultaneity', and ok 'future (assertion)', but not with, for example, nɔiɔx 'tomorrow'.

Thus the category /mood/ is registered in \{\#2\}, category of thematives, according to both 'imperative' and 'indicative'.

te te does not contract direction in any of the maximal lexias into which it enters; and it is therefore registered in \{\#B_2\}, category of constitutives.

/Article/ No element of the category /article/ has been found to contract direction in any of the maximal lexias into which they enter, and it is registered in the category of constitutives, \{\#B_2\}.

/Case/ The solidarity contracted by 'subject case' and 'object case' is recognized as direction, and both elements must thus be said to contract direction in all the maximal lexias into which they enter, and the category is registered in \{\#B_2\}, category of directives.

/Interlocutor/ No element of the category /interlocutor/ contracts direction. In other words, the relation that may exist between an element of /interlocutor/, expressed by a verbal prefix, and a pronoun, concord, is a combination and
not a selection or a solidarity:

na'yen ścinxoyon ]śinxyon[ 'I was looking for him'
tiʔx sin

xaa sin ścinxoyon ]śinxyon[ 'I was looking for him'
tiʔx sin

ok siʔ João['I paid your fare']
\[nɔxoən\] tpasaaxeuy

na'yen ok siʔ João['I paid your fare']
\[ɔxon\] te tpasaaxeuy

cinkuppeeel [cinkpeeel] 'you will kill me'
tp'iyoone ]tpyooone[

kuppeeel [kppeeel] tp'iyoone 'you will kill me'
]\tpyooone[ na'yen

na'yen 'I, me'
xooyool [xoool] 'to look for'
xaa 'that, it, he'
ɔxoool [ɔxool] 'to pay'
pasaaxe 'fare'
p'iyoool ]pyooool [ 'to kill, hit'

Thus the category /interlocutor/ is registered in 
\{iB_2\}, category of constitutives.

/Exclusion/ Neither one of the two members of the category /exclusion/ contracts direction in any of the maximal lexias into which they enter, and the category is therefore registered in \{iB_2\}, category of constitutives.

The elements of the categories /centrals/, /marginals/, and /centro-marginals/ do not contract direction, and all
three categories are registered in \{\text{SB}^2\}, category of constitutives.

/\text{Radicals}/ Some radical units contract direction in all maximal lexias into which they enter. Among these are \textit{ma} 'simple, recent past' and \textit{o} 'simple, distant past', which both contract direction with 'non-future'.

Other radical units contract direction in some, but not in all, maximal lexias into which they enter; \textit{eewe} 'yesterday' is an example,

\begin{align*}
\text{eewe} & \text{ cinpon} & \text{'yesterday I arrived there'} \\
\text{enpon} & \text{ eewe} & \text{'I arrived there yesterday'}
\end{align*}

In the first sentence \textit{eewe} directs 'non-future', but in the second 'non-future' is directed by \textit{e} 'narrative, distant past'.

Radical units of a third class never contract direction; they are, for example, verbal and nominal radicals.

Thus, before mapping is applied, the category of /\text{radicals}/ is registered in \{i\beta^2\}, \{iB^2\}, and \{i\Gamma^2\}; and according to Rés Rg 58 b): "If pre-elements entering into \{i\Gamma^2\} have substitution to pre-elements entering into \{i\beta^2\} and/or into \{iB^2\}, they are assigned to \{i\Gamma^2\}.'" the final registration of /\text{radicals}/ is in \{i\Gamma^2\}, category of thematics.

/\text{Derivatives}/ The derivatives 'ago' and 'in' contract direction in some maximal lexias,
esi? sin kaap?exe 'he went the day before yesterday'.
činawaal kaap?x 'I shall sow the day after tomorrow'.

'Ago' (xee) directs 'non-future' and 'in' (x) directs 'future'.

None of the other members of the category /derivatives/ contracts direction.

According to 'ago' and 'in', the category is registered in \{γ₂\}, and according to the other elements it is registered in \{β₂\}. The final registration performed through mapping in agreement with Res Rg 58 b) places the /derivatives/ in the category of thematives, \{γ₂\}.

Species - Simple Species The distribution of the taxeme categories based on direction has resulted in the following three realized categories:

\{β₂\}, directives (*D): /modulations/
    /tense/
    /case/

\{β₂\}, constitutives (*M): te
    /article/
    /interlocutor/
    /centrals/
    /marginals/
    /centro-marginals/
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The category of flexives ($\mathcal{P}_f$), $\{\gamma_2\}$, is virtual.

These categories are called species. They are analyzed into two categories of simple species: one includes constitutives and thematized thematives, which are then called simple constitutives, and the other includes "directives and flexives, as well as direction varieties and flexion varieties of thematives" (Rés Rg 143), called simple flexives.

Thematized thematives and direction varieties and flexion varieties of thematives are defined as follows:

"When a Themative Enters as Part of an Element into a Functival Category in which it Contracts Direction, he DIRECTION VARIETY of the themative is said to be present."

"When a Themative Enters as Part of an Element into a Functival Category in which it both Contracts and does not contract Direction, the FLEXION VARIETY of the themative is said to be present."

"When a Themative Enters as Part of an Element into a Functival Category in which it does not Contract Direction, it is said to be present as THEMATIZED." (Rés Dff 224, 225, and 226)

Through this redistribution all the directives are transferred to the category of simple flexives, all the con-
stitutives are transferred to the category of simple consti-
tutives, but the thematics are divided: some are regis-
tered as simple flexives and others as simple constitutives.

species: directives thematics constitutives

\( (*D) \) \( (*P_t) \) \( (*M_r) \)

modulations voice \textit{te}
tense mood article
case radicals interlocutor
derivatives centrals

centro-marginals

simple species: simple flexives simple constitutives

\( (*P) \) \( (*M) \)

Hjelmslev says about the redistribution in \( *gII \):
"This redistribution must not, however, cancel the results of the previous deduction and must, therefore, be so conduc-
ted that the taxeme categories as such are kept intact, so it is the taxeme categories as such and not the single tax-
emes that are redistributed." (Rés Rg 123) In Rg 142, however, he says "The taxeme categories are consequently analyzed ... with attention paid, in the case of each tax-
eme, to all the maximal established units into which it enters."

The taxeme categories will be kept intact through mapping even though the individual taxemes are registered
in different categories.

In redistributing the thematives it appears that the taxeme categories are not kept intact; however, the redistribution is of varieties of the thematives. It is not clear precisely what the implications of this fact are.

The element 'active' of the category /voice/ is registered as a simple flexive, whereas the elements 'passive 1' and 'passive 2' are transferred to the category of simple constitutives.

The two elements of the category /mood/ have both a direction variety and a thematized variety, and these varieties therefore appear both among the simple flexives and among the simple constitutives, respectively.

Some /radicals/, for example ma 'simple, recent past', s 'narrative, recent past', o 'simple, distant past', e 'narrative, distant past', and gin 'simultaneity', appear only in the category of simple flexives. Elements like eewe 'yesterday' and nci?x 'tomorrow' have two varieties, a thematized and a direction variety, and these varieties these varieties therefore appear in both categories. Verbal and nominal radicals, for example ñ?it 'bird' and il 'see', are registered only in the category of simple constitutives.

The two derivatives xee 'ago' and x 'in' have varieties appearing both as simple flexives and as simple constitutives, but the rest of the derivatives are registered only in the category of simple constitutives.

The category of simple constitutives thus has the following members:
The category of simple flexives has the following members:

- modulations
- tense
- case
- 'active'
- 'imperative', 'indicative'
- ma, etc.
- xee, x
Subspecies - Simple Subspecies  The simple flexives are now subjected to a further analysis with the purpose of determining their role as constants or variables in the direction they contract. The constant in a direction is called the directed functive and the variable in a direction is the directing functive.

The simple flexives are in the present operation distributed over the following four categories: (Rés Rg 145)

"The \{\*P\} [simple flexives] that include one or more elements which, when contracting direction, always contract it as directed, whatever maximal lexia they enter into, are registered in \{iβ_2\}.

The \{\*P\} that include one or more elements which, when contracting direction, always contract it as directing, whatever maximal lexia they enter into, are registered in \{iβ_2\}.

The \{\*P\} that include one or more elements which, when contracting direction, always contract it as directed by one relate and as directing another relate, whatever maximal lexia they enter into, are registered in \{iγ_2\}.

The \{\*P\} that include one or more elements which, when contracting direction, always contract it as directed when they enter into certain maximal lexias and always contract it as directing when they enter into certain other maximal lexias are registered in \{iγ_2\}.

According to Rés Dff 233, 234, 235, and 236 the mem-
bers of \( i \beta_2 \) are called **fundamentals**, those of \( i \beta_2 \) **converted taxemes**, those of \( i \gamma_2 \) **semifundamentals**, and those of \( i \beta_2 \) **ambifundamentals**.

The two elements in the category /modulations/ are registered in \( i \gamma_2 \) and \( i \beta_2 \) respectively, and through mapping they are transferred to \( i \gamma_2 \). "If pre-elements entering into \( i \beta_2 \) have substitution to pre-elements entering into \( i \beta_2 \), both are assigned to \( i \gamma_2 \)." (Rés Rs 57 b)

'Active' is registered in \( i \beta_2 \).

Both 'future' and 'non-future' are registered in \( i \beta_2 \).

'Imperative' and 'indicative' are registered in \( i \beta_2 \).

Both elements of /case/ are registered in \( i \beta_2 \).

The /radicals/ and the /derivatives/ are registered in \( i \beta_2 \).

The four categories that result from this analysis are called **subspecies**, and they are in turn divided into two classes of **simple subspecies**: **characters** and **themates**. The fundamentals, semifundamentals, and fundamental and semifundamental varieties are registered as characters. Converted taxemes and converted varieties are themates. The simple constitutives are transferred unanalyzed to the category of themates. (The fundamental, semifundamental, and converted varieties are all varieties of ambifundamental taxemes.)

The analysis performed in *gIII* can now be outlined in the following way:
The procedure followed in operations $g_{II2}$ and $g_{II3}$ is identical with that of operation $g_{III1}$, but in each operation with a different function as basis of distribution.

In $g_{III1}$ the basis of distribution was the establishing relation within the maximal lexia, namely direction.

In $g_{II2}$ the function chosen is the establishing relation within a syntagmatic homosubgeneous sum. A homosubgeneous sum is defined as "a Sum into which Enter Taxemes of one and only one Simple Subspecies under one and the same
Simple Species,“ (Rés Df 237)

In *gIII the function chosen as basis of distribution is the establishing relation within a syntagmatic homogeneous sum. A homogeneous sum is defined as "a sum into which Enter Taxemes of one and only one Simple Species in one and the same Plane." (Rés Df 227)

*gil III and *gIV

After *gII follow two subseries of the operation series called taxematics, namely *gIII and *gIV, in which the taxemes are analyzed and defined further. However, I shall not complete subseries *gII nor even outline subseries *gIII and *gIV, first because these operations are extremely complicated involving a great many new terms and secondly because only an exhaustive execution of this part of the analysis will represent an actual addition to the present description of Mam.
APPENDIX

The letters that symbolize the expression taxemes have been chosen to assure close correspondence with manifestation and in agreement with general American practice in phonetic transcription, and the following comments are intended only as a preciser definition of a few of these symbols.

\( e \) and \( o \) are mid to lower-mid.

\( p, t, k, k, \) and \( q \) symbolize voiceless unaspirated stops.

\( k \) is palatalized.

\( q^p \) is imploded.

\( p^p \) is voiced and imploded in syllable initial position and voiceless and lenis in syllable final position.

\( x \) is a voiceless velar spirant.

\( s, s, s, \) and \( z \) are symbols for four sibilants with the following points of articulation: dental \( (s) \), alveolar \( (z) \), palatal \( (z) \), and retroflex \( (z) \). \( z, \tilde{c}, \tilde{c}, \) and \( \tilde{c} \) are symbols for the four corresponding affricates.
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